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, Hundreds of
people mill in
and out of
Kennedy Union
during Christmas
on Campus.
Despite the
crowds, local
children were
able to tell Mr.
and Mrs. Claus
what they wanted
for Christmas. -T. Haverkos photo
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Cheerleaders Crissy Subler
and Greg Bach help get the
crowd on its feet in support of
the football team. Their constant energy and spirit supported the team to Bradenton,
Florida, and the Stagg Bowl.
--T. Haverkos photo
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Causing A
COM ~MOTION
Only by witnessing the events that
transpired on campus could students believe everything that happened. Events
ranging from the dissolution of the Soviet
Union to the basketball team's incredible
win over Notre Dame to the protest
against The Last Temptation Of Christ
reminded students that there was never a
time or situation where they could not see,
hear, teach or learn something new.
Adopting the new sophomore hous- ,
ing policy and dealing with the recession
reminded students of how things were
constantly changing. Similarly, the passing
of Tom Frerricks and Stephen Welsh reminded students how precious life is and
that what we do with it while we are here
is very important.
And just when things seemed to be
running smoothly, something else would
happen to cause a commotion.

Participants in the
Watermelon Bust
lose interest in the
games and concentrate on mudwrestling. The
scent of watermelon could be
smelled deep into
the Ghetto, and
laundry rooms all
over the area were
put to the ultimate
test. --M. Tomerla
photo

C'ttud ,en1:s in the plaza

watch as concerned citizens protest the showing
of The Last Temptation of
Christ. After they picketed for a number of
hours, heated discussions
broke out concerning the
students' freedom to view
the film. --T. Haverkos
photo

Dayton Fire crews assess
the situation behind
Kennedy Union. What
seemed to be a typical
day changed suddenly
when an underground
power cable exploded. --T.
Haverkos photo
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[ampuS Life
The constant activity of the student
body is the essence
of Campus Life. .
This year's intricate
balance of new
changes and old
traditions served as
a prime example.

Parents' Weekend
Dance Ensembles
Christmas on Campus
Hunger Awareness

12
30

46
52

At the party In McGinnis Center,
Michelle Walter gets a Coke from
Cambra Kedzierski. The Orientation
parties provided entertainment and a
way to meet people.--cws photo
Trudging uphill, a student and his family
carry belongings to Stuart Hall. The
number of students moving In led to a
long walk from the parking lot.--CWS
photo

Into tlie (jroove
First year students get acquainted with campus,
classmates, and responsibilities.

Full of both excitement
and apprehension, the Class of
1995 arrived on a hot August
day prepared for a weekend of
new student orientation events to
introduce them to college life.
With help from the "Ask
Me" students, the new arrivals
invaded the residence halls and
struggled to find room for all
their essentials. "There was a
lot of situating to be done," said
Dalila Irons.
At social activities like
the Plaza Parties I and II, the Ice
Cream Social and the Michael
John concert, students had an
opportunity to get acquainted
with their classmates.
The students introduced
themselves and then proceeded
to ask the questions of the

weekend: "Where are you
they had to be in a certain place
from?" and "What is your
at a certain time.
major?"
The students rapidly
As well as getting the
learned that they were on their
chance to make the new friends, · own and now in charge of their
own lives.
The variety of events
'~t the beginning of the
that were held during Orientaweekend, I felt sometion weekend provided students
what overwhelmed and I with an opportunity to see many
didn't know anyone. By different aspects of the univerthe end of the weekend, sity.
Mter attending the
I felt more at home and
convocation, Carolyn Popovich
I had met many people." said, "I felt like I was becoming
--Amy Whilding
part of something special, a part
of a family."
the students quickly realized
The orientation weekend
they were now responsible for
helped calm many of the fears
themselves.
students had anq introduced
No longer were Mom or them to the exciting world of
Dad around to remind them that higher education.--Vicki Rettig

One Moment in rr'ime
Faculty, students and alumni demonstrate
pride and dedication to the community.

Homecoming week was ·
a special time for everyone. The
cheerleaders, the Flyerettes, the
Pep Band, and others worked to
increase the Homecoming week
excitement. "The activities in
the plaza kept the spirit of
Homecoming alive all week,"
said Elizabeth Kearns.
The seven Homecoming
candidates were Mary Ann
Poirier, Nancy Stubenrauch,
Mary Beth Laurenson, Bernard
Caldwell, James Duckro, Scott
Kronstain, and Dan C1oran.
Throughout the week,
they participated in many
Homecoming activities as a part
of their competition for the titles
of King and Queen. On
Wednesday, they took part in a

"Gong Show" at the Pub. On
Thursday, the candidates performed skits related to the
Homecoming theme "One

"The activities in the
plaza kept the spirit of
Homecoming alive all
week. "--Elizabeth
Keams

Moment in Time."
Finally, on Saturday, the
Homecoming King and Queen,

Duckro and Laurenson, were
crowned at halftime during the
game against Northwood. The
Flyers dominated the game,
allowing Northwood to score
only in the final seconds of the
game. "I thought that the
Homecoming game was an
exciting end to a great week,"
said Christy Wilder. A jubilant
crowd attended the culminating
event, the Homecoming Dance,
Saturday night.
Homecoming week gave
all a chance to demonstrate their
commitment to the Dayton
community. "Homecoming
week boosted my spirits and my
pride," said Abigail Aquilla.Jennie Nagle

The band Is led In playing "School's
Our by Drum MaJor Kathl. .n
Daus;terty. The Pride or Dayton
Machlng Band played during halftime
at each gcme.--T. Haverkos photo
Refreshments and a chCI'Ice to sit down

to talk to friends ae a momentay
altemaHve to the dCI'Icetloor. Seated
ae Kim McElhone Cl'ld stephanie
Bukoskl.-- T. Haverkos photo

· Par/(jng Lot Partying
Fans eat, drink and socialize in Welcome Stadium
parking lot to support the football team.

Students recalled times in the
Tailgating has traditionfor the game. "You see it on TV
ally been a major part of school
tailgating area when they drank
so much, you say to yourself, 'I
athletics. Students gathered in a would love to be doing that at
beer and had fun. "My most
designated tailgate area and
interesting tailgating experience
my school," Dote said.
cooked out on grills, drank
was when we got two quarter
Kathleen Cummings
beverages and had a good time
_ kegs and two teams of ten and
before cheering on their team.
competed to see which team
Despite some controcould kick first," said Dave
"I tailgate to make the Anderson.
versy regarding at what point
fans were to leave the desigThe policy regarding
game more than just a
nated tailgating area, students
tailgating was that all people in
game and to get
agreed that tailgating was
the designated area must leave
enjoyable.
upon the start of the game.
psyched up. " --Joe
"Students tailgate to
Some fans would have
Dote
gather with their friends and join
preferred to tailgate through to
in the pre-game festivities," said
the end of the games, but either
Ben Basinski.
way, students agreed that tailgating was definitely a major part
Joe Dote said he liked to started tailgating with her
tailgate to make it more than just friends an hour before the game
of the celebration and fun of
and continued as long as they
a game and to get psyched up
Flyer football. --Joe Kelly
were permitted to.
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On the front end ot a car, Christy
Spillers and LCU'en Burke laugh
together. Tailgating allowed for the tun
of the games to start even earlier.-- T.
Haverkos photo
Responsible tor grilling and distributing
food, Jocle Doyle otters his friends a hot
dog. Cooking out on griDs was a
favorite part of tallgatlng.--R. Faris
hoto
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and families are led In prayer
James Heft, S.M. Provost. The
In the fteldhouse, conthe weekend of vlsiHng.··CWS
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Ttte Parents w..kend mass allows
Thomas Carleton and his parents to
share a religious moment. The mass
was a quiet Hme before families
separated agaln.--cws photo
At the Parents' Weekend Dinner,
Brother Rtz speaks to students and their
families. Th~ dinner was offered during
each of the two Parents' Weekends
held first Mmester.--cws photo

1£wo Wor{ds Co{{itfe
While bringing the feeling of home to their children,
parents got a taste of life at UD.

ballroom. A mass in the
When "Welcome Mom
and Dad" signs filled the winfieldhouse was held on Sunday.
For students who chose
dows of Marycrest, and students
to show their parents a different
spoke of good food and trips to
the mall, there was only one
view of the campus, Gina
explanation: A Parent's Weekend was approaching.
Two Parents' Weekends
"/love having my
were held, the first in September
parents come. I enoy
and another in November.
Carolyn Popovich ·
showing them around
enjoyed her parents' visit and
the campus and the
liked having them see the
Dayton area. "--Heidi
campus and how she lived.
"Now, when I call and ask for
Panousis
something, they're more understanding," she explained.
DiNova suggested taking parOn Saturday, students
ents to Timothy's and the
and parents could enjoy breakGhetto.
fast with President Raymond
According to Popovich,
Fitz, the football game, a social
"The
Dayton
Mall is where to
hour, and a special dinner in the

take parents after showing them
how bare your closet is."
For students who opted
for a more unique Parents'
Weekend experience, Ann
Lekan ·recommended an afternoon at Wright Patterson Air
Force Museum. "My mom
lagged behind reading the
various historical accounts of
war heroes and adventurous
flights, while my brother and I
climbed in and out of the display
aircraft," said Lekan.
Whether students chose
to find entertainment on campus
or ventUre off campus to explore the Dayton Community,
Heidi Panousis spoke for the
majority of the campus in saying
"I love having my parents
come!'' --Laurie Smith

Dean of Students Dr. Wllllcm
Schuerman expresses the University's
stance to a Channel 2 News reporter.
A symposium was held after the film
fof vtewers.--R. Faris photo
Three generations band together
against the showing ot The J.ml
Temctatlon of Chdst. The protestors
questioned the administration's
judgement In allowing the film to be
shown. --R. Faris photo

Controversy f£rupts
Protesters criticize administrators for showing and
discussing a movie they deem blasphemous.

About 50 people gathered in the Kennedy Union
Plaza to protest the showing of
the controversial movie The Last
Temptation of Christ on October 1. The University Activities
Organization sponsored the
viewing as well as the discussion afterward.
The protesters showed
their disapproval by using signs
claiming blasphemy. "The
movie has no business on a
Catholic campus," said Lee
Kozlowski, a Dayton resident
and former student.
Dr. William Schuerman,
Vice President for Student
Development and dean of
students, said he was faced with
the decision to censor, prohibit
or ban the showing of the film.
"We make decisions that are

appropriate for a university,,
Schuerman said.
"The students,, said
Schuerman, "developed this
program in a very responsible

going to be an introduction to
the film and a panel including
Dr. Dennis Doyle from Religious Studies, Dr. Una Cadegan
,from American Studies, and Fr.
Bob Hogan from Campus
Ministry,, said Bro. Raymond
"Showing the movie
Fitz, president. According to
Fitz, the panel offered an overwas a great idea. It
' view and an appreciation for the
proved to be successfilm as well as interpretations.
ful and showed an
"I think the important
thing we are doing here,, said
openness to students'
Vice President for University
new ideas and freeAdvancement Patrick Joyce, "is
dom of religion."-allowing students the opportuMichele Quadri
nity to see it, if they choose, and
at the same time putting it in
way to look at a very serious and some context with a discussion
controversial film.,
afterward led by some faculty
"The concept was that
with some worthwhile perspecthere was going to be the showtives on the subject...
ing of the film, but there was
..Joe Kelly
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!f{yers 2\ltn Mad
Fans cheer on Football team, get glance
of Basketball squad.

Lights dimmed and
spotlights shone as an anxious
crowd awaited the introduction
of the basketball team.
Held in the arena on
October 18th, Flyer Madness
was the students', alumni's, and
community's first look at the
new Flyer basketball team. The
fans were given a chance to see
the players in action, and Coach
Jim O'Brien elaborated on what
to expect from the team in the
upcoming season.
In its third year, Flyer
Madness, formerly known as
Midnight Madness, was changed
to include recognition of the
football team. Football Coach
Mike Kelly and the team's cocaptians spoke to the crowd in
anticipation of the Homecoming

game the following afternoon.
Said Chris Nartker, "The
most enjoyable part of Flyer
Madness was the combination of
football and basketball with

n The

Best Dressed

Flyer Fan Contest .
added a lot to the night;
it created a lot of spirit. "
--Sarah Kolb

Homecoming weekend." Events
incorporated into Flyer Madness
included a Most Spirited Sheet

contest, won by the Student
Government Association, and a
Best Dressed Flyer Fan contest
between the Homecoming King
and Queen contestants. Scott
Kronstain was the winner of the
Best Dressed Flyer Fan contest.
The Flyerettes, cheerleaders, pep band, Fanatic
Flyers, and Rudy Flyer were all
important features of Flyer
Madness as they helped boost
the spirit of the crowd in support
of the football and basketball
teams.
From the recognition of
the football team and introduction of the basketball players to
the Homecoming activities,
Flyer Madness was an evening
packed full of Flyer spirit.

As the football team exits, young tans
otrer their support. The football team
was recognized tor Its success thus tar
and cheered on tor a homecoming
victory. -T. Haverkos photo
Cheering tor the Ayers, Pride of Dayton
Machlng Band members Christy
Umann and Kathy Utke show their spirit.
The Marching Band raised tans' spirits. T. Haverkos photo

Pic!( of tlie Litter
Groups paint dumpsters in an attempt to make
the Ghetto more attractive and cleaner.

Cold weather and a lack
of supplies did not deter the one
hundred students who came out
on September 21 to Adopt a
Dumpster. The Student Government Association assigned trash
bins and supplied participants
with paints and brushes, then the
students braved the chilly winds
to beautify the Ghetto.
Early on, though, SGA
realized there was a lack of
supplies, especially paint
brushes. Many groups were
forced to go without them and
instead used their hands or items
found within their dumpsters.
Amy Askins said, "My
group had to use pieces·of carpet
we found in our dumpster. It

As she helps to promote The Monk's
Inn and make the Ghetto beauflful,
Stephanie Craig paints a dumpster.
Many organlzaHons parflclpated as a
service project.-- T. Haverkos photo
While working on the Earth dumpster,
Michelle Alberti and Sean Halloran
discuss their design. OrganlzaHons
relied on the creativity of members for
design Ideas.-- T. Haverkos photo

forced us be more creative since
we did not have the standard
materials. I actually enjoyed the
shortage!"
SGA gave prizes for the

"My group had to use
I

pieces of carpeting
that we found in our
dumpster. It made us
more creative since
we didn't have the
standard materials."-Amy:jtskins

most creative, unique, or unusual dumpster. Alpha Gamma
Tau, the art fraternity, placed

first, Air Force ROTC came in
second, and Monk's Inn came in
third. The contest inspired the
organizations to be even more
creative in their designs. Following the morning's efforts, the
trash bins sported everything
from pictures and clubs logos to
student autographs. As an
added appreciation, SGA also
supplied doughnuts for those
who participated.
Regardless of the bad
weather and lack of supplies,
Adopt a Dumpster proved to be
an enjoyable and worthwhile
cause. The creativity could be
seen throughout the Ghetto and
made the campus just a bit more
beautiful.

are chosen by College
member Erik Amundson.
to what SGA provided,
dl~~llU'tBd on a first come first
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Arter the Bust broke up, Unda Spreck
helps pick up waterrn.lon remains.
With assistance from everyone, even
cleaning up was pleaswable.--T.
Haverkos photo
Supping and sliding, students "Do the
Melon Mash." Slp-n-SIIde was one of
the childhood games played with a
new watermelon twlst.--CWS photo

'lJo 'Ifie 9vfe[on Masli
The Watermelon Bust produces good times, laughs,
and money for charity.

Once again, Theta Phi
Alpha sorority and Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity banded together
in an effort to raise money for
charities through the Watermelon Bust.
The Bust was a type of
watermelon olympics with
students paying a fee to participate. There were a variety of
games, all of which centered
around the use of watermelons.
The unanimously favorite game was the Slip-n-Slide.
Players hurled themselves, belly
first, through crushed melons
attempting to go the maximum
distance.
"The Slip-n-Slide was
my favorite. The smell of
watermelon juice and mud was
intense," said Travis
Westendorf.
Due to an unusually hot
summer, there was a slight

decrease in the number of
melons. "I don't think the
decrease of watermelons affected the fun of the games; it
just cut down on the mess,"

"I took the first two
events seriously, after
that I was rudely
chucked in the head
with a melon."--Travis
Westendorf

noted Laura Gianorio.
The very nature of the
Watermelon Bust discouraged
participants from taking the
competition too seriously.

"Serious? Come on!
Nobody even finished all the
games!" quipped David Theus.
Said Joe Mercuri, "The
competition was just for fun.
My only objective was to smash
melons on people and to throw
them in the mud."
Westendorf was a bit
longer in realizing this: "I took
the first two events seriously,
after that I was rudely chucked
in the head with a melon."
Most felt that the Watermelon Bust was a good way to
raise money for charity.
Theta Phi Alpha's half of
the money went to the Glenmary
Home Missions while Lambda
Chi Alpha's money was donated
to Aim for the Handicapped.
Considering that the
Bust raised nearly $1,000, it was
a SUCCeSS. --Katie McGunn

Kim Scharf walts with her laundry,
taking advantage of an opportunity to
save a few quarters. Bringing laundry
home was a favorite advantage to a
trip home. --s. Willett photo
Upon her return to school after a
hecHe weekend, Christy Wilder greets
her roommate. Though roadtrlps were
fun, most students were glad to get
back. --s. Willett photo

On tlie 9\pac£ .f2Lgain
Roadtrips prove to be a great break
from the daily routines.
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Every weekend hundreds of students filtered out
of their dorms, houses and
apartments in search of
weekend entertainment away
from campus.
Some students chose
to make a trip home, while
others journeyed to other
college campuses to see
friends and party in a new
atmosphere.
For those who made
the trip home, warm showers
and clean laundry and home
cooked meals at no cost
were the luxuries most
looked forward to, but not
the only ones.
"I couldn't wait to see
my dog Buffy when I went
home,', said Martha Boehler.

"She was the only thing I
was homesick for!" Weekends at home allowed students to rest away from the
hectic campus life.

"I love to go to Ohio
State over long weekends,"
said Kathy Upton. "The bars
are great, and it's a com. pletely different atmosphere
to party in." Besides quality
partying, roadtrips enabled
"/Jove going to visit my many students to visit high
friends at other schools school friends and brothers
and sisters whom they might
because it's a great
normally see only during
Christmas break and summer
escape from the stress
vacations.
; of school. " --Abigail
Either way, road trips
proved
to be an excellent
, Aquilla
way to break up the monotony of the school year
and the pressures of class
Yet, while those
work,
as well as regain a
students relaxed in their
hometowns, others socialized perspective on what the
University and the Ghetto
and partied on other surtruly had to offer students.
rounding campuses.

to Point Creek,OH, Greg
goes water skiing with some
Although some opted tor
.,...."'"....'"' physical acflvlty, others
more relaxing acHviHes during
trips. -T. Haverlcos photo

Ylrt In Motion
Importance of Being Earnest
tickles audiences.
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The British Isles were
member Sheila Miller, did her
well represented in Boll Theatre best to make John and Algy's
for 91-92 season as students and pursuit of both Gwendolen
faculty participated in Oscar
Fairfax, played by Jody
Wilde's The Importance of
Being Earnest. The play was a
"The actors in EarBritish comedy of manners
about two high-society gentlenest were very conmen and their pursuit of two
vincing. My favorite
young ladies.
The Importance ofBeing
part was the muffin
Earnest, directed by L.L. Selka,
, scene." --Pete Filon
starred Matt Maurer as John
Worthing and Mark Farrelly as
Algernon Montcreiff.
Bartman, and Cecily Cordew,
Algy's aunt, Lady
· Lisa McDaniel, as difficult as
Brocknell, played by faculty
possible.

Mark Farrelly said,
"Oscar Wilde's witty brand of
humor will last well into the
next century. This stylish
comedy required a lot of hard
work and discipline but was a
fun time nonetheless."
Pete Filon was thor:oughly impressed with the
actors performances. "The
actors in Earnest were very
convincing. My favorite part of
Earnest was the muffin scene. "
The assorted talents of
the student actors and actresses
were well received by the
audiences. --Matt Maurer
I

As Assistant Director/Stage Manager,
Jimmy Chrlstoc:loulou Is familiar with
theaters. His back stage role was
added to an extensive list of previous
on-stage roles. -T. Haverkos photo
Before the opening, Brian Sullivan
makes final adjustments. Although -It
was Sullivan's first University performance, he did not believe It would be
his last. -T. Haverkos photo

f£zy{osion 9\pck§ Campus
First semester's explosion scares and
aggravates faculty and staff.

It was what seemed like
another typical Friday afternoon
in September until suddenly
three manhole covers blew off,
and fire and smoke billowed
everywhere. On September 20,
at 2:50p.m., a malfunction in
the main loop of the electrical
cable outside Kennedy Union
caused a high voltage explosion.
Dayton Fire Department
and Public Safety personnel .
responded to the call. Due to
precautions taken by the University, no injuries occurred, The
incident caused Kennedy Union
and the surrounding buildings to
be evacuated. The greatest
effect of the explosion, however,
was the loss of power all over

In order to asseu the situation,
University and city employees go
underground. lhe area was blocked
off until more was known about the
Incident. •• T. Haverkos photo
Otnclals clscu11 what happened and
what may have caused the explosion.
The cause was discovered to be a
short circuit In an underground power
cable. •• T. Haverkos photo

campus and in portions of the
ghetto.
The electrical fault could
not be worked on until the
smoke and fumes were ex-

"/ think the explosion
was a freak accident.
I don't believe it is
likely to happen
I

again." --Carolyn
Popovich

I

hausted from the manhole.
The explosion slightly
inconvenienced Christy

Wilder: "I had clothes in the
washing machine and it was
filled with water. It was a
number of hours before I was
able to finish."
The loss of power also
interrupted some classes. "I
was in my biology class when
the explosion occurred. We
continued class for about 5 or 6
minutes in the dark," said
Carolyn Popovich.
When the smoke had
cleared, the fault was isolated
and the power was returned.
Although the incident startled
students, most thought it was a
freak accident, and they had
confidence that it would not
happen again.

In an act of destruction, several
students flipped a car. Not all of the
students responsible were found and
authoriHes were uncertain as to what
sparked the violence.

-- T. Haverkos

To add fuel to the tire, students donate
doors to bum. Both UnlversHy students ·
and students from other schools took
pat In St. Palrlck's Day t.sHviHes.
--T. Haverkos photo
Dressed to enjoy the Halloween
atmosphere, Elizabeth Hahn and Carol
Ann Barrett chat. Halloween gave
students a chance to be lmaglnaHve.
--T. Haverkos photo

(jlietto (jatlierings
Holiday weekends marred by students' festive
and sometimes destructive behavior.

Keeping with tradition,
Halloween and St. Patrick's Day
were huge celebrations on
campus. Parties and bars were
swamped with students looking
to have a good time.
Costumes and good
weather helped to make Halloween a jubilant and festive holiday. The three day weekend
added to the relaxed atmosphere.
At bars and parties, costumes
ranged from Elvira to Mars
Blackman. Kara Bovenzi said,
" The costumes really put ·
everyone in a good mood. Some
were so good that you couldn't
help but have fun."
As second semester
rolled around, students looked
forward to the infamous St.
Patty's Day celebration with
great anticipation. Since there

were traditionally a great number of visiting students on hand,
administrators called for extra
security. Residence Halls
cracked down on visitors and

treatment. Carolee Linkner
sustained second degree bums to
her right leg when an aerosol
can thrown into the fire exploded. "It was a shame that the
crowd got so out of control,~'
Linkner said. "The police
weren't there when it started to
"Some of the cosbecome violent, and from there,
the damage was done."
tumes were so good
Damage included an
that you couldn't help
. alumnus' Honda Accord being
severely vandalized. Many
but have fun." --Kara
students were punished with
disciplinary
citations, suspenBovenzi
sions, and even expulsions.
Although a large number of
students partying in the Ghetto
tightened security with constant
St. Patrick's Day weekend were
IDchecks.
present at the fire, most agreed
A huge bonfrre blazed on that the partying got out of hand
Lowes street and caused injuries and the violence was riot necesrequiring emergency room
sary under the circumstances.

.

In the first dance, Katy Ptenlcka leact.
the other dancers to "lfa Allin the
Rhythm. • Coatumea were provided by
the caat. •• T. Haverkos photo
In ' Ita All In the Rhythm,· Dawn Rae
Montgomery and Katy Plenlcka
demonatrate their abiiiHea to the
audience. Mullc waa by Madonna
and Warren Beatty. ··T. Haverkos
photo

Creativity .9Lnd Cu[ture
Dance ensemble exhibits members'
skills, talent, and hard work.

. Once again the Dance
Ensemble produced an outstanding show filled with meaning
and excitement. The group
consisted of several talented
students who put in long hours
to perfect their works.
Unfortunately, the
Dance Ensemble didn't receive
very much press coverage.
Those students who did attend
generally knew one of the
dancers performing or had heard
about it through a friend.
Several pieces performed contained meaning
within the titles, and music and
movements made references to
issues present in society. They
included "the fear, excitement,
and anticipation of a changing

~;·:t:·::~·-

times it's easier to slam doors
than to show the world who you
are;" and the idea that friends
who come into our lives "leave
footprints on our hearts, and we

"The act of 'Black
Angel' was

a bit odd

and long, but overall I
liked the performance. "
--Pete Zeller

are never ever the same."
However, the interpretation ofsome other dances
turned out to be quite challenging. For some of the pieces,

students were left wondering
what the "real" meaning was~
"Black Angels" turned out to be
an example. Pete Zeller said
"The act of 'Black Angels' was
a bit odd and long, but overall I
liked the performance."
The audience members
enjoyed the show which lasted
well over two hours. A number
of students expressed interest in
seeing more jazz and tap numbers included in next season's
performance. "I would like
more traditional dance like jazz,
and fun things like you see on
In Living Color," said Brian
Weaver. Nevertheless, the
variety and style displayed in
the dances were entertaining
and were performed well.
- - Vicki Rettig

demonstrate the link In founders,
Jennifer Nolan, Brother John Thompson, and Elizabeth Bledenharn act out
the parts of Marlanlst founders. The
Interpretation Increased awareness of
Marlanlst heritage. --s. Willett photo

Promoting !J{eritage
Marianist Heritage Week tops
year of acknowledgement.

The Marianist heritage
there was a reception in Torch
was rich with tradition.
Lounge.
Founded in 1850 by Father Leo
Throughout the
Meyer, a Marianist, the Univer- Marianist Heritage Week,
sity has since continued in the
publications by Marianists from
Marianist tradition. This was
seen during Marianist Heritage
"I think the Marianists
Week, January 20-27.
A Marianist prayer
, are very important
service was one of the week's
because of their inmain events. It included music,
volvement with teachreadings, a procession, and a
tribute to the Marianist
ing, religious studies,
founders.
and their history. "
"I thought the prayer
--Cherish Stern
service was really interesting. It
gave me a look at the Marianist
background," said Carolyn
around the world were disPopovich.
played in the Kennedy Union
After the prayer service, Art Gallery. Also, the

Marianist Award Presentation
was on Thursday, January 23.
Louis Dupre was the recipient
of the annual Marianist award.
The main goal of
Marianist Heritage Week was to
continue the traditions and to
make students aware of the
University's Marianist Heritage.
During the week, the Marianist
spirit that has played an important role in many student's lives
was honored.
"I think the Marianists
are important because they have
such a history here," said
Christy Wilder.
The week brought the
Marianist spirit and Heritage to
many students.

Brother Joe Kamls, assistant Provincial,
speaks from his experience as a
Malanlst. Emphasis was on the
Malanlst founders. ··S. Willett photo

Leading the choir, Sara Thurman and
Tom Helsel sing their parts. The choir
added to the uplifting spirit of the
service. ··S. Willett photo

.9L $it 0' %e Irish
.Studen.t actors master the difficult Irish accent
and present an entertaining show.

John Millington Synge's
The Playboy of the Western
World received a wann welcome from Boll Theatre audiences.
The play was an Irish
comedy concerning a young
fugitive, his version of his
father's death, and the events
that followed.
Dr. Patrick Gilway
directed The Playboy of the
Western World, with Pat
Rybarczyk portraying the
"playboy," Christopher Mahon,
and J ody Bartman played
Pegeen Mike, the woman who
fell in love with the "danger-

As Michael James ( Aaron Remlng)
looks on, Pageen Mike (Jocty BarfmCI"I)
quesHons Christopher Mahon(Pat
Rybarczyk). Actors practiced 4-6 Hmes
a week.-T. HaverkO$ photo
The eligible lc:odles or town, Nelly
Malone (Dee Holzel), Sara Lansey (Usa
McDaniel) and SUsan Brady (Clare
Kilbane) discuss the dangerous
newcomer. -T. HaverkO$ photo

ous" man who supposedly killed
his father, Old Mahon. Kevin
Sexton played Old Mahon,
while Aaron Fleming portrayed

Jody Bartman said that
mastering the Irish brogue was
quite a challenge. "I'd never
done the accent before. I'd also
never played such a strong-

~·-••••••••• willed woman as Pegeen Mike.

The cast of Playboy
all sounded as if they
were from the same
11

village. The Irish
dancing scene with the
fiddler was. really fun
to watch., --Pete Filon
Pegeen Mike's father, Michael
James, and Dot Davis played
Widow Quinn.

One of the best parts was
getting to hit my boyfriend
(Mark Farrelly) at the end of .
each run."
Pete Pilon was impressed with the consistency of
the accents. "The cast of Playboy all sounded as if they were
from the same village. The
Irish dancing scene with the
fiddler was really fun to watch."
-Matt Maurer

·

During Hunger Awareness Week,
Steven Woodhouse from UNICEF spoke
on the role of the United Nations.
Speakers were often sponsored for
special programs. •• T. Haverkos photo
To give Insight Into her book, Marilyn
Robinson spoke about what went Into
Hous•keeplng. Personal experiences
and feelings were the basis of the
book. -·K. Bertoldi photo

f£nliancing Learning
A variety of speakers share their
thoughts and experiences.

the fourth annual Week in
Because Sheen would
A variety of speakers
on
Solidarity
with
the
Homeless
not accept a speaking fee, the
appealed to a myriad of interFebruary 19th, with a discusDistinguished Speakers' Comests throughout the student
sion
dealing
with
homeless
mittee donated $5,000 in his
body. Many organizations
issues.
Speaking
to
a
standingname ~o the newly organized
sponsored presentations to serve
Samaritan Hospital Foundation
their members. A quick perusal
operating in conjunction with
of the Kennedy Union bulletin
"Martin Sheen made
Good Samaritan Hospital.
board provided enough options
you
think
about
the
"Martin was an open
to satisfy any taste.
· and honest speaker. He talked
Students chose to attend
topics he discussed
these presentations for many
. openly about his feelings on the
but never pushed his
homeless in America," said
reasons. Some were in conjuncideas
on
you
-he
just
Jennifer Keezer.
tion with class work, and
Speakers were both
attendance was encouraged or
said what he thought. "
entertaining and thoughtrequired.
--Margo
Loeffler
provoking. Whether suppleOther activities included
menting class materials or
well-known speakers and were
room only crowd in Boll Theproviding new perspectives on
of general interest to the entire
atre,
Sheen
spoke
about
the
important social issues, their
student body.
common ground provided by
presentations enriched the
Respected actor and
religion
and
humanity.
learning experience. --Tammy Kukuk
activist Martin Sheen opened
1

Sln~ng at the maa at the end ot the
CARE retreat are Andy Parker and Mary
Ann Poirier. It was the last acHvlty
before the run to Youngs Dairy Farm.
-T. Haverkos photo

A quick nap during the day Is how
Steve Mendoza catches up on his sleep.
With alii the actlviHes, It was dltncult tor
students who attended the retreats to
get rest. -T. Haverkos photo
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1\9utines ~quire Ttme Off
Personal growth outside the classroom
is available through retreats.

Over the course of a
semester, many students looked
forward to times when they
could get away from the stress
and monotony of daily campus
life. Campus Ministry offered a
way to do that through retreats.
A variety of retreats
were aviilable. Some lasted for
only a day, like the sophomore
retreat, and others spanned the
entire weekend, like the MORE
retreats. Others, such as the
Urban-plunge Retreat, focused
on aiding a particular problem
or situation.
Most students who
attended these retreats agreed
that tney were an important part
of campus life. Matt Rusk, who
attended the Urban-plunge

retreat, said , "I believe that
the team, said, "I often look to
retreats are indeed an important get away from campus once in a
part of campus life because so
while to get a healthy change of
many people fall into such a
. environment. With retreats,
routine at school and do not see one can do this along with inner
growth, self-awareness, and
building relationships--all on a
"/ have become a
deeper plane."
Paul Fernandez, who
more open person, and
also attended the MORE retreat,
I am able to express
' ' said, "I have become a more
my feelings much
open person and I am able to
express my feelings much
easier. " --Paul
easier."
Fernandez
Taking all of these
positive comments into consideration, it made sense that most
people who went on these
the harsh reality of life."
retreats recommended them to
Brian Zoeller, who
attended the MORE retreat both their friends, and encouraged
others tO go. --Jennifer Walsh
as a participant and as a part· of

Whle taking a break, Becky Busam
and Paul Femandez discuss the
r•1r.at. Busam was one of the two
nt!Mat coordinators who h ~ make
a success. -T. Haverkos

fl'ies %at r.Bind
WISH week heightens students' awareness
of the experiences of the homeless.

There were thousands of
people in this country who, for
one reason or another, were
homeless. Everybody knew that
homelessness was a serious
problem in this country but
seldom did anybody help. The
University, hoping to make
people more aware of this issue,
held the fourth annual Week in
Solidarity with the Homeless
(WISH) on February 24-29.
Emily Holtel, a member of the
WISH committee, said, "People
question if you can really
understand homelessness with
just this week, but we can in a
sense understand homelessness,
and we are trying to do something about it."

When thinking about
WISH, the first thing that came
to mind was the sleep-out, but
there were many other activities
which took place during WISH

"I had always wanted
to do something to help
but had never really
been presented with an
opportunity. This gave
me a chance to help."
--Rob Pratt
also. Rob Pratt participated in
one of the other service projects.
He said, "I had always wanted to

do something to help but had
never really been presented with
an opportunity. This gave me a
chance to help even if it was just
something small."
· Abigail Aquilla said,
"No one could feel like a true
homeless person because we all
packed up the next morning and
went back to our nice, cozy,
warm rooms." It was true that
all of the participants went home
the next morning, but they left
with much more than they came.
They took with them·a greater
understanding of homelessness
and, perhaps, a desire to try to
do more, which is the first step
to solving the problem. --Christy
Wilder

Arter the long night, Terry SVItak finally
gets to sleep. The vlgllln the Nazareth
courtyard was successful.
-T. Haverkos photo

Covered from head to toe, a student

sl"ps In a cocoon-like sleeping bag.
The weather caused students to bundle
up tor the night. -T. Haverkos photo

!For %e Peop{e
Voting is seen as birthright and duty as students cast ballots
for SGA positions.

Students had the opportunity to choose campus representatives when the Student
Government Association held
annual elections February 26,27
and 28. In a time when voter
apathy was rampant on anationallevel, students turned out
to exercise their rights believing
it was their responsibility.
"Just being a student
here, I felt that I should vote.
The decisions they make will
affect me," said Leslie Dickens.
D 'Arcy Oaks saw his
participation as an opportunity
to protect his interests as a
student. "I voted because of the
fear of an incompetent candidate
winning," he said.

Younger brothers and sisters lean about
college lite by vlsiHng siblings. Students
signed up through SGA with help from
KrlsHn Spantellner, Gina Grlesmar, and
Andrea Koch. -T. Haverkos photo
AHendance at the President's MeeHng
k"ps organization leaders, like SGA
president Mark Obermiller, Informed.
Information shared Included dates of
upcoming events and updates on
~~::_,-T. Haveko~ photo
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Students learned about .
the qualifications of each candidate from a variety of sources.
Katy McKale 's prior experience
helped her become informed. "I

"I know several of the
candidates personally and met
others while they were campaigning," said Dickens.
"I learned about the

.-J••••••••••~I candidates through posters in the

·"Just being a students here, I felt that
I should vote. The
decisions they make
will affect me"
--Leslie Dickens
have been involved in SGA
before. I knew who would get
the job done and be organized
while doing it," she said.

Ghetto," said Amy Heatherman.
Several factors influenced voters' decisions."The
issues they discussed and the
experience they had were the
biggest determining factors,"
said Dickens.
The representatives took
office as a result of the participation of students who appreciated
their responsibilities as voters to
choose candidates capable of
working in their best interests.
--Tammy Kukuk

members celebrate the success of
of UD." Area resteraunts and
l'atl;iai"IIZciliotM were Invited to sell food at
Parents Weekend. -T.
11H(JvEmt'd» photo

At the Pub, a group of )au
musicians plays for an audience
of alumni and staff. --T. Haverkos
photo

Drum player Kevin Flanagan warms up

at the Monk's Inn. Many musicians had
the opportunity to perform In front of an
Intimate crowd for experience and ·
practice. -T. Haverkos phote
As Dr. Donna Cox sings along with the
Ebony Heritage Singers, she exhibits the
dedcatlon behind the rave reviews.
Cox lead the Singers during their
performances. - T. Haverkos photo

%e Sounds of Music
Music and singing groups have a song for every occassion.

The University Chorale
was a mixed vocal ensemble of
45 students directed by Professor Robert McMillan.
They practiced every
Monday and Wednesday from
3:00-4:15. They were able to
receive one credit hour for
participating. Patty Turse was
the pianist at practices and
concerts. Attendance at practices was extremely important
in order to w~rk out any problems before a show.
The Chorale performed
five concerts. They performed
at Shiloh church on October 20.
They also performed at Boll
Theatre twice, on November 17
and April 5. Another concert
was held on December 8 at the
chapel.

A special Chorale
Concert was held for Christmas
on Campus. At this concert,
four singers, including Sarah
Porretta, Sara Thurman·, Rose

"I liked everything they
sang, and all I know is
that I was put in a
great mood." --Jan
Cunningham ·
Drance and Erin Lively, performed an a cappella quartet
entitled 'I Wonder as I Wander.'
The Christmas on

Campus concert was a favorite
because of the choice of music.
"This performance was one of
my favorites because of the
Christmas atmosphere. I particularly liked the chamber
choir's 'Carol of the Kings',"
said Chorale member Rob
Simpson.
The audience enjoyed
the Christmas on Campus
performance as well. "It was an
enlightening experience, and I
purely enjoyed the event. I
liked everything they sang, and
all I know is that I was put in a
great mood," said Ian
Cunningham.
Through their performances, the University Chorale
spread music ~oughout the
area.

Dave Opferman and Mike Carruth set
up the Nativity scene. The Nativity,
located In the Plaza, helped many
people recall the true meaning of
Christmas. -T. Haverkos photo
In EARTH's version of Lorexland, Cindy
Zimmermann reads a story to her son,
Stevie. EARTH paid tribute to the late
Dr. Suess by dedicating their room to
him. -T. Haverkos photo

.9L Specia[ f£vening
Dayton-area children and college students come together to
celebrate the joys of Christmas.

Christmas on Campus
became a memorable event of
the winter season for many
students. Not long after the
lighting of the Christmas ~ee
and the arrival of Santa Claus,
came the pouring rain.
It was quite obvious that
students were eager to share
Christmas spirit with others,
regardless of the bad weather.
Tracey Sullivan, who had
previously participated "behind
the scenes" by getting things
organized, chose to adopt a
child to discover first hand how
Christmas on Campus is viewed
by the children. Sullivan said,
"It was really nice to see a child
enjoy all that Christmas on
Campus had to offer. I really
participating by merely
.--"-"--...

walking around with my kid."
There was certainly
plenty for everyone to enjoy and
get involved in. Clowns walked
around, faces were painted,
11
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We liked the scooter
cart races because my
adopted child would
always fall off and
come in last, but she
didn't care because
she was having a great
time. "--Gina DiNovo

....,••••••••••1
children admired the model
trains, watched the crazy chemist, went to the carnival or heard
stories read by students.
The carnival in the

P.A.C. was probably one of the
most enjoyable events for the
children and the students. Gina
DiNovo said "We liked the
scooter cart races because my
adopted child would always fall
off and come in last, but she
didn't care because she was
having a great time."Popovich
believed that the most important
thing that she gained from her
participation was a "special new
friend."
Christmas on Campus
was a fun evening for all involved. Students took time to
show less privileged children a
good time, and by the end of the
evening, it was hard to tell who
had had more fun . . . the student
or the cbild.--Christy Wilder

Lottery Proves Stressju[
New Sophomore housing rule angers students
and overshadows the lotteries.

As March rolled around,
' students found themselves
involved in the various lotteries
that would decide their residences for the next year.
First-year students had
their options limited due to the
passage of the new sophomore
housing policy.
The policy, passed by
the President's Council on
November 11, eliminated the
option for those students to live
in landlord houses or apartments.
The office of Student
Development proposed the
policy after working closely
with representatives from
Student Government Association (SGA) and Residence Hall
Association (RHA).
The administration found

the passing of the policy a good
fmancial move, according to Dr.
William Schuerman, vice
president of Student Development and dean of students. "We
either make these changes or we

"/ think the University
should have informed
us earlier that they
were going to change
the policy. It left unsatisfactory housing
options."
--Abigail Aquilla
lose $800,000 a year in revenue
in food service and housing
combined," said Schuerman.
Founders Residence Hall

was made co-ed to make room
for female students who were
not located in Marycrest Complex and Virginia W. Kettering
Residence Hall.
"I really believe that we
made a decision that is in the
best interests of the student body
as a whole," said Bro. Raymond
Fitz, University president.
According to
Schuerman, one of the main
concerns was sophomores living
in landlord-owned houses which
were of comparatively less
quality than University housing.
Students not accommodated in the lotteries had to
return either to the dormitories if
they were to be sophomores, or
find other housing off-campus if
they were upper classmen.-.Joe
Kelly

Trylng to select a house, Anne Brezina,
Beth Demko and Ann Lekan weigh
their opHona. Landing a chtllce t;touae
depended on when numbei'S·w•e
collect -T. Haverkos photo
As another house Ia taken, Tim Boehm,
Bob Weir, and Rick Sell evaluate those
remaining. Students ranked houses by
their desirability. - T. Haverkos photo

:Fun in tlie Sun
Beach, beer, and friends make the week
in the south a success.

A group of students on
campus attempted to offer a
Daytona trip different from the
official Dayton to Daytona trip
planned and sponsored by the
Student Government Association(SGA).
The SGA-sponsored trip
moved to the White Hall, a hotel
1.2 miles away from the previous site--the International. The
White Hall is a 15-minute walk
from the previous site.
"UD students like
tradition and never had any
complaints about the trip, but we
don't think SGA acted in the
best interest of the students."
said Bob Byerlein.
According to Dr. Will-

With the quelt tor an ultimate tan
comes extreme heat. Those who were
fortunate enous;tt got seats by the
water which helped tight the temperature.-$. Beck photo
Students sing their hearts out at the
popular Karaoke. The sun, tun, and
support of friendS had everyone
convinced that they could slng.--S.
Beck

iam Schuerman, University
administration wouldn 'tendorse, support, or encourage
students to participate in any trip
not sponsored by SGA.

. ,.J• ••••••••••
"I

was impressed with ·
the facilities when I
saw them, and I have
no regrets about
switching. It is going to
' be a better trip. "--Joe
Hodge
Schuerman said. "These
students can organize a trip, but
if any problems should occur,

SGA won't be there to rectify
them. lfpromises aren't kept,
students will have no one to tum
to."
Joe Hodge, Dayton to
Daytona coordinator, said SGA
accepted bids from four companies. As always, they chose the
bid that offered the best trip for
the least money. The company
selected was Inter-Campus
Programs. The trip is identical
to last year's trip with some
added benefits.
"I was impressed with
the facilities when I saw them,
and I have no regrets about
switching. It is going to be a
better trip," Hodge said.
--Ramona Christen

While supporting an Important cause, .
students are sHII able to entertain
themselves. Making their own wave,
parHclpants tried not to break the
chain. ~- Tomeria photo
Introducing the guest speaker, Mark
Chronister of Campus Ministry begins
the discussion on World Hunger. The
event gave students a chance to share
their thoughts. ~- Tomerla photo

~ee[%eirPain
Awareness of the plight of the starving becomes
the campus' focus during Hunger Awareness Week.

Students have always
griped about the quality and
variety of food available on
campus, but Hunger Awareness
Week, from November 15 to
November 21, offered a
chance to appreciate how lucky
they really were.
The events began with
Hands Across the Ghetto on
Friday, as students and faculty
joined hands in a show of
support for hungry people in
Dayton and around the world.
Students volunteered at .
local food distribution centers
on Monday, serving meals while
serving the community.
Events continued with a
Hunger Banquet at Marycrest
cafeteria, where students learned
what a third world meal is like.

Stephen Woodhouse,
chief of training for United
Nations Children's fund
(UNICEF), addressed students
and faculty members on

"Nobody thinks that
people are starving
unless they are in
Africa, but hunger
affects the US and
Dayton, too."
· --Stephanie Blatt
Wednesday evening.
Thursday was Fast Day
as students gave up meals as
part of the Fast for a World
Harvest campaign. Hunger

Awareness Week ended that
evening, when students celebrated with mass and a meal to
break the day's fast.
Stephanie Blatt thought
that ·the events made students
more aware of the hunger
epidemic. Blatt said "Nobody
thinks that people are starving
unless they are in Africa, but
hunger affects the US and
Dayton, too." Jacqueline
Mooney elaborated, and said
"People who took part were
aware of the problem before the
week even began."
Hunger Awareness
Week succeeded in making
students a little more thankful
for what they had and gave them
the opportunity to help others.
-LyMKelly

In the Marycrest Lobby, Braden
Ambrose, Rob Donofrio, Carla Birch,
Jessica Bacon, and Mike Overbay
watch the figure skating compeHHon.
The students' two favorite Olympic
events were figure skating and hockey.
-T. Haverkos photo
Sponsors, such as Kodak, lind ways to
display their support for the event. The
Olympic spirit could be found everywhere during the two weeks In Februay. -T. Haverkos photo

%e Wor{c£ Watches
I

The Olympic spirit touches everyone
and reinforces patriotism everywhere.

Additionally, as Jeff Soltis
pointed out, "There is an underlying beauty that the entire
world can gather in one place
without starting a war." Other

For two weeks during
February 1992 the world turned
its attention to Albertville,
France to watch athletes from
countries across the globe
compete for the most coveted
award in amateur sporting
events: an Olympic medal.
Figure skating and
hockey were the two favorite
events of students. "The US
Hockey team seemed to project
their national pride more intensely than the other sports
teams," commented Greg
Berna.
The popularity of the
Winter Olympics was the result
of a variety of factors. Part of
the rage behind the sports came
from the fact that they occur
once every four years.
,--....:.__....,
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"There is an underlying beauty that the
entire world can
gather in one place
without starting a
war." --Jeff Soltis
students tuned in to watch the
fierce competition as contestants competed for the number
one position in the world within
their event.

1992 was the last year
for the occurrence of both the
Winter and Summer Olympics
in the same year. Beginning with
, the Winter Games in 1994, the
two divisions would be alternated every two years. Reactions to this revision were
mixed. Ellie Ribaudo said, "I
think it will take away from the
uniqueness of the Olympics.
The excitement and enthusiasm
will not be as strong." However, Colleen McManus said,
"The change will be for the
better as both Olympics will
receive their own publicity."
The Winter Olympics
brought the world together for
two short weeks as each nation
cheered on its representatives.
--Vicki Rettig

________________
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rrurning rrtie rrabfes
Women treat the dates of their choice
to an evening of food, drink, and dancing.

The Turnabout dance
gave women the opportunity to
take their special men, dream
dates, or friends out for an
evening.
Men seemed to enjoy
being asked to the dance instead
of having to do the asking, and
women, likewise, enjoyed the
freedom that asking the men
and planning the evening
offered.
Beth Takahashi said,
"The dance provides a liberating change of pace. It gives
women a chance to have more
control!" The event was sponsored by UAO. Hors d'oeuvres

and a cash bar were available to
students.
Favored points in the
evening included the music, the

"Turnabout takes so
much pressure off the
men and it gives
women a little incentive to be more assertive." --Doug McGee
band, or getting dressed up and
enjoying the company of
friends.

Joe Hammer said, "I
thoroughly enjoyed the band.
The Websters are my favorite
band on campus."
"My favorite part of the
dance was when they played
'Brown Eyed Girl' because it is
my favorite song," said
Takahashi.
Mike Franks said, "The
highlight of the evening was
getting dressed up and going
out with my friends." Kathleen
Rathz agreed, "Getting dressed
up with your friends is fun."
Throughout, Turnabout
left participants with memories
of an exciting evening of dancing and socializing with friends.

While taking some time tor themselves, Marty Ramirez and her date
dance together. The dance ftoor
remained crowded with couples until
the end of the evening. -T. Haverkos
photo
Joking around during a dance
together, Leah Dempsey and Judd
Mintz enJoy themselves. Tumabout
was a wonderful evening tor all who
att.nded. -T. Haverkos photo

'Diversity .!2Lids Learning
A variety of forums help students
learn in many areas.

The variety of forums
held on campus served students
in many different ways. Some
allowed students to become
more politically informed;
others helped students develop
skills that would help them in
the various facets of their
careers and personal lives.
The forum on Global
Mfairs presented students with
a look at different cultures. The
panel consisted of Dr. T.C.
Rhee, Dr. Richard Stock, and
- Dr. Antonio Lapitan. They
spoke on ''The 4 Tigers of Asia:
·Partners or Rivals?" Each
panelist brought a different
viewpoint to the topic. "I

To gain personal Insight, Patrick

Connals asks a question about Alia at
the forum "4 llgers of Alia: Partners or
Rivals?" Questions Increased under·
standing of topics.
Youstra photo

-s.

.At a fonm on Global Affairs, Dl'. T.C.
Rh. ., Dr. Richard Stock and Dr.
Antonia Lapltan spealt on Alia. The
professors shared their knowledge on
the
-S. Youstra photo

1

thought the forum gave me a
new outlook on Asia," said
JasonDapp.
Another helpful discus-

9th. The workshop gave students the opportunity to improve their leadership skills.
The different speakers and
discussions gave students new
ideas and solidified old skills.
These skills included team
building, organization, and
"I thought the forum
leadership. ''The leadership
I seminar helped me to improve
gave me a new outskills I already had, and gave
me confidence in my skills,"
look on Asia."said Pam Colucci.
The forums and work-Jason Dapp
shops helped students to grow
and gain knowledge and skill.
sion was presented by SAAC.
Forums, held on campus, were
The Student Leadership Work- · generally open to the entire
shop was held February 8th and student body.

Peoplle
The University community is comprised .
of students, staff,
faculty, and all thelr
families, all contributing a part of themselves. Their growth
and development
coincided with that
of the University.

New expertences, including
la.utrec the Hypnotist, are
enjoyed by students, like
Doug Marino. The hypnotist
convinced people that they
had 11 or 12 fingers or that
they didn't have on clothes.
--T. Haverkos photo
the explosion behind
KU, workers from the
director's office, Kelly
Stewart, Ramona Christen
and Beth Walter enjoy the
free time. --R Faris photo

Commuters
Health Center
Security
Recession

74
90
110
120

Sclioo{ of.9Lrts andSciences
Bridget Adam, English
Mark Adams, History
Kenneth Advent, Communication
Tim Advent, Political Science
Rebecca Ahlgren, Psychology
Ginni Alten, Human Ecology·
Ralph Ameduri, Political Science
Stephanie Andres, Interior Design
Rich Andriole, English
Chris Angell, Communication
Angeline Arkenberg, Political Science
Allison Ash, Sociology
Paul Ater, Criminal Justice
Sheila Austin, Criminal Justice
Shannon Baker, Sociology
Stephanie Baldwin, Music Therapy
Anne Marie Barbaro, Psychology, History
Robert Barclay, Communication
Maureen Barry, Political Science
Jody Bartman, Communication
Jennifer Battaglini, Communication
Stephen Bazzetta, Political Science
Jennifer Bell, Psychology
Bobbi Bellemare, Criminal Justice
Greg Bennington, History
Laura Bergin, Sociology
John Beurskens, Communication
Mary Kay Bitterman, Communication
Gregory Bizzoso, Criminal Justice
Robert Blaser, Political Science, History

Housing Controversy

I

First-year students respond to the change
in policy which requires them to live
in University housing next year.
Students affected by the sophomore housing policy did not accept it
with open anns. "I think that Founders
going co-ed is not as smart as making a
wing of Marycrest co-ed," said MargaretDonley.
The committee set up to evaluate the policy and options for student
housing discovered the policy to be
necessary to alleviate fmancial problems, but also to help improve living
conditions.
According to committee member Garry McGuire, SGA vice-president of operations, the policy was
inevitable due to fmancial problems,
but now SGA can work on housing
conditions for the students forced to
live on campus.

"I understand the predicament, but it is not fair to impose
forced sophomore housing on this
year's first year students," said
Carole Sills, SGA academic affairs
vice president.
·
Even if the changes were
necessary, Maria Tolhurst said, "I
don't think it's fair. They should
have implemented it for next year's
sophomores." Tracie Doyle agreed,
and said, "When I was here for a
visit, the tour guides gave me the
impression that Kettering was where
I'd be living." Although student
opinions were voiced, the decision
was final and soon to be sophomores
had little choice but to go along with
it. -.Joe Kelly

Moving Into Marycrest Is exciHng for Amy
Falkowski because It Is the beginning ot her
college experience. It will not be so much tun
for sophomores who will be required to live
there next year accorclng to the new housing
policy. -CWS photo
·

II

The small sign above the house number lndl·
cates that this Is an University house. Sophomores were alowed to enter the lottery for
houses, but only 17 of the1500 students got a
house. -T. Haverkos photo
Students pack the fleldhouse awaiting the house
lottery. The 1992-93 year marks the beginning of
sophomores not being allowed to Jive In landlord-owned houses. --T. Haverkos photo

During the Michael John concert, the OrientaHan staff asked the new students to dmce.
One of the few Hmes "couples" were seen on
campus was during a slow dance. -C\tYS
photo
I.Jstenlng to Grenaclne, Chris Elder and Amy
Halber relax. Grenadine, a popular band on
campus, played outside the McGinnis Center. -c\t\IS photo

The Dayton Game
Lack of traditional dating on campus is
a frequent complaint.
Unless your ideal date is
dinner under the fluorescent lights at
the Crest or an evening of debauchery ·
in the Ghetto. chances are you have a
concept of non-existent dating.
While many students attested
to having a boyfriend or girlfriend.
few could say they had actually been
on a date. "Are you kidding?" said
Michele Coghlan. "I'm lucky if the
boy buys me beer! ..
Among those things which
inhibited dating were the lack of
transportation. money. and desirable
entertainment. Contributing equally to
the absence of dating on campus was
the fact that many students had attachments at home.
Suggested among the best

,----...,

places to meet a perspective companion were parties and bars. There. the
relaxed atmosphere and the opportunity to meet new people was maximized. "The challenge ... said Sarah
Willett. "was getting them to remember you the next day!"
An alternative was to capitalize on the bonding which takes place
in the academic setting. "Nothing
brings you closer than struggling
through long calculus- problems at two
in the morning;• said Kathy Litke.
Although traditional dating
was not all that prominent. that was no
reason to give up hope. According to
Father John Putka. "More than half of
the students meet their prospective
spouses here." -Re~e Lentz

w..

During Engln. .r's
k, Carol Jansen and Jeff
Gorman celebrate at the Pub. Campus
dmces gave people the opportunity to have
actual dates. -M. O'Connor photo
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Go Greeks!

Lambda Chi Alpha member Doug Kalmey rests
during Watermelon Bust. This event, sponsored
by Theta Phi Alpha, was held every fall. -T.
Haverkos photo

Greeks uphold quality traditions.
"You don't have to be Greek
to fit in or to have a good time," Peggi
Lacey said. The social life at the
University differed from other universities partly because of the openness
of Ghetto parties. On any given
weekend, the doors to most Ghetto
houses were, quite literally, open to
all. Also, students had many organizations they could get involved in.
"Being a member of the
Lamda Chi Alpha fraternity has
allowed me to attend formals and
theme parties," David Wojciechowski
said. "Leadership skills, cooperation
and commitment are valuable qualities

that a Greek organization can offer."
Rush, held at the beginning of
each semester, was a crucial time for
sororities and fraternities to recruit
new members. Dues were paid at the
beginning of every semester. "All
Greeks dread paying dues; however,
money isn't usually a factor that holds
prospective students back from rushing," said Lacey.
Going Greek was not for
everyone. "It all depends on how
interested in Greek life people are, and
if they are interested, then people will
make the sacrifices," Wojciechowski
said. -- Carrie Jane Schlit

This non-Greek party at a Ghetto house Is
complete with good friends, food, and beer. At
the University, students could have fun even If
they were not members of a Greek organlzaHon. -T. Haverkos photo
At the Zeta Tau Alpha Valentine Dance, Jill
Rustle and PatH Schaar enjoy their sisterhood.
Dances, retreats, socials, and trips to Kings
Island were just some of the acHviHes sponsored by Greek organizations. -K. Kelly photo
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These first-year students, Elizabeth Kerns and
Johmna Lu~ls, find Euchre good f01 meeHng
new people. OrlentaHon WCJI a Hme to get to
know the campus, new people, and play
cards. -CWS photo
In his Gaden Apartment, Jude Nosek plays his
last cadi bef01e being defeat.d by Mike
Reardon In R~,~TVT~y. The roommates played
cards to wind down after a stressfull day of
cl01ses. -R. Lentz photo

Holding All The Cards
Students find playing Euchre a good way
to have fun, relax, and win money.
"I need a partner!" "We need
a fourth person!" "Anyone wanna
play Euchre?" These frantic lines
could be heard echoing all over
campus at almost any time of the day
or night.
"It's just fun!" said Steve
Goodman about why he liked to play
Euchre. Others around campus said
they found the game fascinating
because they could relax, make
money, and as Lynette Root said, "veg
out." Most people agreed that Euchre
functioned as an excellent icebreaker
and as a bonding experience.
At a party, all one had to do

was say "Euchre anyone?" and a mob
arose. Some of the best partners could
be found in a group of people walking
through the living room of a Ghetto
house or through the Marycrest lobby.
Brian Bigelow and Pete Ha
said they had not found Euchre to be
good for the pick-up game. But Sandy
Supple argued that cards were "a
great way to meet people at parties."
Many students thought Euchre
was as addictive as a soap opera. As
Bigelow said, "Euchre is an addiction.
We play until all hours of the night for
no apparent reason!" -Kathy Litke

ConcentraHon shows on Maur"n McGuire's
face as she decides on her next move. The
kitchen table w01 the card-playing arena.
-T. Haverkos photo
·
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Behind The Scenes

Head cashier, Joyce Keller rings up Andrew
Cross's meal In the Kennedy Union Food Court.
The KU Food Service workers formed a very
close knit fcmly, celebraHng birthdays,
bowling together, and working together tor
chalty. -T. Haverkos photo

Cafeteria and maintenance workers
provide necessary service to the University.
It was not difficult to recognize faculty and administration around
campus; however, there were other
University employees who were not as
noticeable. The cafeteria and custodial people were essential in helping
the year run smoothly; however, their
work was primarily behind the scenes.
Judy Kulp, who has been here
for nine years, said she liked working
at the University. Said Kulp, "We
have good benefits, fair pay and
likable surroundings, and we all care
for each other." Stan Byrdson, who
has worked here for five years, said, "I
enjoy all the people that work and
come through school."

Because their jobs required
interacting with students, it helped if
the employees had some understanding of the students. Kulp said she
enjoyed working with them, and
Byrdson added that "most students
have great personalities and remember
you even after graduation."
Because the employees and
students showed this extra concern for
each other, they appreciated each
other. The important contributions of
the cafeteria and custodial people
sometimes were not recognized, but at
one time or another, everyone realized
how significant their contributions
were. --Rachel Faris

•
•

With John Richter, Evelyn Sader ahaea a •
amlle. The lime a food service worker took to
aay hello and aak students about their daya
made a dltrerence In students' ouHooks. -T.
Haverkos photo
·
A malntence worker dlacu...alhe ..wer
expfoalon and the power outages that followed
with a firefighter. In addition to regula upk"p
of the ccmpua, malntence personnel were
prepared to help handle emergency altuaHona.
-T. Haverkos photo

During Orientation, Lynn Mclaughlin meets
Dan Roth, demonstrating her friendly and
outgoing attitude. SUch skills were leaned by
many students outside of class. -CWS photo
At 1a tailgate pafy, Dave Cooper taps a keg.
The most Important thing some leamed outside
class was how to balance social and academic acHviHes. -T. Haverkos photo
t'

Most Important Thing
Students find education outside as well as
inside the classroom.
Students came to the University expecting to learn a variety of
subjects ranging from how to research
a term paper to how to conduct a lab
experiment. Much learning, however,
took place outside of the classroom.
Some students found that the
most important thing they had to learn
was how to develop relationships with
new peers. Chris Creech had to learn
how to be more open toward new
people. Carolyn Bell agreed, "I found
that I had to get out and socialize in
order to get the full experience of
college life."
Other topics students grasped
throughout the year ranged from how
to tap a keg to how to stay safe in

Despite the preparations
students underwent during high
school, some felt there were a few
things they wished their guidance
counselors had told them before they
arrived on campus.
Bell said, "Study habits from
high school are seriously different
than the habits needed for college
studying." Said Adam Rassi, "I wish
someone would have explained that it
was necessary to go to classes."
Much learning was supplementary to the structured learning that
took place in class; however, it was as
important in the students' lives as the
formal training they received for their
future professions. -Vicky Rettig

Arter missing a class, Rachel Eagleton xeroxes
notes. Students leamed how to study productively outside ot classes. -T. Haverkos photo
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To Commute Or
Not To Commute?

At the end of the day, commuter Ed Friel
heads to his car. Parking was a hassle for nonresident students. -T. Haverkos photo

Students choose between home and campus.
Every student had been inside
a residence hall, but being inside and
living inside were two very different
things. Each option had ups and
downs. Approximately five percent
of all University students commuted.
Amy Kruger said, "I live on
campus because my fainily lives in
Illinois, and, as a first year student, it _
is my only real option. I have met
many people through the hall, and it's
convenient."
Beth Kruchek lived on campus
her first year, but she explained, "I
live off campus now because it is less
expensive. I get my own room, cable

TV, no hassle for the use of the
bathroom, pets in my room, and use
of a car."
Ramona Christen said, "I think
it would be a little more difficult for
commuters to be informed because of
the little amount of time they spend on
campus. They might not be exposed
to the flyers, sheets, and signs around
campus."
Commuter Deanna Jende
disagreed, "I think that the commuters
have the same opportunities to get
involved that residents have. We just
have to make sure we take advantage
of them." --Rebecca Ryan

At the beginning of the second semester, Tony
Miller chooses to give up commuter lifestyle
and move Into Stuart Hall. He had to adjust to
living with a roommate and In a residence hall.
-T. Haverkos photo
Marycrest residents Marcia Stoll and Laura
Donauer dress as a clothesline for their floor's
Halloween party. Many students chose not to
commute because they wanted to be able to
parHclpate In campus acHviHes. -K. Kelly photo
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California-based comedian Mark Knope
shows the confidence of a well-seasoned
performer. Knope's set Included the "Mr.
Rogers' Rap,· a spoof or the egoHstlcallyrlcs or
rap musicians. -J. Hoekzema photo
Sigma Nu sponsors Spike Manton at Joker's
Comedy Club . The proceeds went to Sigma
Nu's service proJect tor CysHc Rbrosls.
-G. Rosenbalm photo

The Funniest People
California comedians bring laughter
to campus.
Looking for something to do
on a Wednesday night? Many students discovered Comedy Night at the
Pub. On November 20, two comedians visited from the West Coast.
Mark Knope, a Freemont,
California, based entertainer found his
first visit to th_e campus confusing,
especially since no one could tell him
how to get to Kennedy Union by car.
Knope said, "Confidence
while performing on stage is a must.
You have to feel confident." He did
not do any specific preparation for a
show unless he had new material.
"It's almost like a job," he said.

Krisqe J. Quail, who performed along with Knope, had visited
Dayton before and was pleased to be
back. She said she plays mostly to
"cub scout troops and military bases."
She loves her career and said, "It's a
rush doing stuff you love and getting
paid for it."
During her set, Quail questioned the women in the audience
about what they looked for in men.
The conclusion reached was that men
were very humorous subjects.
The comedians brought some
humor to the lives of the students
attending Comedy Night at the Pub.

Arter Mark Knope's performance, George
Federici 121d Steve Lark applaud. Pub entertainment was reasonably priced and drew
large crowds. -T. Haverkos photo ·
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Keeping In Touch

Taklng a break from homewortc, Sarah Kolb
reads a letter from a friend. Receiving letters
was easy, but many students had trouble
finding time to write letters back. -L. Smith
photo

Separated from friends and family
by distance, students keep them close
with phone calls and letters.
Most students entered college
with mixed emotions of excitement
and uncertainty. There was a need for
security and stability which could be
fulfilled by a telephone call or letter
back home. Keeping in to-u ch often
proved to be time consuming and
costly but worth the effort.
Carrie Williams said, "I feel it
is extremely important to keep in
contact with my friends back home
and with my family."
As a first year student, Jen
Strutzel called her family once a
week. Said Strutzel, "But now that I
am older, I don't need to reassure
myself every week that they are there

for me if I need them."
Most students loved to receive
mail, but it was hard to keep in touch
because the mail service was somewhat unreliable.
Nicole Parry said, "The mail
service is in desperate need of improvement; my mail is always getting
lost or delayed."
''It is too easy to grow apart
when you don't see your family and
friends on a regular basis," said Shawn
Murphy, "But I have always been
able to make the time, no matter how
busy I have been, to keep in touch
with those people that are important to
me." --AndreaLooby

At the end of a long day, Beth Takahasl
checks her malbox. This ritual, performed by
many dally, often lett students staring Into
empty boxes. -L. Smith photo
Wrtttng a letter to his friends, Andy Priester
kHps In touch with them and lets them know
how he Is doing. Arter the shock of paying the
first phone bill, many students decided to write
Instead of callng friends. -L. Smith photo

Many students have a favorite place to nap,
like Kalhleen Gagel's rattan chair. Others had
a regular Hme to take a nap everyday.
-L. Smith photo
In the hallway of his house, Doug McGee
snoozes. Students stopped whatever they were
doing when struck with the urge to nap. -L.
Smith photo

Zzzzz ...
Students recuperate from stressful
days and nights by taking naps.
Socializing, studying, and
growing were all obvious parts of the
"college experience." However,
stress, confusion, and money problems
also plagued the typical student. To
deal with these overwhelming issues
while keeping their grades up and
maintaining their sanity, many students turned to the relief offered by a
quick nap. "Many activities, stress
and homework contribute to my need
to nap," said Scott Anthony.
For most students, there just
were not enough hours in the day to
finish everything. At least one night a
week was spent frantically trying to
complete the next day's work. Pat
Coulson put it best when he explained,
"N
just gives you more spunk."

.so
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There were virtually no
restraints on where or when naps
occurred or how long they lasted.
Many students napped on a bed, while
others opted for more adventurous
locations. Students napped on chairs
in the library, couches in Torch
Lounge and in Kennedy Union
restrooms.
Naps varied in length from
twenty minutes to three hours. Neither the length nor the location of the
nap was important. What was important was the psychological and physicallift a pick-me-up nap offered.
The beauty of napping was
that no matter how busy the day
became, one could always make time
for a nap. --Katie McGu1111

This father catches a couple of winks between
OrlentaHon acHvtHes. Napping was not
restricted to students. -CWS photo
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Ultimate Students
Four students are chosen as outstanding
by their peers.

The Senior Ultimate Student is
Mindibeth Wynne. She is married and
has two children, yet she still has time
to work four jobs and go to school. In
addition, she helped charter the volunteer fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega and
does a grat deal of volunteering
around Dayton. Wynne was also a
part of a Volunteer Rescue Squad and
helped fight the fire in St. Joseph's
Hall five years ago. --T.Haverkoiphow

The Ultimate Junior is Julie Christ, an
Elementary Education major. She is
the president of Zeta Tau Alpha and
has always been very active in the
sorority. She is involved with Epsilon
Delta Upsilon, the Education fraternity, Campus Ministry, Christmas on
Campus, and the Homecoming Committee. Christ also has a job in the
Admissions Office. --T. Haverkos phow

Ann Arens, the Ultimate First-Year
Student, is an English/Sociology
major. She is involved in a plethora of
activities such as: Big Brothers, Big
Sisters, Marycrest Complex Council,
Christmas on Campus, R.O.T.C.,
Intramural softball, flag football,
basketball, and volleyball. Arens is
also an intramural referee and a
yearbook writer. She was nominated
by Renee Lentz. --T. Haverkos photo

Kevin Zarchinwas chosen as the Sophomore Ultimate Student. He is a Sports
Management major, a member of Phi Sigma Kappa, and Habitat for Humanity.
He plays Rugby and in 1990 played football. Kevin was nominated by Jeff
Brow and Brad Davis who said, "He's a goofball, but aren't we all?" --T.Haverkos
photo
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At the Side Pocket, VCI'Iessa Johnston Is ready
to study with a Diet Coke and pizza. Many
students found that munching and studying
went well together. -L. Smith photo
Pizza, the favored junk food of students, Is
enjoyed by Jason Hubbarth. At any Hme of the
day or night, students heeded the call of
tomato sauce, mozarella cheese, and pepperoni. -L. Smith photo

The Junk FOod Zone
Away from nutritious, home-cooked food,
students consume easy-to-make junk food.
For many students, junk food
was a standard part of college life.
Instead of Mom's healthy cooking,
tight budgets and erratic schedules led
to fast food and late night snacking.
When Mary McAndrews was
a first year student, she ate constantly.
"I ate all fast food types of meals," she
said. Ken Advent added, "I ate more
fast food because I did not have time
and was too lazy to cook."
The area offered a variety of
restaurants to satisfy fast food
cravings. Ted Socha preferred Taco
Bell because it was close and cheap.
When it came to late night munchies,
Diana Wehrmann recommended
Wendy's because it was open 24 hours
a day. For Matt Brewer, who spent as

much as thirty-five to fifty dollars a
week on fast food, coupons kept him
within budget. Said Brewer, "If it
were not for clipping coupons, I
would spend more on food each
week!"
Potato chips, pizza combos,
and french fries were snack foods
preferred by those who enjoyed the
salt factor. But Socha said, "I try to
eat healthy foods. I am more conscious about my health and weight."
Wehrmann agreed, "My eating habits
have gotten much healthier. I know
now that I have to eat well to avoid
getting sick and run down, and to
keep my energy level up." Afterall,
Mom won't show up at the door with
a dish of veggies. -Lynn Kelly

For a change of pace from the University food
service, Aaron Schmidt goes to Milano's.
Milano's was one of the mmy nearby restaurants that catered to students. -L. Smith photo
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Is.There Anybody
Out There?

SeHtng up music, Uncoln White decides what
he will play next. WDCR's deeJays chose what
music to play during their alr-Hme. -T.
Haverkos photo

Lack of acknowledgement from audience
doesnt keep DJ's from enjoying their work.
For WDCR's DJs, an interest
in radio began in a variety of ways.
For some, it was related to a major and
for others it was something fun to do.
Joe Zelinski said, "The idea of having
a mass audience tuned to myself or my
station's product has always fascinated and intrigued me." George
Vesper felt that "being on radio gave
me a chance to act totally crazy and
get away with it."
The music played at WDCR
varied, but generally had a consistent
sound. "We try to set up certain

parameters so our overall sound
doesn't get too chaotic, but on the
whole there's a lot of flexibility," said
Margie Szaroleta.
The station's small size and
small audience were ideal for learning
and refining broadcasting skills.
The experience gained at
WDCR benefitted all students, not just
those interested in the field of radio/tv.
Vesper said "there will be times in my
career when I'll have to give presentations and radio helped with my enunciation and nervousness." --Rachel Faris

AdJusflng sound levels, Brian Tully Is "live· on
the air. lhe deejays learned how to use the
control panel while broadcasHng.
-T. Haverkos photo
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WocR announcers Pete Minardi and nm
Michael broadcaat from a Ryer basketball
game. In addiHon to air flme, WDCR announcers had court-side seats. -T. Haverkos photo
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Mixed emoHons adom the faces of the
graduates during the ceremony. Along with
the fear and anxiety regarding their futures,
came the pride In their accomplishments. -T.
Haverl<os photo
School spirit Is demonstrated once again by
Geof Cly who poses as Rudy Ayer for the final
time at the ceremony. Many students were
creatively dressed for the occalllon. -T.
Haverl<os photo

Past, Present, Future
Trying to concentrate on the present, graduates
remember the past and dream of the fut~re.
As graduation approached,
seniors prepared themselves for the
real world and thought back.
With the shaky job market,
many graduating seniors were leaving
with degrees in their hands but without jobs. Colleen Clark did not have a
job secured yet, but she was optimistic. Most seniors had been broke for
four years, and the immediate future
could mean more of the same.
Len Gonet said he would not
be half as ready for the real world if it
were not for co-oping and University
life. Jen Finley agreed, "College gives
you a foundation to deal with fmancial
worries, set priorities, and interact
with different people."
Seniors' favorite memories

...-----.T!; 7; 0

included the Ghetto on warm days, .
sophomore year when the Flyers won
the MCC and the first round in the
NCAA basketball championship, and
Dayton to Daytona. Gonet would
miss his flexible schedule and the
basketball games.
Dawn Pulley would listen to
the song "Margaritaville" and remember her college years. "They played it
at Freshman Orientation, at many
parties, and in the Ghetto on sunny
days," said Pulley. Seniors could look
back at the University and remember
all they had learned in the classrooms
and from each other. Going their
separate ways, they would remember
the good times and the unique experiences of being a Flyer. --Christine Read

After accepting her diploma, Rachel Kress
returns to her seat. The somewhat lengthy
ceremony could not dampen the spirits of the
graduates; most could not stop smiling. -T.
Haverl<os photo
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For Better Or Worse

Working at the Health Center, the nursess
have a variety of responslblliHes, Including
maintaining Illes. A great number of medical
problems were addressed throughout the year.
- T. Haverkos photo

Although some expressed dissatisfaction,
many were pleased with Health Center services.
Jason Hubbarth summed up
the Health Center in one word -clueless. Hubbarth's opinion was
shared by many other students who
had found Health Center services
unproductive, inefficient, and overly
prescriptive. Yet, when Nick Peters
sprained his ankle, he found the staff
"really helpful."
The most frequently suggested
improvement was to have a doctor
available around the clock. According
to Robert Ordonio, "Most injuries
occur after 6pm, and there is no need
to pay nurses to do nothing after the
doctors leave."

There were some students who
were satisfied with their experiences at
the Health Center. Tom Scanlon was
pleased with his stay, "I spent the
night there once. It was nice and
comforting. I felt terrible and being
away from the loud dorm gave ~e
some quiet time to get better." Renee
Lentz said "The doctor was extremely
helpful and seemed genuinely concerned." The doctor Lentz saw, Dr.
Mary Buchwalder, recently joined the
staff. She got very favorable reviews
from the students and seemed to draw
a good deal of respect from the students.

Before seeing a doctor, Brian Elchhold Is
asked to be seated In the waiting area. The
staff at the Health Center had to be prepared
at all Hmes In case of an emergency. -M.
O'Connor photo

R.N. Denise Ross takes Todd Haverkos'
temperature. The winter was especially busy
with outbreaks of colds, Influenza, and strep
throat. -M. O'Connor photo
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Eye On The University
Happenings on campus shape
the reputation of the student body.
Every year, a new group of
students arrived at the University, and
four year later, they left. The experiences they had during that time changed
their lives, the University, and the
. Dayton community.
The changing attitude of the
community toward the University and
its students sometimes created tension.
"I think the Ghetto is a learning
experience for students. The community spirit of the Ghetto is important;
however, the excitement of the Ghetto
depends too much on alcohol and
partying," said Andre Hell, a University
graduate.
Dayton resident and graduate
Joe Scullion disagreed, "Ifs generally a
idea for students to learn what
on their own is all about, but I
.---~o:...,

doubt the Ghetto is a good le'arning
experience because it seems to be out
of control!"
The big problem, according to
much of the Dayton community, was
alcohol. Said Scullion, "Alcohol is a
major problem, seemingly condoned
by the University through relatively
mild rebukes and weak programs."
Heil said, "Some students are responsible enough to control it; however,
the few that are not responsible tend
to be noticed more."
Maureen Justice, Dayton
resident and employee at NCR
working with co-oping students, said
that the University area is relatively
safe. Scullion agreed but added, "I'd
walk there at night but wouldn't want
my wife or daughter to." --Diane Wendel

Protestors expreu their dlsaproval of the
Unlverllty's showing of Jhe Last Temptation of
Chrl#. These alumni and people from the
community thought the 111m was not ftt to be
shown at a Catholic university. -R. Faris photo

At the C.O.C. klck-otr, Santa Claus (Mark
Obermiller) and Uz Perozek psych up students.
C.O.C gave l.l'lderprlveledged Dayton children
an additional way to celebrate.-J. McGarry photo
The University community became even larger
when St. Patrick's Day happenings on canpus
made CNN and NBC news. The reports focused
on the destrucHon and Irresponsibility of the
students' celebration. -T. Haverkos photo
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From All Directions

Last minute changes are made by Beth
Lemming tor Christmas on Campus
(COC). Putting COC together required
much work and sometimes resulted In
stressful situations. --T. Havarkos photo

While making the most of their
time, students discover ways to cope.
Stress. It was a part of almost
everyone's life. What mattered was
not that stress existed, but how students dealt with it and what caused it.
Dan Lanphere, summing up
one cause, said, "Trying to meet
deadlines with school, work and
meetings is stressful." When one ran a
tight and busy schedule, as most
students did, the stress began.
Most people discovered their
own way to deal with stress whether it
was "hitting inanimate things," for
Bill Stepan or "massacring small
woodland creatures and playing my
viola" for Jennifer Shaw. A more
typical way to deal with it was to talk

to friends. Many students went out
with friends to see a movie or for a
drink at the Pub.
Even though the University
offered services for stressed-out
people, many students were confident
in their own methods. Paul V alencic
said, "I don't have that much stress in
my life anyway." ,
No matter how students
decided to deal with stress, it kept
coming: from boyfriends, girlfriends,
professors and money problems. The
pressure was on, but students were
ready for it. Watch out inanimate
objects and little woodland creatures.
--Menzo F aassen

Atter tour years of balancing the good Hmes
with the stres$ful ones, Tara Dacy and Mike
Bober live It up. Le Grande Bal served as a
culmlnaHon of tension relief tor attendees.
-T. Havarkos photo
The pressure to succeed academically Is felt
by many, Including Dave Shahady. The
amount ot Hme and self-restraint called tor
often created dilemmas tor the maJority of
students. - G. Rosenbalm photo

During Orientation, KU Food Service bartender
Jerr Dormltzer serves a parent. Student
Employment offered Jobs wHh flexible hours to
tit students' scheduiP•. -CWS photo

At the Sweet Shop, Tony Blhl contends with the
crowds during Christmas on Campus. Blhl was
the student manager and helped run the
campus pizza delivery service. -T. Haverkosphoto

I Owe! I Owe!
Students work to pay tuition
and earn spending money.
Although students often spoke
of limited study time, they had the
energy and drive to hold down jobs as
well.
However, some found that
balancing work and school schedules
was a hard task. "By the time I get
home from work, I'm often too tired
to do homework, " said Bridget
Aufman.
While some students believed
that their jobs sometimes conflicted
with their study time, others felt that
study time affected their work hours.
"Work cuts irtto my studying, but I'd
rather work," said Caroline Sessi.
While many students worked
to help pay their tuition, others just
worked for spending money. "My
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paycheck goes toward S}J~nding
money," said Karen Rish
The Student Employment
Office set up a work study plan that
deferred a certain amount of students'
tuition if they promised to give a
percentage of their paychecks.
The majority of students
worked on campus because of transportation restrictions and because they
were unfamiliar with Datyon. "An oncampus job is better because I don't
have to worry about transportation to
and from work," said Marcia Stoll.
Even though some parents
influenced their children's decisions to
work, most students decided to work
on their own, tolerating a more
crowded schedule --Dawn Williams

At the PAC, lifeguard Wendy Long relaxes In
her chair. The guards had to maintain their
lifesaving skills by pracHclng at monthly
meeHngs throughout the year. -T. Haverkos
photo
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To Each His, Her Own
Various collections adorn and personalize
students~ living quarters.
For many, going away to
college meant leaving behind old
hobbies and collections they had been
obsessed with over the years.
For others, it meant fmding
room in the dorm for the old hobbies,
and still others began new collections
along with their new lives.
Jennifer Davis adorned her
dorm walls with Beatles posters. She
said, "I love the Beatles!! ! At home
my entire room is covered with the
Beatles posters. I even h~J.Ve a life
sized poster right along my bed so I
can wake up to them everyday." She
also added that she had all of their
tapes at school.
Room 204 in Stuart Hall was
quite a different vision than Davis's

CollecHng posters of favortte performers,
models or hobbles Isn't unusual to see In dorms
or houses across campus. Mike Franks dsplays
his obsession with Marilyn Monroe with valous
posters.-M. Shield photo

Beatlemania room. The ceiling of offwhite squares was transformed into a
sea of silver can bottoms. Cans
ranging from Pepsi to Mountain Dew
were suspended overhead.
Residents of 2-North left their
empty soda cans with Bill Meyring
and Leo Ostruszka, the occupants of
the room, and the cans ended up on
the ceiling because there was not
enough room anywhere else for them.
Said Meyring, "It never was suppose
to get this big. It just kind of happened."
Of course there were many
other students with their own collections including those of key chains,
ticket stubs, and Absolute Vodka ads.
--AM Arens

People have dfferent degrees of likes and
obsessions. This Kevin Costner fan displays her
obsession, and there Is no quesHon she likes
Kevtn.-C. Linkner photo
$ports advocates display their favorite teams
while shaving their spirit. This array of penants
Is rotated to form a unique deslgn.--M.
O'Connor photo
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During Orientation week, this group gather1 on
the porch of a Garden Apartment. The main
Ingredient In many students' perfect weekend
was hanging out with friends. -T. Haverkos
photo
At Taco Bell, Danna Callero enjoys a meal. A
dream weekend Included tree food, but Taco
Bell was, at least, Inexpensive. -L. Smffh photo

Perfect Weekends
From Ghetto kegs to mall shopping,
students want the most from weekend&.
Aaah! The weekend-- that
fabulous period of rest from academic
stress and studies that captivated the
thoughts of students from Monday
through Thursday. Many students did
not wait for Friday but started their
weekends on Thursday nights.
George Federici's perfect
weekend would include him meeting
his "dream girl" and having fun with
some good music. Federici would like
to carry on a family tradition. "My
parents met at Tim's," he explained.
Friday brought a long day and
night for Cyndi Bush. She described
her perfect Friday: "I would wake up
with no hangover, skip classes, and go
to happy hour at Al's to eat free hot
dogs. Then a friend would buy ten

kegs for my house, and I'd drink all
night long with friends. I'd meet a
new cute boy and smooch him. Then
we would go to New Moon at 5:30
a.m."
On Saturday,_Meg Waters
would opt to go to Cincinnati to shop,
do lunch, and enjoy new scenery,
especially new bars, bands, and
people."
For Jose Estrada, Saturday
night was an opportunity td play
guitar and go to a bar or to Ghetto
parties.
Sundays were for relaxing,
watching football, playing cards, and
finding out what others did on Saturday night. And of course, on Sunday
nights, everyone studied.

.Although the keg poDcy has reduced the
number of kegs In the Ghetto, Kevin Cogan has
no trouble finding one. In many students'
concepHons of a perfect weekend, ~egs
played a large part. -T. Haverkos photo
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Winter Games

Two students sled down Stuart Hill on trays
borrowed from the cafeteria. Other creative
sledding devices Included cardboard boxes,
laundry baskets, garbage bags, shower
curtains, and a no U-tum sign. -K. Kelly photo

The snow-covered campus provides
the backdrop for winter fun.
Students awoke on January
25th to the peaceful sight of snow
falling gently. However, that peaceful
silence was soon shattered by the
screams of those hit by snowballs.
Everything from laundry
baskets to street signs were commandeered for sleds. Families from the
surrounding neighborhoods and
alumni brought their children to
conquer the hills and reminisced about
past winter fun. One alumnus told of
the time he and his friends went down
Stuart Hill on a car hood greased with
dish soap and Crisco.
Although there was not as
much snow as the usual12 inches in

her native Cleveland, Laura Fetsko
said, "I'll take what I can get!" and
headed out to the hills.
One of the few things that put
a damper on the day was having to
travel to KU or McGinnis for sorority
rush preference parties. Rushee Renee
Lentz said, "Negotiating the slick
walkways with heels on was a challenge."
While the snow was not great
to drive in, and many complained
about the streets and sidewalks in the
Ghetto not being cleared or salted,
there remained the secret hope inside
every Flyer that maybe, just maybe,
classes would be canceled Monday.

A group of Sigma Nu's and their friends take
Hme out from their snowy football gcme. The
II'IOwfalls of January 2A-26 gave people an
excuse to put aside whatever they were doing
and head outside. "'cK. Kelly photo
A huge ll'lowball ft"'t breaks out on Evanston.
The students showed no mercy, bombing cars,
people walking down the strHt, and Innocent
·
bystanders. -K. Kelly photo

Arter traveling to AHanta, Georgia, Chrissy
Landrum unpacks her car. Her favorite
memory of the trip was all the new people she
met. -K. Kelly photo
On a frozen Michigan lake, Jenny Reuter,
Steve Olson, and Sean Gallivan build a
glganflc Ice bear. Over the tour-day
President's weekend, students travelled to
many places from the Bahamas to Paris to
Clnclmatl. -T. Haverkos photo
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Breaking Away
Whether going home or taking trips,
students take breaks from campus . .
The same classes in the same
buildings - everyday. The chicken
cutlet and the potato bar- everyday.
Sometimes a break from campus and a
change of pace was needed.
University groups such as the
Parent's Association, UA, and SGA
sponsored events to aid students.
Buses to major cities were available
on Thanksgiving and Christmas
bteaks to assist with treks home. Over
long weekends, trips to Chicago and
to Washington DC were offered. The
most popular trip was the annual
"Dayton to Daytona" excursion which
boasted an amazing 1200 participants.
The University also helped
club sports travel to games and tournaments. Chrissy Landrum took part in

a University sponsored trip to Atlanta,
Georgia, with the women's bowling
team. She said, "I loved the trip. I
met a lot of new people and would
definitely go again."
Apart from these organized
excursions, there was also the individually-created road trip. Marcia
Stoll drove to Utah to visit friends at
BYU. Said Stoll, "I got a flat tire,
and Mormon truck drivers picked me
up and took me on to Las Vegas. My
friends met me there, and we won
enough money gambling to fix my
. e. "
tir

Christy Bosticco said, "I feel
breaks from campus are necessary, but
I think a drive to the mall is break
enough."

Outside Sherman Hall, Matt Shlneman locks up
his bicycle. In addlflon to being Ideal transportaHon to and from class, bikes were also used
to get ott campus. -T. Haverkos photo

Diane Richards
CIS

William Roddy
Marketing
Chris Rodeman
~
Economics
Mary Ross
Marketing
Megan Ryan
Marketing
ScottSaad
Marketing
Jennifer Sand
Accounting
Keri Saunders
Marketing
Nancy Schaffer
MIS
Melissa Schantz
Marketing
Hans Schell
Marketing
Jenny Scherer
Management
Mark Schlagheck
Accounting
Thomas Schmitt
Accounting
Heidi Schneider
Marketing
Lynne Schott
Accounting
Melissa Sebor
Marketing
Rick Semeraro
Finance
Matthew Shinker
MIS
Paul Shish
Management
Mindy Sikora
Accounting
Michael Sommerfeld
Finance, Marketing
Angie Staebler
Accounting
Kelly Stewart
Marketing
J. Patrick Stillwagon
Finance
Tim Stump
Marketing
Jeffrey Tell
Finance
Joe Templin
MIS
Frank Tetlow
Accounting
Deborah Theus
Marketing

Peer Pressure

Student cadets often lind It difficult to have to
discipline fellow students. Mike Tavemla stands
at his post as part of his duHes tot the evening.
-T. Haverkos photo

Rules and regulations not easy to enforce
on peers.
To enforce University rules
and regulations among peers was a
difficult job. This was the task of
students who took positions as Cadets
in the student security division of
Public Safety.
Several of the Cadets took a
position with the Public Safety Department because it related to their
major. Jeff Dennis, who switched his
major from Criminal Justice to Secondary Education, said, "The job will
help me handle my future students. If
I can handle UD, I can handle a room
full of high schoolers."
A difficult aspect of being a
Cadet was busting friends or writing
people up for violations of visitation
or alcohol policies and then seeing the

students every day on campus.
"Students just don't understand it's my job," said Jen Sikora.
For Paul Colton the most difficult
thing he had to do was to start CPR on
Stephen Welsh.
Many of the Cadets felt that
the University had a relatively safe
campus compared to schools of
similar size.
One Cadet felt that the Ghetto
contributed to some of the unsafe
conditions found around the campus.
He felt that this created difficulties
with which other schools didn't have
to contend.
Overall, the student Cadets
believed the time they put into their
job was worth their efforts. --Vicki Rettig

Tratnc flow problems are one aspect that
Student Cadetsare responsible tor. Jeff
Jacobson spends his shift manning a post while
construcHon was a problem near the new
humaniHes bulldlng.-T. Haverkos photo
Public Safety Cadets Sarah Kronenberger and
Sean Lehrter discuss tratllc flow concerns as
they relate to the constucHon ot the new
humaniHes building. Students ·b elieve serving
as a Student Cadet gives them valuable
experience tor the tuture.-T. Haverkos photo

. Christina Thiel
Management
Stephanie Thomas
Management
Sean Toomey
Accounting
Brian Trentman
Economics
Chantris Tuckef
Finance
·
Wendell Tucker
Marketing
Doug Turner
CIS
Jerry V andevere
Marketing
Jennifer Walsh
Economics
Patrick Walsh
Accounting
Kurt Weber
Finance
Michael Wertenberger
Economics
Karen Whalen
Marketing
Mark Wiehe
Accounting
David Willshaw
Business
Thomas Wins
Management
Matthew Wisniewski
Management
· Mark Wittich

MIS
Wendy Wochner
Marketing
Mark Unger
CIS
Dawn Uranker
Accounting
Jennifer Yamell
Accounting
Tom Zehner
Management
Jennifer Zgutowicz
Finance

Karen Zinck
Accounting
Debbie Zirkelbach
Marketing

Sclioo{ of'Education
Ellen Areddy, Education
Julie Bailey, Elementary
Kelly Bauman, Education
Christine Berls, Education
Chrissy Bodziony, Elementary
Cynthia Broerman, Elementary
Kristen Bukata, Phys. Ed
Michael Burdett, Education
Kristen Burns, Special Ed.
Ann Calderone, Secondary
Kelle Caldwell, Education
Jared Camacho, Sports Management
Michael Chimento, Art Ed.
Matthew Clancy, Music Ed
Valerie Clark, Elementary Ed.
Randal Cleves, Sports Management
Staci Cole, Phys. Ed
Kathleen Collier, Elementary
Elizabeth Columbus, Elementary
Elizabeth Corrado, Secondary
Lori Couchot, Art Ed
Kathleen Daugherty, Music Ed
Deena Denk, Elementary
Elizabeth Devlin, Elementary
Shirley DeWinter Mikalas, Secondary, Bus
Aimee DiMuzio, Elementary
Nicole Doepker, Elementary
Christine Drake, Special Ed.
Rose Drance, Music Ed.
Ann Duvic, Elementary Ed.

Living It Up!
Students decorate rooms to make them
more home-like and liveable.
Students' housing experiences
played an integral part in the success of
their college careers. Most students
decorated their rooms, apartments, and
houses trying to make them more
comfortable and home-like.
Students utilized anything from
posters and their own artwork to pictures and other mementos of families
and friends. However, sometimes room
decorations were a little more out of the
ordinary.
To liven up her room, Melanie
Barker said, "I used a printer ribbon,
beads, my own artwork, and a friend's
drawing."
Ben Breiner said, "I even used
my chicken, Spot, and my cow,

Ferdinand."
Many roommates chose to
decorate their living areas while
procrastinating from writing papers
or trying to temporarily get their
minds off of tests they had the followingday.
There were various reasons
why students decorated their rooms
the way they did. Motives ranged
from a mutual decision among
roommates to boredom to a spurt of
creativity.
Other more unique reasons
included Randy Homoelle's appreciation for "women, music, and beer"
an4 Breiner's "uncanny love for
farm animals." --Kristin Sinkel

This overftowlng laundry basket Is an example
of Ghetto decor. Eventually some quarters
were found, and the owner of this basket
again had clean clothes to wear. -T.
Haverkos photo

Einstein graces the wall of Todd Haverkos's
bedroom. The computer was neceuary for his
bullneu. -M. O'Connor photo
Shortty arter moving In, Stuart Hall resident Jon
Arnold relaxes In his bunk. The rooms started out
atcn but, after a year's worth of accumulation,
beccme liveable. -CWS photo

David Echols
Sports Management
Jill-Ann Felczak
Education
Julie Fleming
Education
Suzanne Flood
Elementary
Nancy Fowler
Education
Anne Futrell
Elementary
Kristen Galambas
Elementary
Elizabeth Galvin
Elementary
Colleen Gartland
Education
Laura Gladstone
Education
Patricia Gramkee
Health, Dietetics
Darren Green
Exercise Science
Meg Gullo
Education
Lynne Gutman
Elementary
Susan Haberstro
Elementary
Beth Hackett
Elementary
AngelaHaer
Special Ed
Linda Hamilton
Art Ed.
LauraHamm
Special Ed.
Molly Hannon
Education
Catherine Haydon
Elementary
Allison Hayes
Education
Jennifer Heckaman
Education
Allison Held
Education
Lee Hellman
Education
Suzanne Hendershot
Education
Shannon Hill
Phys.Ed.
Laura Hirsch
Education
Tracey Homerin
Education
Michelle Hronek
Dietetics
Judith Jacobson
Education
JoelleJindra
Education
Adele Johnson
Elementary
KarenKamuf
Elementary
Mamie Keenan
Elementary
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Keeping the Public
Safe

Work tor Public Safety begins very early.
During orientation, offtcers controlled trattlc
and assisted with parking as thousands of
bewildered parents navigated campus roads
tor the first lime. -CWS photo

Misunderstood Public Safety Officers
provide protection.
When students received a
ticket, had their cars towed, were
assaulted, or had some other unfortunate reason to deal with the law, their
first contact was often with a Public
Safety Officer.
The Department of Public
Safety's first concern was the protection of the students. Sergeant D. P.
Montgomery felt that the students
didn't fully understand the job description of an officer. Each officer
was a fully trained police officer,
Emergency Medical Technician, and
partially trained fire fighter.
Unfortunately, Public Safety

Officers were often seen in a negative
light. One dispatcher said, "I'm the
first point of contact. People are
usually angry in these situations and
direct their anger towards the first
person they speak to." One officer
pointed out, "We have a job to do and
we try to do it. We don't set University policies; however, it is our job to
enforce them."
"Fully educated individuals
must understand that they are fully
responsible for their actions, regardless of whether or not they are drunk.
Drinking does not relieve responsibility," said one officer. --Vicki Rettig

........
At Turnabout, ottlcers stand ready to handle
any emergency situations. A familiar sight
upon entering a University-sponsored event
was Public Safety otncers. -T. Haverkos photo
To solve this problem, the Public Safety ottlcers
c:Jiscuss the best course of action. When the
explosion occured, the offtcers were readily
available. - T. Haverkos photo

Sally Hunlcutt, assistant professor of Chemistry,
received a $25,000 science award to help fund
her research of molecular reactions on a
fundamental basis. The Information may help
combat ozone-layer clepleHon In the future.
-T. Haverkos photo
Grand Marshal of the Paul Lawrence Dunbar
Parade, Herbert Martin goes beyond his call of
duty. Martin has had poems published In
Poetry In the Park, Silver Wings, and Grand
Street. -T. Haverkos photo

Above And Beyond
Faculty conquers every day tasks as well as
outstanding achievements.
Within the University, the
success of students was always a top
priority. However, the achievements
of staff and faculty were also a key
issue. In addition, it was up to each
individual to defme this idea of accomplishment.
In order to assist the staff and
faculty in developing skills, the
University provided opportunities to
attend conferences, summer research
grants and sabbaticals. David Ahern
of the Political Science Department
said, "Dr. John Geiger is Associate
Provost for Faculty Development, and
our department has found him to be
exceptionally helpful in providing
many types of assistance for faculty
~~ment."

Reviews and evaluations were
used to assess the success of the staff
and faculty. The use of ones own
judgement was critical in determining
what was considered an achievement
as well.
Most faculty considered the
accomplishments of their students as
part of their reward. Bro. Jerry O'Neill
S.M. of the School of Education said
he considered being a good teacher
and having concern about the welfare
of his students in all aspects of their
lives a great accomplishment. He also
saw the success of:his students as "the
most important achievement to which
all other achievements must be secondary. The student is our reason for
being here." --Rachel Faris

In recognition of his contrlbuHons to the field of
materials science and materials engineering,
Prof. Daniel Eylon was elected a fellow In the
American Society of Metals (ASM) lnternaHonal. -T. Haverkos photo

Kathryn Kellermeir
Education
Mary Beth Key
Education
Bonita Kinney
Elementary
Patrick Kirkwood
Exercise Science
Colleen Knack
Elementary, Special Ed.
Rod Knowles
Elementary
«
Kristine Koci
Elementary
Peter Krug
:~
Sports Management
Eileen Lamb
Elementary
Michelle Lamers
Elementary
Martin Lavelle
Education
Renee Lemmons
Elementary
Suzanne Long
Education
Kelley Lucas
Special Ed.
Karl Maloney
Exercise Science
Terese Manz
Education
Jill Marcheski
Education
Matthew Marshall
Secondary
Christine Medwig
Education
Carrie Mers
Phys. Ed.
Brad Messenger
Sports Management
Andrew Miller
Education
Julie Miller
Elementary
Kristine Miller
Elementary
David Mills
Sports Management
Edward Montgomery
Sports Management
Ann Moorman
Special Ed.
Noel Morin
Elementary
Kristin Mullany
Elementary
Jennifer Munnecke
Elementary
David Murray
Sports Management
Kellie O'Flanagan
Sports Management
Laura Pelegrino
Special Ed.
Jennifer Penker
Education
Jennifer Pesch

A Guiding Force

In her room, Shelly Fulcher relaxes with a book.
Even though they are known tor outgoing
personaiiHes and always having smiles on their
faces, even RAs needed Hme tor themselves
and their studies. -C. Unkner photo

RA·s provide fun and discipline for students.
College, for many students,
was the first time away from home
and parents, the first time to party
non-stop, and the first time to discipline themselves. Resident Assistants
were there to help.
RA •s did not lurk around
waiting to write students up for being
in the wrong residence hall after 2am
or for having a keg in their apartment.
Even if a student received a disciplinary citation, RA's were rarely uncompromising. John Sailer believed "in
giving second chances and not being a
dictator." Residents were sent to Into
the Streets and to study tables at the
library instead of being fined.
RA' s also planned floor events
to help residents get to know one

another. Matt Bickel's residents were
able to go to an Indiana Pacers game,
the Omnimax Theatre, and to insulate
low-income houses with the DP&L
project. Tim Sweeny held discussions
on male issues after negative attitudes
toward Anita Hill surfaced during the
Clarence Thomas hearings.
RA's had to be there for the
residents if they had any questions
about college, had roommate problems, or needed to simply talk.
Jenny Pesch thought her
experience as an RA would help in
her teaching career. She said, "I have
learned how to maintain friendly
relationships as well as discipline
people when it is appropriate."

By using the message board on her door, RA
Barbara Moniz lets her residents know where
she Is. She also created a "Happenings" board
to keep all the women on her floor Informed
about campus acHviHes. -C. Linkner photo
Resident Assistant Kelly Kuhn talks with a floor
resident, Kerrl Schneider. Kuhn was the author
ot The Toilet Paper, Marycrest's bathroom
newsletter. -C. Unkner photo

AmyPolette
Elementary, Special Ed.
Sarah Porretta
Music
Angel Raponi
Elementary
Kris Reigelsperger
Education
Sandra Restrepo
Education
Mary Pat Ring
<
Elementary
Nicole Rogers
Phys.Ed
JuliaRyan
:~
Elementary
Monica Schenkel
Elementary
Marcy Seager
Education
Penny Seitz
Education
Joy Senecal
Education
Noel Seth
Secondary
Kathleen Sharrock
Elementary
Janelle Siewert
Elementary
Christine Smith
Elementary, Special Ed
Kimberly Smith
Elementary
Nicole St. Clair
Elementary
Beth Ann Steflick
Elementary
Kelly Sullivan
Exercise Science
Darren Szokoli
Education
Jill Tabis
Business
MarkVanore
Education
Maureen Walker
Education
Robyn Watts
Sports Management
Christina Waypa
Education
Wendi Weckesser
Elementary, Special Ed.
Amy Willis
Education
Jennifer Wolf
Secondary
Lisa Wollenberg
Education
Christine Woycik
Education
Kelly Young
Special Ed
LisaZamick
Elementary
SusanZink
Education

Schoo{ of'Engineering
Khalid Abu AI Haj, Mechanical
David Albright, Electrical
Dorian Archer, Mechanical
Paul Arlinghaus, Mechanical
Thomas Armitage, Civil
Brian Baker, Electronical Tech.
Jeff Baker, Industrial Tech.
Suzanne Baker, Electrical
Michael Balon, Mechanical Tech.
Debora Balster, Environmental Tech.
Loren Battels, Electrical
Jason Baumbach, Electrical
Vicki Bentley, Electrical
Robert Bongiovi, Mechanical
Tom Bosticco, Mechanical
Bryan Bowden, Electrical
Steven Boyd Jr., Engineering
Daron Bradbury, Mechanical Tech.
Shane Bradford, Civil
Brian Brinkmann, Electrical
Bernard Brotzki, Mechanical
Laurie Brulport, Medical Tech.
James Buck, Electrical
Jeff Burlinghaus, Electrical Tech.
Brian Butler, Mechanical
Jack Cameron, Civil
Ronald Cantu, Electrical
Vincent Catanzaro, Chemical
James Cavanaugh, Electrical
Elana Chapman, Mechanical

Moving On
Faculty express gratitude to University and
look forward to retirement.
For every faculty member there
came a day to retire from teaching.
After a career of instructing and researching, they anticipated the opportunity to explore other interests.
Professor Patricia Labadie, who
taught Advanced Composition, Poetry,
and Literary Criticism, said, "The
introduction of students to the processes
of critical thinking and of the glories of
the English language was my greatest
accomplishment here at UD."
James Ramsey, a professor of
Biology and Pathophysiology, also
equated his achievements with his
students. "I feel that preparing students
for careers as practicing physicians is
my greatest accomplishment," he said.
With newly discovered free
time, retiring faculty members planned
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to take advantage of the opportunity
to enrich themselves as individuals.
"I am retiring to Florida where I can
swim daily, bicycle, and continue my
interests in music and collecting
plants," said Ramsey. Said Labadie,
"I hope to travel and further my
interests in writing, music and theater."
"I have the University to
thank for my professional career,"
said Labadie. Ramsey said, "The
University has acknowledged my
contributions as a researcher and a
teacher, and that has meant a lot to
me."
The measure of their success
was the success of past students who
benefitted from their knowledge.
--Tammy Kulculc

Students ;lYe their ftnal good-byes to Dr.
Glllcwd at the Student Media banquet. N
Student Media Adviser, Dr. Gilliard supervised
the AyerNews, Orpheus, WDCR, Black
·
Perspective, and Daytonlan. -T. Haverkos
photo

During his last year ot service at the University,
Dr. Walter Gilliard, VIce President of Student
Development , and his wife made apperances at
campus events. -CWS photo
At the retlrment recepflon, Mr. Bradden and
Mary Lynn Naughton glance through the memory
book on display. The recepflon was held for Mr.
Bradden as he turned over charge of the
Bookstare to Naughton. -R. Faris photo

Lisa Ciletti
Electrical
Scott Clarke
Electrical
David Cliffe!
Electrical, Chemistty
Bridget Cloran
Electrical
Thomas . Conlon
Mechanical
Caroline Cordonnier
Chemical
Charles Cross
Mechanical
Kristine Csavina
Mechanical
Le Shan Curington

Industrial Tech.
Peter D'Lima
Mechanical
Joseph Daku
~chanica! Tech.
Louisa Daniel
Civil
Greg Davison
Tech.
William DeMarco
Mechanical
Jeff Donald
Electrical
Paulo Dos Santos
Industrial Tech.

~chanica!

Thomas Druffner
Industrial Tech.
Matt Dunlap
Mechanical
Paul Dwm
Electrical
Thomas Eifert
Engineering
Lori Elleman
MCT, MFG
Elizabeth Evans
Environmental Tech.
Scott Eyink
Mechanical Tech.
John Fabian
Mechanical

For The Earth

Athough not their ftrst priority, these students
are creating plenty ot items to recycle. Certain
campus events produced large amounts of
recyclable materials, e~cially aluminum
cans and glass bottles. -T. Haverkos photo

With environmental concerns growing
across the nation, students focus on doing
their part.
Even though the nation was
grew with the University's recycling
· efforts. "Off-campus recycling is nontaking steps to limit pollution and
other factors wearing away at the
existent. Specific dumpsters for cans
Earth's environment, students conand paper are needed so people can
cerns continued to grow.
recycle," said Ribaudo. Lemming
On an individual level, most
said, "The trash cans in the residence
halls are not clearly marked, and there
students did their part. "I try not to
buy products used on animals or that
is no system to recycle plastic and
damage the earth," said Stephanie
paper."
Kibbey. "I don't use aerosol sprays,
"There needs to be more
and I recycle," said Dianne Stoetzel.
awareness, but it has definitely im"I recycle, and I buy products made of proved over the last two years," said
Stoetzel.
recycled materials," said Ellen
Ribaudo. "But more people need to
The University took important
steps in the right direction by initiating
be educated on recycling programs
and how they can get involved."
a recycling program to meet growing
On a local level, dissatisfaction environmental concerns. --Tammy Kukuk

,

Garbage

.

Recyclables
•,

In addiHon to the emphasis on recycling Is the
Importance of dlsHngulshlng what can and
cannot be recycled. Students made the extra
effort to keep things separated In order to help
the environment. --T. Haverkos photo
Recyclable materials are found more readily
around campus. Pressure from ali aspects of
society caused the Increased use of recycled
and recyclable material. - T. Haverkos photo

During Orientation, food Is purchased In the
Kennedy Union food court. Although the
recession had everybody keeping a Hght hold
on money and watching every penny they
spent, people sHII spent money. -CWS photo
Pub bartender Brad Lokal puts In quite a tew
hours on the Job In the evening. Many students
found It necessary to Increase the number of
hours worked beccaJse the money did not
seem to go as tar. -CWS photo

Recession Hits Home
Economic problems make students
find ways to scrimp and save . .
Tough economic situations
affected many students who had
already been forced to monitor their
spending. College students were
always known to be poor, but the
rising prices of tuition, grocery shopping and entertainment were even
harder on students' bank accounts.
Jose Cerra-Castaner said he
and his friends "don't buy whatever we
need at the moment, we think twice
before buying anything to make sure
we really need it" Cerra-Castaner
said that budgeting and working extra
hours have also become major concerns.
Rudy's Fly-Buy, the studentrun grocery store, also felt the
recession's pinch. Their sales dropped

slightly which was also partially due
to the opening of Meijer stores. Tom
Wirts, president and general manager
of Rudy's, said, "People were more
and more willing to go out of their
way to save a few pennies." However, he said, "Working full time and
going to school part time has enabled
me to get by without significantly
feeling the effects of the recession,
but I am sure that everyone knows
people who have been effected by the
recession."

Becoming more cost-conscious was a skill everyone needed to
refme; however, when it was forced
on people due to a recession, it was
not as beneficial as it could have
been. --Rachel Faris

The bookstore held one-day-only 2Q-t.-ott
everything sales, a 50%-otr clothing sale, and a
sidewalk sale. With the shaky economy,
businesses held sales of all kinds to try and
stimulate consumer spending. -CWS photo

Shannon Farrell
Electrical
Gary Fedak
Civil
Michael Ferrari
Chemical
Eric -Flood
Electrical
Tom Forbes
Electrical
John Fox
:~
Mechanical
Trina Frazier
Industrial Tech.
Kimberly Frey
Chemical
Ronald Gadomski
Electrical
Robert Gill
Mechanical
Joseph Gillette
Electrical
Brian Gitzinger
Environmental Tech.
Lesli Grannan
Electrical
Kevin Griffis
Mechanical
Brian Grocki
Electronical Tech.
Brad Gross
Mechanical
Linda -Gudeman
ChemicalJoseph Guinter
Engineering Tech.
James Hallett, Jr.
Chemical
Joseph Hamberg
Mechanical
Gerald Hardin
Electrical
Louis Harvath
Mechanical Tech.
Jeanne Henderson
Industrial Tech.
Donna Hinkel
Electrical
Shannon Hoar
Industrial Tech.
Patrick Hoffman
Electrical
Jill Homan
Chemical
Michael Honious
Industrial Tech.
Scott Homing
Electrical

Cars Of All Kinds
Although not a necessity, having a car
gave students more freedom.
From BMW's to bombers, the
campus was host to a variety of motor
vehicles.
According to Christine
Steimle, "I don't think having a car is
a life or death situation, but it does
make life a little easier." Students
used cars for such things as food
shopping, night transportation, and
off-campus entertainment:
Most students found that the
most expensive part of having a car
involved purchasing parking passes.
In order to park on campus, students
had to purchase a parking pass for
$65. Anne Brezina said, "Having a
car would be less expensive without
the parking passes. With as much as
students have to pay to attend school,

Ccn as extravagant as this Porche are not
often seen on campus. Parking lots helped
reduce the uncertainty ot getting a space, but
they didn't always guaantee the car's security.
-G. Rosenbalm photo

you would think that the University
would give students passes and more
places to park." Carol Jansen was
somewhat concerned about vandalism,
"My car was vandalized twice; once in
the parking lot and once when parked
on a Ghetto street."
Also, it seemed as though
students needed a car to get away from
campus. Mike Hampton said, "Although I do not have a car on campus,
I feel it is necessary to have one in
order to make those late night runs for
the border." While some go for fast
food, others go to the movies or
shopping; regardless, automobiles
eased the difficulty of escaping and
forgeting about the monotony of
campus life for a while. --Gary Rosenbalm

Curb side parking Is less expensive, but makes
It clftlcult to ftnd a place at busy Hmes ot the
day. Since cars weren't a necessity, many
were saHstled with Inexpensive, older models.
-G. Rosenbalm photo
The various lots around the campus provide
some solutions to the parking problem, but
don't saHsfy everyone. Keeping cas clean
and In shape wasn't easy but helped maintain
the looks ot cars like this classic corvette. -G.
Rosenbalm photo

Chris Hurlbut
Mechanical
James Huth
Engineering
Cathy Idemoto
Mechanical Tech.
Dina Jackson
Electrical
John Jacquemin
Electrical
Ronald Jones
Mechanical Tech.
Dave Rankin
Mechanical Tech.
Sean Kelly
Chemical
Jeffrey Kiko
Electrical
Michael Kinstle
Mechanical
Sandra Knapke
Chemical
Jeffrey Koeller
Electrical
Thomas Koesters
Electrical Tech.
Tony Koesters
Electrical
Garrett Kolo
Mechanical
Peter Konopinski
Electrical
Carol Kory
Electrical
Mark Kowalak
Mechanical Tech.
Jeffrey Kozej
Engineering
Mark Kramer
Chemical
Jill Kunka
Chemical
Ernie Lauber
Mechanical Tech.
Sean Laughlin
Mechanical
Scott Lawrence
Mechanical

:~

Kevin Leczk:owski
Mechanical Tech.
Darren Lombardi
Chemical
Esteban Luengo
Electrical
James Lynch
Mechanical
Patrick MacLellan
Mechanical
Cynthia Matthews
Mechanical
Rodney Mayo
Industrial Tech.
Michael McCartney
Industrial Tech.
Gregory Menz
Mechanical Tech.
Vince Molseed
Mechanical
John Monigan
Electrical
Amy Moran
Electrical
Christopher Moy
Environmental Tech.
Joel Mullin
Mechanical Tech.
Thomas Nally
Mechanical
Joseph Nemeth
Mechanical
Gary Ostdiek
Mechanical
Ricardo Palma
Electrical
Robert Panella, Jr.
Mechanical
Dean Paquet
Civil
Mark Peterson
Mechanical
Mary Poirier
Chemical
Marc Polanka
Mechanical
William Ponikvar
Electrical

Seniors, Mary Ann Poirier, Laurie Brulport, Tom
Eifert, and Steve Olson, lhow the spirit of true
Flyer basketball fans. The Arena provided the
backdrop for many great memories.
-T. Haverkos photo
Dreiling up as a devil Is senior Stacl Hession.
Hallow"n was one of the biggest party
w"kends. -T. Haverkos photo

No Regrets
After four or five years, students look back
on their decisions and experiences. .
The seniors spent four or five
years working, studying, and partying.
And most say they would do it all
over again if they had the opportunity.
Students liked the University
because it was a medium-sized,
private college with a friendly atmosphere. Amy Hoying, however,
recommended, "Put it in the South
because the weather here is horrible."
Living in the Ghetto was an
experience that added to the atmosphere. Most students agreed that
housemates played a large role. Dawn
Pulley would even remain with the
same housemates and said, "I don't
know what I would do without them
around to keep me from studying all
the time." Hoying said, "Each of my

roommates has different qualities that
are enhanced by the qualities of the
others. I think the diversity makes it
interesting. We all have learned about
people in general by living with each
other."
Some graduating seniors
wished they would have studied more,
while others thought they spent too
much time worrying about grades. All
were glad there were no more classes,
term papers, or busy work.
Seniors highly recommended
the University to high school seniors,
yet it was hard to describe a place
where students build everlasting
friendships, received an education,
met people from all over the country,
and lived in the Ghetto. - ChristiM Read

King cancldate Scott Kronstaln pattclpates In
the Homecoming Fashion Show. During
Homecoming week there were many compefl·
flons as the protpeeflve kings and queens vied
for the flfles. -T. Haverkos photo

Larry Prokockis
Electrical
Dawn Pulley
Chemical
SumaRaju
Electrical
Michelle Root
Mechanical

Jeanne Rowell
Electrical
Tim Ryan
Industrial Tech.
JamesSbema
Electrical Tech.
Matthew Scharpf
Mechanical
David Schlegel
Engineering
Ann Schoen
Chemical
Daniel Schreiter
Mechanical
Andrew Sedor
Mechanical
Craig Seeman
Mechanical
Bradley Segro
Mechanical
Gregory Siefring
Civil
Paula Smolinski
Chemical
Joseph Smucny
Mechanical
Dale Smythe
Electrical
Ted Socha
Electrical
Phillip Speelman
Industrial Tech.
Greg Steinlage
Mechanical
Matthew Stepanic
Engineering
Nancy Stubenrauch
Chemical
Molly Sucher
Chemical

LeGrand Hal

Dressed In their finest, Christy Buchanan and
Shawn Sexton enjoy the night at Miami Valley
Golf Club. Only 150 Hckets were available tor
this special event. -T. Haverkos photo

Formal provides excitement and one final
dance for graduating seniors.
It was the final dance of their
college years for the 1992 graduates.
"Le Grand Bal" (formerly the
Senior Ball) was one of the last
opportunities for the graduating
Seniors to get together to party and
perhaps reminisce about the years
they had spent at the University.
"Le Grand Bal" was held on
April 3, 1992 at the Miami Valley
Golf Club. For $90, each couple
received a tuxedo rental and dinner at
the dance. Because there were several
formals held that weekend and the
cost of the dance was high, only 100
couples attended the dance. Nonetheless, those in attendance enjoyed

themselves until the early hours of the
morning.
Angela Duerr said, "Dancing
was the best part of the evening. The
band was very good and appropriate
for the occasion." The Seniors were
moved by the sounds of "old time rock
and roll."
For many of the students, the
formal brought about the realization
that graduation was fast approaching
and the days to spend with friends
were numbered. The ball created yet
another happy memory the students
would look back on. As Duerr said, "I
wouldn't trade the memories of the
evening for anything." --Vicki Rettig

Whirling among couples on the dance floor,
Carmen Wagner and Steve Mendoza enjoy
each other's company. Paying one price for a
dance Hcket, tuxedo rental, and clnner saved
students money and helped make planning
easier. -T. Haverkos photo
On a break from dancing, Mark Kargl and
Kathy Well share a laugh. Le Grand Bal allowed
seniors to spend Hme with friends which they
would soon be missing.
~T. Haverkos photo

For Stephen

University mourns
death of student.
·
•

David Sunderhaus
Mechanical
LindaTepe
Electrical
David Thiemann
Mechanical
Richard Thies
Electrical
Tony Troiano
Engineering
Craig Vagedes
Electrical
TimVogt
Electrical
Joseph Wenning
Mechanical Tech.
Richard Wertenberger
Environmental Tech.
Phil West
Mechanical
Katherine Wiedeman
Mechanical
Joan Wilkens
Chemical

.~

'

t

Robert Wilkens
Chemical
Kenneth Williams
Mechanical Tech.
Kevin Williams
Civil
Carol Willke
Industrial Tech.

f

Steven Wohlfrom
Mechanical Tech.
Steven Wood
Chemical
KurtYockel
Civil

1
J

Brett Yoder
Electrical Tech,
Cindy Zimmermann
Mechanical

AcademicS
Education, whether
academic, moral or
social, is an integral
part of the University
experience. Teaching was not the sole
responsibility of the
faculty, nor was
learning an opportunity available only to
students.

A new environment often
stimulates the mind, and
Jodi Barnette finds her roof
an effective tool. Students
tapped creative resources to
enhance studying.--M.
O'Connor photo.

Engi-nerd stereotypes are
contradicted and mimicked
at the Nerd Contest during
Engineer's Week. The .. ~ .....,.."
of types of students within
the schools downplayed
many stereotypes.--M.
O'Connor

Inspiration for
art can be
drawn from
anywhere, and
Rike Art Center
is where Laura
Hall finds hers.
Academics
weren't limited
to books and
practical logic
but often included an open
mind as well as
creativity. --G.
Rosenbalm
photo

The academic
demands of
college persuades Barb
Godsil to devote
time to her
studies. Continuous deadlines of all sorts
forced students
to hit the
books.--T.

,

Haverkos photo

School Profiles
Registration
ROTc·
CORE

•

132

140
144
154
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School of Arts
and Sciences

At a table tor Model U.N.,
Michelle Crone and Tony Mlkoy
provide Information about the
organization. Model U.N. expanded understanding of lnternaHonal relaHons. - T. Haverkos photo

The Watermelon Bust allowed the
members of Delta Signa PI to play
In the mud. Delta Sigma PI was
the professional business fratemlty.
-T. Haverkos photo

Junior

... :,Mints

School of
Business

School
of Education

School of
Engineering

·Making
the best of it

After choosing her claues, Tela
Thompson uses the closed list to
verity availability. The list was a
frequent source of lrrltatlon.-T.
Haverkos photo

Wth a little help from one another,
Kerry Bogdanowlcz and Stephanie
Herbst study their assignments.
Most subJects were easier to learn
when they were discussed with a
fellow classmate. -T. Haverkos
photo

Sharing
the burden

Sacrifices well
worthwhile

Balancing act

Braving
the elements

Beattng the crowds, Mike
SHneman rides to class. Ample
faciiiHes encOU'aged traveling by
bike. -T. Haverkos photo

With a lead pencil, Gina Wangh
develops her shaclng skills. A
maJor In fine arts allowed students
to refine their talents.
-G. Rosenbalm photo

Refining
creative talents

Feeling
the strain

/

Rediscovering
history

;-;

i
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on campus come in
many forms, from a friendly
game of basketball to the
televised Stagg Bowl. In
between were the club
sports, like Ultimate Frtsbee,
that catered to all types of
sports fanatics. -G.
Rosenbalm photo
Indicative of the rest of the
game, a Mt St. Macy's player
wonders where the ball is
going. The Flyers defeated
Mt. St. Macy's with a score
107 to 81.-T. Haverkos nnruen~,=
.~,rtC!

Outside the
reach of an
opponent from
Mercyhurst, Pat
Hofacre (34)
secures the
ball. With similar outstanding
performances,
the Flyers
added yet another vtctmy to
their collection.
--CWSphoto

By holding
possesion of the
ball, John
Boucuvales (10)
outsmarts a
Notre Dame

opponent.
Soccer players
had to maintain
sharpened
skills in order
defeat their
competitors. -L.
Smith photo

Football
Cross Country
Club Sports
Basketball

160
172
184
194
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ONE STEP SHORT
TJ:le Flyers make their third appearance in
five years at the Stagg Bowl but with
different results.
The Flyer football team made its way
to Florida, not for fun
and games, but to capture the Division Ill
National Championship
for the second time in
three years. The senior
class led the team to its
third undefeated season
in a row and the school's
sixth straight playoff
berth.
The Flyers' road
to the championship was
not easy. BaldwinWallace also came into
the game 10-0 and
champions of a strong
Ohio Athletic Confer-

Not able to go to Rorlda,
Flyer tans pack the Pub to
cheer on the team. The tans
were disappointed by the
but proud of the team.

ence, but they lost 27-10.
The Flyers then traveled
to Allegheny. The game
was close, but the Flyers
won in overtime 28-23.
On a roll, the
team got ready for the
semi-fmal game against
St. John's. The Flyers
recovered a record ten
turnovers to win 19-7.
The Flyers went
on to the Amos Alonzo
Stagg Bowl. The Flyers
matched up with the
Ithaca Coll.ege Bombers
who broke Dayton's
perfect season with a 3420 loss. The Flyers
scored first and led early

in the second quarter, but
Ithaca came back.
Then starting
quarterback Steve Keller
was taken out with a
sprained knee. The
replacement was John
Daniels, who was making his college debut.
The Bombers went
ahead after they recovered a fumbled Flyer
snap.
Ithaca dominated
statistically gaining 251
yards to the Flyer's 13.
Ithaca scored more
points against UD than
anyone had in the last
three years.

"My greatest
memory of
coaching at
· U.D. was in
1989 when we
won the NCAA
Championship.
This year, I hope to add another great memory if we rep~at that feat." -- Head Coach
Mike Kelly
flyer's defense cCI'Inot
Hhaca's offense. Mark
uanouns (no. 85) C1'1d Paul
ISch,mld (no. 35) tried to stop
Falzarano

John
debuts In the
lchCllmcl,onst111D game after
Is InJured. In
Ill, Keller was 13111 In
lcas,srna~- N. Falzarano photo
WlJ(1rfarl~tJCic

The lOA to Hhaca was a
blow to the 13-0 Flyer
Tailback William
IPett.rson reflects back on the
- N. Falzarano photo

"I have a posi-·
tive attitude
about the night
games
because
the
lights bring
back memories of high school football.
Night games put a spot light
on me which helps me to perform better."--Mark Youngpeter
at a sea ot Mercyreceiver Sean
He led the Ayers
recttptlo,ns and 283

~u.. •nu

games return to the
scnaau1a. The Ayers

eighteenth straight
game. -N. Falzerano

UNDER THE L'I GHTS
For the first time since 1988, the Flyers
add night games to theirscheduleo
Flyer football
became even more of an
attraction as night games
were reintroduced this
season. Among the other
changes were increased
fan support and a decision
to move to Division I for
the 1993 season.
The three night
games were well received
by players and fans alike.
"Playing under the lights
brings back memories of
high school night games,"
said Offensive Tackle
Mark Youngpeter. "Night

games make it seem like
the spotlight is on you,
which helps you perform
better."
Garry McGuire
said the afternoon games
were too early. Others
agreed saying it was too
soon to be drinking. Some
students like Katina
Nordloh said, ''The night
games are good because I
am able to do my homework during the day."
Regardless of
obstacles, fans made it to
both afternoon and

evening games. Fan
support was overwhelm:.•
ing this season.
Response to the
switch to Division I was
enthusiastic. "I think the
switch to Division I will
be good for the program
because we will be
playing better competition. We will be playing
bigger schools, and every
game will be a tough
one," said John Bianchi.
"It's about time" said Paul
Weidenbourner. --Mary
Malloy

twirlers perform their
during half Hme or a
IT0011DaU game. The malcxett~1ul
.Jon11son-Young and
1Cl'llhallll'\A Mooker'sskllls
crowd.-cws photo

The clarinet secHon gets
the goove or the music.
Massarlnl kicked It out

"I enjoyed
being in the
marching band
because I met
a lot of new
people who
became my
close friends. Band also does
not put a lot of pressure on
you; we just go out and perform for fun." --Sarah Willett
An they want to do Is
and have run. RyerHArt'lmnn and Kate
their stuff to
or "Louie,

Rudy Ryer (Geoff Cly),
mascot, tries his hand
a baton. Rudy
1nanarm••ti school spirit at
basketball
Haverkos

'

Front row: Lyr»e Rouhong,
PMnlcka, J«lnle Abella,
Woodland, Ann Bergman.
row: Jackie Jenkins,
Vorpl, Kriss Houck Katy
u-•"nu'. Anna Van Ore. 1hlrd

I.Aflj:Je~•lkl

Jones, Janlne Tlsmo,
Popellzlo, Kim

1Mcl:lhot1.e, .JuUe Sutherland. Fourth
Dawn Pulley, Amy Hoying,
Woll.,-.berg, Sara Geary, J~le
IS.,h,lam,.,ns~ce_ Kelly Dawson,
Back row: Charissa
Melissa Schantz, Kelly
Leah Dempsey, Kathy
atalle Napier, Karen
Karen Paul. --T. Haverkos

SPI'RiiT MAKERS
The band, Flyerettes, and Rudy support
the teams in their own unique ways.
The band,
Flyerettes, and twirlers
put much time and work
into halftime performances.
The marching
band, also known as
"The Pride of Dayton,"
got that name for a
reason. A major disappointment for the band
members was not being
·able to attend the Stagg
Bowl in Florida.
Besides performing at football games, the
band traveled to
Channell High School to

compete. The director
Dr. Linda Hartley was a
new addition to the
band.
Another aspect
of halftime performances were the
Flyerettes and twirlers.
The twirlers
entertained with dazzling flips of their
batons while the
Flyerettes showed off
color guard and dancing
skills.
A colorful
addition to the football
and basketball games

was the mascot, Rudy
Flyer (Geoff Cly). Cly
made the semi-finals of
the National mascot
competition, a feat never
before accomplished by a
Flyer.
"I love it when
Rudy comes out onto the
floor during time outs of
the basketball games and
beats up on the opposing
team's mascot," said Matt
Marshall.
Sometimes the
crowd took the perfomers
for granted ... but never
for long.

Front row: Joe Downing,
Nick lgel, Mark Men, Tom
Fitzgerald, Scott Schaeper,
Rob Plunkett, Scott Anthony,
Josh Chicoine. Second row:
Todd Gummer, Mark
Schaeper, Matt Scharpf, Bill
Friday, Andy Gerdeman,
Chestmutt, Walter Barr, nm
Ron, John 8oucuvalas. Back
row: Coach Roy Craig,
Coach Jason Jamieson,
Brady O'Toole, Chad
Johnson, Mark Phillips, Krls
Vaudrey, Bob Fitzgerald, Jim
Daugherty, Steve Michel,
Hafner, Mike Schulte, Coach
WQJt Slade. -Sports lnformation

COACH CRAIG
HEADS TEAM

Jamieson and Slade assist with the coaching strategies for the Flyers.
The soccer
program finished with a
8-10-1 record. With the
help of only four seniors,
the crew beat rival
Wright State 2-1 and
held nationally ranked
Evansville to only two
goals with a loss during
the final stage of the
game.
The team was led
by Matt Scharph, Jim
Hafner, and Brady
O'Toole. O'Toole made
an impressive fifteen
goals and was runner up
for the MCC Player of

the Year Award. The
strength of the team was
rooted in a powerful
offensive and a strong
coaching staff including
fourth-year coach Roy
Craig and assistants
Jason Jamieson and
Walter Slade.
Team Captain
O'Toole believed that
the three coaches contributed a mixture of
talents that added to the
success of the program.
O'Toole explained,
"Coach Craig is the
coordinator of our team

and sets up the practices
and plays. Jamieson was
a liaison between the
players and coaches who
gave our input to the
coach. With this system
in hand, Craig gained the
respect from the players
as well as the other
coaches."
Slade also shared
the responsibilities of the
coaching staff as he
worked with the goalies
and basic conditioning
that further benefited the
Flyer soccer squad. --Ted
Kohanslci

A mild collision does not
Scott Schaeper (no.2)
sandwiched betw"n
players. Teammate
KOUCUVII:IIaS (nO. 10)
on. -L. Smith

John Boucuvalas (no. 10)
a move on Notre Dame's
Hofmann (no.16). Even
this 1011, the Ayers ended
a 8·1 0·1 regular season
-L. Smffh

Blocking a Notr. Dame
nm Daugherty (GK)
high. Flyer teamlooked on, hoping for
trenrMtnc~ous stop. -L. Smith

To set up another Flyer
Scott Schaeper (no.2)
his way down the field.
however, was not
IAftl'lll,_. DeC•C JUH they lOSt 2•3

"Head Coach
Walter Slade
has the most
responsibility
. and teaches
tactics, and the
assistants,
ra a
amieson, give
Slade another point of view.
The assistants also give the
team much moral suppport."
--Nick I el
Nick lgel (no.15)
lattemots a cross-court pan
OToole (no.5),
1n'T.......... scored a team high
13 g~s. -L Smith photo
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ON THE ROAD AGAIN
Road trips are part of life for the Women's
Soccer Team.
Perspiration and
dedication were not
enough to guide the
women's soccer team to
victory on the road.
The 8-10-1
Flyers played ten away
games. Their travels
took them to area rivals
Wright State and the
University of Cincinnati
and to Wisconsin,
Michigan, North Carolina, and Texas.
Away from
home, the women's
soccer team defeated
Sienna Heights and
Milwaukee, but the

players found these away
games more challenging
than home games.
On the road, the
team battled more than
fierce opponents, including lack of practice,
fatigue, and homework.
The team usually departed Friday afternoon
making practices between Thursday and
game time on Saturday
impossible.
Long bus rides
exhausted many players,
and when the team
played two games on
overnight trips, players

were often too tired from
the first game to perform
their best in the second.
Travel also limited the
amount of time available
to do homework. "I try
to get it done before we
leave, and that is more
strenuous," said Teri
Corcoran.
The soccer team
preferred playing at
home on Baujan Field.
"At home our friends can
cheer for us," said Julie
Ciasnocha. This enthusiastic support from Flyer
fans inspired the team to
win six of nine games at
home. --Annejanette K. Heckman

"Road games
are more
strenuous because of the
long bus rides.
I also have to
try to get my homework done
before we leave, and that puts
on more pressure." --Teri
Corcoran
•I

advantage goes to
Lutz as an opponent
steal away the ball.
ITar•rn....nt... Katt. Terril
lwnlt..,h••rl as Lutz avoided a
-N. Falzerano photo

determined look on
face shows that
want the win. Tom
ISch,anctlar coached his last
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We are all
excited about
the various
possibilities if
Division I AAA
goes into effect; however, it will cause
very little change in our format
of play now... --Football coach
Mike Kelly
pep talk from Head
Mike Kelly enlivens
lfooltball team. He also
ll"'nt,,...h,~d the defensive

Fancy footwork by Kelll
helps the Flyers to
Coach Tom Schindler
IAnt.orati his eighth season by
team to a 80-41Fa/zerono

In Division Ill, Mike Kelly
named Cheverolet
of the Year. This
achievement
national recogniO'Connor

BEHIND THE SCENES
Coaches have strategy to win.
"Behind every
great team is a great
coach." The Flyer coaching staff was no exception
to this adage.
First-year Men's
Cross Country coach, Carl
Vogel ran cross country
in high school and at
Wright State and Notre
Dame for a year. Vogel
coached cross country at
Carroll High School from
1986-1991 beforehe
came here. He said,
"Friends on the team told
me the previous coach
had quit. I applied and
got the job."

Vogel had many
goals to reach this year
and his team succeeded
in reaching a number of
them including beating
Wright State and Xavier
and achieving personal
bests for runners.
Tom Schindler,
head coach of Women's
Soccer team, announced
his resignation at the end
ofthe 1991 season.
Schindler coached here
since the 1984 start of the
program, compiling an
impressive 80-41-12
record. He was the 1986
Ohio Coach of the Year,

and under him, the team
was ranked in the N ationa! Top 20 twice.
Schlinder sAid,
"We have come a long
way from playing in
Stuart Field wearing the
volleyball uniforms."
Head football
coach Mike Kelly
achieved his 1OOth career
win after only 121 games.
Kelly said. "It was
possible because of the
quality people, including
student athletes who care
and an excellent coaching
staff. " Said Kelly, "I
could be happy here for
the rest of my life."

country runner
Sebastian keeps a
pace during a meet.
CCI'I Vogel's first year
a little short of his
leX~)8c·tatlc:lns. -Coach Carl

kill shot requires timing
height, both ot which
Geraci (no. 12) has.
spiked the ball upon
unv••mna victims.-

block by Sue Fishburn
Is backed by Jamie
4). Flshbum made
AII·MCCasa

,
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"The greatest
goal I met individually was
making the All
Conference
team for the
second time. I
like working on my serve, and
it paid off; I was ranked twelfth
nationally for serving." --Cathy
Wojciechowski

defense Is
Dee Moraja
Cathy
IWolclec:loWllkl (no.7). They
to a record
Collins
ldiSJ:)Iaylad

Front row: Dee Moraja, Jill
Flessner. Second row: Sue
Fishburn, All Hayas, Laura
Kirsch, Dayna Wells. Third row:
Katy Ryan, Jenny Geraci, Kaa
Burkharcl, Jamie Kirch. Back
row: Coach Julie Biermann,
Cathy Wojciechowski, Kim
Foster, Megan MacCartle,
Bernie Goldfine, Jeannie
Richardson. -$ports Information photo
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SPIKERS EARN
THEIR KEEP
Scholarships provide way for education.
Eight members of
the women's volleyball
team were fortunate
enough to receive scholarships.
Jamie Kirch said,
"The campus was beautiful. And the University
has a great academic
reputation."
Jennifer Geraci
said, "I liked the volleyball program, the coaching
staff, and the friendly, laid
back atmosphere."
Once a player was
awarded a scholarship, it
was guaranteed for all

four years if the NCCA
and the Universities
requirements were met.
There was also a
system for walk-on
players to try out during
the pre-camp for returning players.
The injury policy
varied according to the
situation. "Injuries are
called to the attention of
Kitty Newsham, the
women's athletic trainer,"
said Cathy
Wojciechowski. The red
shirt policy, that allowed
a player to sit out the rest

of a season, only occurred
when the player had
participated in a limited
amount of games. The
final decision was up to the
head coach.
The players on
scholarships were not just
members of the team but
also students needing to
balance their schedules
between classes, studying,
practices, games, and
social lives. These student
athletes had to develop a
sense ofresponsibility and
priority to lead their hectic
lifestyles.

PRACTICE MAKES
PERFECT
Conditioning is a year-round task for the
Men's Cross Country team. ·
Adding first-year
Head Coach Carl Vogel
to the Men's Cross
Country team was
essential in getting the
team started on the road
to improvement. Setting
high goals and actively
working toward them
was the other part of the
strategy.
The practices
involved running ten to
fifteen miles, running in
the pool area for 30 to
45 minutes and a lot of
sprints. Coach Vogel
said, "Under the previworkouts

were very easy. My
workouts were much
longer and more difficult."
The strenuous
practices paid off for the
Flyers as they finished
one of their best seasons
ever. Vogel agreed, and
said, "In past years the
team had been the
conference doormat,
finishing 6th in 1988,
7th in 1989 and 7th in
1990. In 1991, we were
4th, just barely missing
3rd place."
The team's
success was encouraging

and they set substantial
goals for the following
season as well. In order
to help attain objectives,
the team's practices will
become even more
rigorous.
Vogel would like
to add weight conditioning to the regimen, and
do more distance running as well a§ more
circuit training, which
he says improves
conditioning while
emphasizing various
aspects of good running
form aJ1.d technique."
--Rachel Faris

Country requires
correct running
Huhn showed the
lban,ants of pracHce at the
Coach
lprac:ttce

superiority Is evident
matchup. Gary Ostdlek
Porter went up
ll'll'I('Jinsr a defenseless Loyola
nnnnnAnt. --K. Ostdiek photo

Ryer runner makes
Mike Wemer turned
corner on a Butler runner.
-K. Ostdiek photo

"We had a
pretty good
season this
year even
though we had
a lot of new
runners and a
new coach. Coach Vogel
gave all of the runners individual attention which helped
Ius improve." --Andre Porter
i

Gary Ostdlek
In compeHHon.
IOst•dlek was the Ryer's
•~(V!,slst••nt third place finisher.
Ostdiek photo

INJURIES THROW A
DEVASTATING BLOW
Women's Cross Country is more of an
indiviual sport than a team sport.
The cross country
team gained a new coach
by the name of Dale
Walker. Walker started
the team practices during
the summer.
He sent everyone
a practice schedule, and
by the end of the summer,
the players were running
8-10 miles two days a
week.
They suffered a
lot of injuries during the
season. The team's best
runner, Kristen Hielenke,

row: Usa Cllettl,
Suzanne Schunvner, Amy
Eckstein, Denise Archer. Back
row: Amy Wenz, Anne
Deucher, Coach Dale Walker,
KrtsHn Nlehenke, Sara
Gensbacher . -K. Ostdiak
photo

was injuried after the first
meet.
By the time
district competition rolled
around, the team had only
four people running.
Therefore, they had to
compete on a more
individual basis rather
than as a team.
Senior Captain
Amy Wenz broke the 19
minute record with a time
of 18:54. Wenz also
received an All Ohio
award.

SaidWenz,
"Because there were so
many new people, the
team was in a good
position to improve."
Denise Archer
said, "Because of the new
coach and all the new
people, it took a while for
everyone to get accustomed to one another, but
near the end of the season,
it was fun."
Wenz added, "It
was a lot of work, but we
had a good time." --Christy
Limann

MCC Champion·
Ayers light for their
l~!tll'ln!!L The team finished
teams. -K.

"Our season
did not go too
well, but the
reason was
injuries. We
started with ten
runners, but by
t e t1me 1stncts came, we
had four healthy runners. We
did not compete as a team in
districts, but as individuals."
Anne Deucher
In the MCC ChampionDenise Archer does her
to help the tean. Archer
one of the few healthy
runners to compete In

Suzanne Schurnmer
last strides of the race.
fans supported their
1run1ners at the finish line. -K.
1Ostdiek photo

Kunners from Notre Dame
Loyola set the pace tor
to k"P cluing the
Championships at the
the season. -K. Ostdiak

"W.e look for
somebody who can
shoot the basketball as well as
Larry Bird, handle it
~ ust like John
Stockton, pass it
Uke Bob Cousy,
block shots and
play defense with the prowness of a
David Robinson, has the strength of a
Karl Malone, and has the all around
~ game of a Michael Jordan. This is what
'we look for in an ideal recruit." --Coach
J~i m O'Brien
At Flyer Madness, Marco
defends the Inbound
Plkaar WCII redlhlrted
game experl·

r'ert'ecn~on Is not always
Jattcllnable. but Chip Hare
priority. In his first
his free throw
lper•centtaae WCII .900 (27·30).

WANTED: TOP
RECRUII
T
S
Young players are basketball's
building blocks.
Head basketball
coach Jim O'Brien and
his staff brought to the
University members of
another top rated class.
College Yearbooks ranked Chip Hare,
Chris Daniels, Jeff Elder,
and Marco Pikaar among
the 16 best in the country.
O'Brien believed
that these players
showed tremendous
potential.
Hare was named
'Ohio Player of the Year
by United Press International last year and

averaged over 21 points
a game his senior year.
"Daniels and
Elder both had excellent
summers and had proved
they can play with
anybody in the country,"
said 0 'Brien.
O'Brien learned
about potential recruits
from scouting services
and from letters and
phone calls from high
school coaches and
parents.
When O'Brien
sought out an ideal
recruit, he looked for a
good person who would

represent the UniversitY,
well on and off the court
and "a guy who is
willing to scratch and
claw and give you
everything he has every
night."
O'Brien found he
could attract students to
Dayton because of the
tremendous tradition and
great academic record.
The graduation rate for
basketball players was
100% in the 1980's.
O'Brien believed
his method of recruiting
was the basis for the
team's strength.

nls form Is
by Kay Murphy.
•rv~u•unv, the 1990 MVP,
second singles this
. --N. Falzerano photo
ldls~)lav•ed

"The courts
are in bad
shape. It is
hard to concentrate because they are
in the middle
of campus.
Plus there are holes in the
courts and the back fence is
falling apart." --Meredith Sylla
Quickness Is demonby Kay Murphy as she
for a corner shot. She
of eleven returning
nenctr-w1nnttrs from the 1990

letterwlnner Jessica Unwin
lshalrD@n her backhand during
Unwin played fifth
lslncllesc:rtdended t11erseason 6flfth place in the MCC.
-N.Fazeranophoto

Hours of pracHce readies
KaHe Herrick for compeHHon.
Herrick finished with a 7-7
record. -N. Falzarano photo

FACILITIES MISS
THE MARK
Players feel tennis facilities could use
some work.
•

The Flyers ended
with a record of 2-10.
Katie Herrick led the
team finishing 9-5, and
Jessica Unwin was
awarded the Coach's
Award, recognizing her
team dedication.·
Unfortunately,
many of the team members were dissatisfied
with the tennis facilities .
They saw the need for
indoor tennis courts that
would allow practices

under extreme weather
conditions.
Even though
they sometimes practiced inside the Physical
Activities Center when
raining, the facilities
there were also limited.
Megan Dunson said,
"Indoor courts would
allow the team to
.improve during the
winter."
The players also
believed that the out-

door tennis courts were
inadequate, needing to be
resurfaced and to get new
nets. Meredith Sylla
agreed, "On a scale of
one to ,ten, our courts
rank a five. They need to
be taken ·better care of."
On the positive
side, the players were
happy to be provided
with uniforms, warm-up
suits, tennis balls, travel
bags and free racket
stringing. --Maria Sturgeon

DIVISION liN NAME
ONLY
Competing in Division I is made difficult by
lack of scholarships.
The men•s tennis
team braved the rainy
weather knowing it
would get better. Wendell Tucker said, "Spring
. is a great time to play
tennis. There is nothing
better than playing on a
warm day when curious
students are out and
come to watch:•
The Flyers did
not play in both the fall
and spring months. "I
like it better playing in
· the spring and not both ·
seasons like some
schools," said Nick
Peterson.

1so
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For the first time
the team had pre-season
practices four times a
week indoors at the
Dayton Indoor Tennis
Club and the PAC.
When the weather
became bearable, the
players took to the
outside courts and began
their season.
During these
sessions, the members
worked with little instruction. "Since most
of the team have been
playing tennis since we
were young and have
had many hours of

instruction, the coach
does not have much to
say during practices,"
said Tucker. "The coach
will give suggestions,
and the guys on the team
will try to help out one
another."
"Although we are
a better team than last
year and we are an up
and coming group, it is
hard to compete with
teams who give scholarships, •• said Dave Kozak.
The Flyers were the only
team in their conference
that did not offer players
any scholarship help.

Senior Wendell Tucker
displays a powerful serve.
Tucker began playing tennis
at the young age of 6. -T.
Haverl<os photo

tor action Is Todd
he anticipates his
l~l'l"'""'"h serve. Kolarik's
was4·8 and
aouc1e1 was 4-5. -T.

A tennis fashion stm••IT\A'""

by Dave (Zak) Kozak
headwear. Kozak
•c:onlnnut!O<.:J to lead the team
a winning percentage of

-T. Haverl<os

lthough we
are more competitive this year
than last, we are
not at the same
level as other
teams in the
conference. Our
ower 4,5,6 courts can compete
ith other schools more than our
1,2,3 courts because we do not
av~e the scholarships our cometition has." --Wendell Tucker

1

IT'S ALL FUN AND
GAMES
Intramural sports give students
an enjoyable break from hectic schedules.
The Recreational
Sports Department
offered a variety of
intramural sports including soccer, flag football, volleyball, floor
hockey, tennis, racquetball, walleyball, and
inner tube water polo. It
also sponsored a swim
meet, fun run, and the
Super Sports eight-oneight competition.
More students
participated in softball;
however, more teams
participated in basketball. After three or four
regular season games,
teams played a minimum

lntramurals gives students
chance to get Involved In
1Unl11farslitv actlviHes, be a part
and have a good
sport offered was
nn-~v.. ..... soccer which has
on In recent years. --L.
photo

foul shot Is
rrnt..mlltv against
onrr<>rnulrals offered
lcornoe,tltlo·ns between
sorority teams.
photo

of one playoff game.
The play off winners
received a championship
T-shirt.
The intramural
office was staffed with
roughly fifty undergraduate students and
one full time supervisor.
Colleen Mcintyre, an
official, said, "Although
the players sometimes
got out of hand, the good
players made it worthwhile."
Another official,
Scott Lundquist, said,
"The dedicated officials,
along with the participants' great attitudes,

made this intramural
program one of the
best."
Manyofthe
participants did not like
all of the safety conscious rules. "I would
rather come out of a
game bloody than come
out of a wimpy game,"
said Skeets Baker.
Some students
wished that there were
more of the activities and
other new ones. Rick
Ward said, "I would like
more running and swimming events and possibly
even a triathalon." --Ann
Kathleen Arens

basketball Is
otrered.
nnrr•cm~•ra1s provided strucconloetlnve games to

"When I was
in high school,
I played sports
year around ·~
competitively.
Now that I am
not playing a
varsity sport, intramu'rals gives
me a chance to still play
sports in that competitive
sense." --An ela Kirchmier
and Putrs"
that lntramurals
and good exercise.
teams were another
-M. O'Connor

ll'IA•""~•strt'l•t•

::ou....,lnn against Kevin
Haverkos plays a
racquetball game. The
Intramural Office set up
tournaments throughout the
year. -M. O'Connor photo

As night falls over
Founder's Reid, cheers are
heard from the Intramural
game. So!tball was
played In both fall'<1nd spring.
-G. Rosenbalm
___,
~.;;..;...;;....

_

....n,n•..,••v

tor the ball breaks
and Eastern
players stacking up.
poaiHon decided

, "R ug by ·IS
more competitive than recre- '
ational but
contains the
fun that a reereational sport
has. But, we are girls who
aren't afraid to break a fingernail while playing sports."
--Heidi Dresbach
l

her opponent
Ustak moves
Rugby had a
J•Pinan•;,n of being rough, but
Injuries were
Drln,olno

._u&l'oln<lld_--C: Rosenbalm photo

justa game
but also of
and skill. Kevin
performed some
to distract his oppoO'Connor photo
•tra1rtoth

GIVE BLOOD -- PLAY
RUGBY
Women prove rugby is not just
a sport for men.

Women's Rugby
completed its third year
at the University. Many
of the players did not
know anything about the
sport until the season
began.
Lynn Schaefer
began playing rugby her
first year here. Said
Schaefer, "Rugby is very
new and different -- but a
lot of fun."
Rugby was a club
sport and the team
competed against other
colleges in the area.

While rugby was a
recreational sport, it was
still competitive. Julie
Broering said, "It was
recreational, but we did
not like to lose."
Heidi Dresbach
said, "Rugby was more
competitive than recreational but contains the
fun that a recreational
sport has."
Because of the
different positions in
rugby, it could be played
by mariy different sized
women. Broering

explained, "The different
physiques fit into the
different positions."
It was played by
students of many majors: business, education,
as well as engineering.
Said Dresbach,
"What we all have in
common is our interest in
the game. You either
like rugby or you don't"
While rugby had
a reputation for being a
rough sport, injuries were
avoidable with proper
techniques. --Laurie Smith

-t

The proper technique of a
Kwon Do move Is demon·
to the class by Master
Tanlngco. Cooperatthe task was student
Cly. -T. Haverkos

"ac:~~nsr

an oncoming
Kroeger takes a
lde~ensl•ve stance. Tae Kwon
Just for men. -T.

appears to be just
lthro·wlna frisbee Is actually
umn1are Frisbee team at
effort went Into

11

Uitimate
frisbee is fun,
fellowship, and
good times.
lfs not just a
game, it's a
way of life. It's
easy to learn; the respect for
other players and the spirit of
the game make it easy to have
a good time." -Eric Houston
1

U1Hmate frisbee players
pracHce In Founders Reid.
The team was for those who
saw the chance for serious
fun. -G. Rosenbalm photo

Like most club sports,
volleyball Is played at
PAC. ParHclpants
the game without
gre1~ure of colhaglclte

row: Nancy
Chris Lentz, Marie
•"'""""""... Row 2: Anthony
, James Morey, Mark
, Bryan Hawkins. Back
R.Sean Boyle, Greg
15al,dn,a'l. Michael Rauckha$f,
nouST<Xl Marty Healy. -T.

1Ne4ael"l,am.

nstrucHon from Master
Manuel Tanlngco Is given
pupil Catherine Hyle on the
technique. Tanlngco
the students In the art.

IT'S THE ULTIMATE!
Ultimate frisbee is not just a game
but a way of life.
Looking for an
innovative sport that
was fun and challenging? Just say Ultimate -Ultimate frisbee.
The games
began with a team of
seven members in each
end zone of a football
field. One team member
threw a disc down the
field, and a player from
the other team caught or
picked it up and threw it
to a teammate. A point
was scored when the

offense caught the disc
in the opposite end
zone.
During practices,
the team stretched out
and played scrimmage
games. They practiced
the stack offense and
man-to-man, zone, trap
defenses, and the force.
Michael Rauckhorst
said, "The strategies
sound complicated, but
they are easy to learn."
David Beller
said, "Ultimate is excit-

ing. You run faster than
you ever thought possible
after a disc that nobody
believes you can get.
Just before it hits the
ground, you go horizontal, and grab the disc off
a blade of grass I" Nancy
Needham said, "Ultimate
frisbee is a different
sport; it is challenging yet
laid back."
This was not just
throwing a frisbee
around. It was the
Ultimate I

OVERCOMING
ADVERS:ITV
The volleyball team enjoyed the opportunity to compete despite some difficulties.
The men's
volleyball team entered
their second season as a
club sport. After a
relatively successful first
season, finishing around
.500, the team looked to
improve its performance
as practice began in early
November. The team
returned with six players
from its inaugural season
and added a few talented
players for its second
year. ·
The club team

transportation. But the
tion. "The fans have
been great," said .outside team members have
hitter Steve Geise. "It
persevered through it all.
really helps a club team
"It's all worth it once
when the fans get into it
you start playing
and come watch you
matches and competplay."
ing," said defensive
Then team did
specialist Vic Cleary.
face its share of adverThe start of the
sity though. Because of
volleyball club gave men
lack of gym time, the
who loved the game a
team was forced to
chance to compete and
practice at 6:00 am some . have the experience of
days and michtight on
intercollegiate athletics.
others. The team was
The future for the club
also self-supporting in
looked bright, and
their first year, paying
someday the team
for their own uniforms,
members hoped to gain
tournament fees and
varsity status. --JasonKauflin

With agility, Jason
Humphreys (no.24) stops the
attempted goal. Humphreys
played hockey for the Miami
Sabres In past years.

set by Jim
(no.S) allows Steve
to make a kill. Geise
an original member of
team. -G. Rosenbalm

-

Skytng above the net Is
Kautlln. Kauftln's
and Jumping ability
him a great advantage
his compeHHon.

scortng a goal,
(no.26) celebrates.
was a tough offense
his size to hit
lde\l•estcltlna goals.
•nua•llum
•nDR·•n•rn

Rosenbalm

/

·"A!though we
did not get to
play many
games this
year, it has
been a lot of
fun being a part of this volleyball team and becoming good
, friends with my teammates."
--Jason Kauflin
The camaraderie within
team helped the players
with a dlsappolnHng
This was the second
for Men's Club Volley-G.

WOMEN'S CLUB
SOCCER DEBUTS
1991 marked the formation
of this new Club sport.
In 1990 Eileen
Hess and Tracy Burger
took a soccer course
together and talked about
playing more soccer than
just intramurals but less
than the varsity team.
They decided to start a
club team. In the winter
of 1991, they assembled a
team of twenty-five
women. They practiced
later that spring but did
not play any games.
When fall of 1991
came, there were 25-30
paid members. The
University acknowledged
the soccer team as a Club
sport in the spring.

RelenHealy attempHng to
Kate McSweeney tries
McSweeney's attempt
good and put the Flyers
scoreboard. -T.

To play, they had
to pay dues and buy their
uniforms and equipment
except for balls. They
also had to arrange their
own transportation to
games.
Because it was
new, the team did not
have a coach but was
looking for a volunteer
for the future. Captains
and officers had to run
pmctices, decide who
played in games and get
everything organized.
Said Sheila Kilgallen,
"Since this was the first
year, there was a lot of
extra work."

The team had
only one home game
against Dennison and
won 5-1. The team
traveled to Ohio State,
Ohio University, Bo\Yling
Green, and Indiana
University. The games
were close.
"We are looking
forward to next season,"
said Heather Zeleny.
"We will have a competitive schedule, but we will
be more organized." Said
Hess, "We have a good
group of women who
enjoy soccer. Once
we've put ourselves in
full force, we will go a

"

down the field tor
teammate Is Jennifer
speed had
lVVlo~aonl "~"J<'1<"111n<'1 to

LC>Oounr::~

"I think for our
first year as a
Club team we
did very well.
We played h>ig
name schools
and played
them competitively. I feel in the future we
will continue to develop as a
highly respected team."
Angie Cravens
The new -women's Club
team practices on
orouonno.. Field. The members
to future
ISA<'1~n!t -1< Schneider photo

As her opponent makes a
last-minute attempt to stop
Jenny Gaydos, she passes.
The team competed In the tall
spring seasons. -T.

Men's Lacrosse team
Its spring season by
lwln1nlnn the Flyer Cup Tourlnnnnant The Flyers crushed
Heidelberg, ftllnols, and

tttnts~•d

Haverlcos photo

<i

(no.12) tries
lnter,c:eot the aHempted
no.3. The Ayers
was 8·11. -K. Bertoldi

·"The alumni
game gives
the alumni a
chance to see
each other
again and to
catch up on old friendships. It
I gives the current players an
opportunity to meet and talk
w1th the alumni." --Dave Roth
scuttle tor the ball
advantage. Mike
14) goes up
ll"'l'V'tlnd an Irish player. -K.

Flyers warm up before
John Sampson
lpra•ctlc4td his hitting. -K.
Bertoldi photo

H20 REUNION
The tradition of the waterpolo Alumni
game continues.
The alumni
water polo match gave
alumni and current
players a chance to test
their skills against one
another. No exact score
was given, but the
alumni gave the current
water polo players a
competitive match, as
well as a good time.
Dave Roth
thought this game was a
great idea. Said Roth,
"It gives the alumni a
chance to catch up on
old friendships and meet
current players." However, waterpolo was a
sport not many people

were familiar with. Yet
it was a strenuous,
exciting sport that
demanded good physical
shape and endurance of
its players.
During a game,
each team had thirtyfive seconds to either
take a shot or score a
goal. There were two
types of penalties:
minor penalties resulting
in a free throw and
major penalties resulting
in twenty second ejections or penalty shots.
The water polo
team practiced about
twenty hours a week.

Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays, the team •(
lifted weights and swam
laps.
. They had a rotatmg system: one group
swam laps, one group
scrimmaged, and one
group did leg work. Leg
work consisted of
treading water while
holding milk bottles full
of water over one's
head.
On Tuesdays and
Thursdays, the team did
sit-ups for thirty minutes. Then they swam
about 2,500 yards and
ran drills.
--Amy Germann
~

nm

the Ayers,
Advent
and Ed Drexler
latt~tmJ)t a goal. Coach
IMt~~rtln.a:r watched the play

lnHmldatlng Makor
(no. 50) prevents the
nnoc1una pass. Shayok was
rebounding and
career points.

of thieves, Alex
(no.24), Is a nighthis opponents' oftenheld the Ayer record

llobe,rtson

"The freshman class has
learned a
great deal
about college
basketball and
how to compete at a higher level. Hopefully, we will apply our knowledge during our future years
at Dayton." --Chip Hare

Front row: Chris
Jim Owens, Sean

IWIII...,.rrllnn
"><::::rlun::::rnns_

AI SICCI'd, Chip

Coffee, Alex
John Richter,
Dukes, Steve Foster,
Back row:

lllot:~artl~-

, Coach Doc
Coach Ray Springer,
1Arm01n• Smith, Andy Gaydosh,
, Coach Tom
IMc:COinNtll. Coach Lary Mlller.
,_...,.,,,...,..., Information photo
'"'or~rov.

SKILL AND SPIRIT
Men's basketball team's individual
achievements cheered on by faithful fans.
School spirit rang
through the rafters of the
Arena. The fans turned
out in full force to
support the home team,
leading the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference in
attendance.
"It's really tough
for a team to beat you in
your own arena when
you have a crowd like
this," said Head Coach
Jim O'Brien who completed his third season.
"It is great to
have fan support like we
have here at Dayton.

The crowd makes the
game fun to be in and
motivates the team to
play well for them," said
Chip Hare.
Even though the
Flyers were eliminated
from the MCC tournament in the first round,
the season was filled
with exciting games and
sterling individual
achievements.
One of the
biggest games was a
victory over Notre
Dame on February 25.
O'Brien turned to a

furious trapping defense
with only 27 seconds
remaining. Alex
Robertson, tying the
University record for
most steals in a game,
fired the ball to Derrick
Dukes. A pump-fake and
a three-foot jump shot
made the crowd go wild
as the Flyers held a 60-58
lead with 6.9 seconds
remaining.
The season was
exciting for all who
participated, either as an
athlete or a spectator.
--Tammy Kukuk

An work and no play
to a dull time. Brandl
1Shl·ver4i:lec:ker and Rudy Ryer
and have a good
with their
lresr::>oslbllle.s. -T. Haverkos

•
Cheering for the footl::>all
Rita Goff, Ben Basinski,
Phillips have a
The cheerleaders
lor~scti4~Ad two to ttvee times
Haverkos

FLYERS' BIGGEST
FANS
Cheerleaders work hard to bring more
spirit to·sports.
Members of the
cheerleading squad
possessed a variety of
skills, including creativity, dance and acrobatics. They worked hard
to refine and maintain
their skills.
The squad was
divided into the Varsity,
which cheered at Football and Men's Basketball games, and the
Junior Varsity, which
cheered at Women's
Basketball and Soccer
games.
Dance routines
and cheers were created

by squad members. "We
watch MTV sometimes
for inspiration and to
check out new steps,"
said Ben Basinski.
The college
squad differed greatly
from high school ones.
"To me, the most obvious difference is that it
is co-ed. There is a lot
more gymnastic skill
required here, too," said
Melissa Kingery. Linda
Phillips said, "The
atmosphere is more
competitive."
Said Basinski,
"The most difficult part

was cheering at my first
basketball game with
13,000 people watching.
They were waiting for
me to do something for
them, and if I screwed
up, it would be the
worst."
The most challenging aspect is rousing
the crowd when the
team is losing. "When
the crowd is down, it's
the most difficult part.
You have to keep going,
doing cheers the crowd
likes, hoping that they'll
respond," said Basinski.
--Tammy Kukuk

Supported by Mitch
Kim Smith executes a
mount spotted by
Mounting was
the most dltncult man·
-T. Haverkos photo

Optimism tor another
basketball season Is
i::haarlattiMN' Job. The
1-.h•••l•.nl'l..ore. performed
Ucstinat~ - T.

"We do a lot
of crowd oriented cheers,
using signs so
that they can
participate. A
big part of
cheering is entertainment.
We do what the crowd encourages us to do to entertain
them." --Melissa Kingery

OPTIMISM
SURROUNDS FLYERS
Coming off their best season, the basketball team strives for another great season.
The women's
basketball team had high
expectations and set their
goal at winning the MCC
tournament and going to
the NCAA tournament.
"We started out
the season on a positive
note, but injuries played a
major part in our downfall," said Lisa Green.
Green also said the
biggest weakness was
inconsistency. "We
would be on a hot streak
one night and go out the
next and not hit a thing. It
was very frustrating," said
Green.
Early in the

row: Bridget Farrell,
l.ouiMO.U,
Shannon Potee,
Wec:ke1aaer, Shari
Natalie Hill, Megan
Back row: Coach
Ramsey, Tobette PleatCarolyn Hediger, Nikki
Jennifer Meineke,
Quellhorat, Julie
Nychola Richardson,
Roberti, Joe Gural,
IT--~-.. strltenburger. -Sports

season, Coach Sue
Ramsey could put nine
different girls in without
changing the pace or
intensity of the game
played. 'This, however,
changed when injuries
struck, leaving Ramsey
with six healthy players.
The highlight was
a 63-62 win over topranked Notre Dame.
Green said, "We are
always up for Notre
Dame, especially at
home." That win moved
Dayton to .500 (10-10), a
goal they struggled for.
The team did not
win another game, ending

with a record of 10-17. In
the MCC tournament, the
Flyers were knocked out
of the tournament in the
first round by the Irish,
who won the tournament.
"We wanted to
do well so much that we
set our sights high. That
is why we were so disappointed with the outcome," said Bonnie
Quellhorst.
"The last three
years we have slowly
increased the numbers in
the win column. I think
that will continue to
happen in the years to
come also," said Green.

outs ~ve Coach Sue
lllan'ISav added opPortuniHes
her team. Ramsey
of 79·89 In six

"At the college level we
can not crack
under the pressure and ex~
pectations for
our season.
We expect to get better each
year, and in the last three
years, the win column has
slowl increased." --Lisa Green
The Cuban NaHonal Team
cannot stop guard Natalie Hill
as she goes In tor 2 pts.
a pre-season exhlbiHon
game. Hill led the team In
scorlng.-M. O'Connor photo

Syracuse opponent sets
on Shannon Pot...
had a career high of
points. against Evansville. . Haverkos photo

mo<Junc pass
lsuc,cesstully makes Its way to
(no. 35). Arnold
ltN<~.ri'YI<ad 10. 1 points per
-T. Haverkos photo

"Tailgating is
a lot of fun! It
is a great way
to meet new
people and be
with your
friends. I think
it can make the game more
exciting. Cheers!" --Michelle
Dunne
1

clstract a MlchlgCI"'
player atten.,Hng a foul
The crowd chCI"'ttng "miss
break a player's con·

IWellcon-

spectators went to
Stadium In post·
to see the foothead to the Stagg

on the team are
Tony Beattie,
Clemons. Alter
testn"Hes. these Ryer
football

-n.-uu:~

For a tailgating party, Bob
shows the necessary
Tailgating before
a well established
tr...niHtv'l -T. Haverkos

NOT JUST FOR
COUCH POTATOES
Fans give extra incentive to teams.
Spectator sports
were popular events for
many students. They
showed school spirit and
drew many fans. Football, basketball, and
baseball were just a few
examples of the many
spectator sports on
campus.
One popular
event was tailgating.
Sara Gersbacher said,
"Tailgating was a wonderful time to catch up
on old friendships and
make new ones."

Said Michelle
Dunne, "Tailgating
makes the game more
exciting." Tailgating
helped people became
more involved in the
game. School spirit at
the games was good.
"The students really got
behind our teams," said
Eric Gott.
Attendance at
most sporting events was
high; however, there was
more support for certain
teams. The most popular
were basketball and

football. "I found
football to be very
exciting and, in a way,
traditional, •• said Dunne.
The cheerleaders
and Rudy were effective
in raising school spirit.
Some felt that the cheerleaders and Rudy were
very good. Others found
the game more exciting.
Said Dunne,
"Spectators show that
all the students are
behind them -- which
always helps a team to
do its best." -Amy Germann

tam have their eyes
Cooper, he has his on
Dedication, skill, and
were necessary tor

<f

narrowly topped
313-319. John
(Maclcten shot a 75, boosting
to a victory.
•- .....,JU..,, Jim Larken photo

n hla tlrat round aa a Flyer,
Strau11 sank a hole In
on NCR's par three, 15th
Xavier beat the Ryera.-

I

"I feel it is a
disadvantage
that our team
could not practice together
and build more
team camaraderie. A beneficial addition in the long run
would be a spring season.
Our current schedule is too
short." --Eric McGinty
captain Davia
provides leadership
the team. -Coach Jim
Larken photo

Marte Klrchdorfer led
to an eighth place
Indianapolis Invitational
a score of 78. The team
403. -Coach Jim Larken

plea tor mon" .."''"""'• Coach Jim
"We are baslcaly
team In the confer·
scholarship
nnoonoov _• The athleHc depart·
to Increase
the NCAA
lmt'llnd..,ltad lt. -Coach Jim

GOLF CLASSIC
COMES TO DAYTON
Sport stars j.oin in a fundraiser
for Flyer sports.
The annual
Dayton Flyers' Celebrity
Golf Open was held on
June 20, at the Sugar
Valley Country Club.
The event was
sponsored by L.M. Berry
and Ameritech Pages
Plus with all donations
given to the Athletic
Department in the name
of former Flyer football
player, Walt Porter. The
department was able to
purchase, with the
proceeds, many necessary items, such as two
mini-buses to transport

the athletic teams to
away games.
Celebrities who
participated in the event
included Cincinatti
Bengals and thirty-four
members of the 1951
Salad Bowl team. Local
celebrities included
Cincinnati Royal basketball player Connie
Dierking, former Flyer
basketball star Don
May, and Flyer head
coaches Mike Kelly and
Jim O'Brien.
.
The Flyer golf
team had a difficult time

competing with it's
opponents this season,
but it was not due to a
lack of talent. Eric
McGinty said, "It is hard
to go out every match and
to get beat just because
the money is not there."
Coach Tim
Larkin said, "We are
basically the only team in
the conference without
scholarship money."
Larkin did praise NCR
Country Club for letting
the team use the course
for practice and matches
at no cost.

A rouHne pop up caught
third baseman Kevin
Harprlng (no.S) gives the
Flyers an easy out. He hit .292
ast season. --T. Haverkos
oto

TEAM HOPES TO
INCREASE WINS
Off-season training attempts to give team
fourth straight season of increased wins.
Baseball was a
much enjoyed sport-especially for the players.
The players gave
much time and effort to
make the team successful. The team practiced
nearly every day for
about two hours.
The baseball
team participated in the
MCC conference. Pat
McDonald said, "From
what I've witnessed, the
competition is excel-

lent."
Many players
also played baseball
during the summer
months. Steve Beatty
said, "It is an excellent
opportunity to work on
my technique both
hitting and fielding. It
also provides extra game
experience which is
always beneficial."
When the players
were not playing baseball, they played other
sports to keep in shape.
Bill Kinzeler said, "We

keep in shape by lifting
an<l running. A lot of
players play basketball
in the season."
Beatty said, "The
fall is basically a time to
assess ourselves individually and as a team to
see where we need the
most work during the
season."
Kinzeler said,
"Our strengths will be
our offense and defense.
We have a lot of experienced young players on
the team." --Amy Germann

base runner Is out
on an attempted
Shortstop Tony Osborn
made the play. -M.
O'Connor photo

Ryer opponent retreats
first as pitcher Johnny
ICarnoball (no. 11) throws to
IDasem(Jn Tom Tully (no.37).
Tully hit .321.
Hnw>rlrn< photo

"During the off
season, we sti II
have games
and weight
training. The
games in the ·
fall are mostly
intra-squad however. We also
have weight training during the
S·eason, but it is much lighter
than off season." --Ben Ernst

MONEY CRUNCH
Softball players must compete with Division I teams without suffucient funds.
Although money
was somewhat limited,
the softball team was
still able to come up with
some great personal and
divisional accomplishments.
Third baseman
Laurie Davis said,
"Money is a big problem
every year and we
usually do fundraisers,
but it was tough to raise
money this year." However, the team didn't
allow those problems to
affect their playing and

C.t•braHng th.tr softball

teem•.,• ar• Mnlors K.tll

and Mary Skublsz.
was MVP and Skublsz

CoacMs Award.I:IEWI/ac,qua photo

oaalher for a banqu.t,
talks about th.tr
,,..o:o;on_

IDCII'lnwa.

Th•y play•d 25
-Marla BevHacqua

had great success because of that.
At the conference
tournament, J.J. Fischer
was named to the allMCC second team.
Fischer also lead the
team in batting average
( .291 ), doubles (7), runs
(15), on-base percentage
(.491) and tied for the
lead in hits (32). In
addition, she was second
in RBI's (10), stolen
bases (6 out of7 attempts) and third in
slugging percentage

(355).
TheGTEAcademic All-American for
district 4 was given to
Kelli Lyman who, in
addition to her softball
accomplishment, was an
accounting major with a
3.86GPA.
Had the team
been able to access more
adequate funding, they
could have used more
equipment, but they did
quite well with what was
available to them.
--RacMIFaris

"It is difficult to
understand
why the University does
not award
scholarships
when you are
competing against other Divisions I schools that give scholarships to team members."
--Maria Bevilacqua

,.,,c:;,runo_

Frtendhlps made on the
like Jen Burke and
IShaiiiTICJ Coy, were continued
field. Coy won the
lrnDrOVliiiCI Player ...w~nu_,

With the season behind
the team relax•s and
each Others' C:OITIDCir'IVJ
tournament gCITie
Innings. -Maria
lBe~'i/acaua photo

going to dnner
MCC Championteam gathers tor a
The toumament was
In Indianapolis,
Bevilocarua photo

•
The declcatlon to a great man who took an acHve role In
University Is shown In the tleldhou.. which bears his name.
wreath was placed outside the main display case at the Frericks I
after his bout wtth cancer took his life. -Larry Burg9SS

"I am
humbled that
;t he University
administration
and its board
of trustees
have recog,nized my work and tenure at
the University of Dayton by
renaming the Fieldhouse in my
~ honor." --Thomas J. Frericks

From Blornmelslgn company, Jim Nix and Bob Cherry Install
new ligna on the front of Frericks Center. On January 16, the
llnh.,•rsltv recognized the accomplllhmenta of Tom Frericks with
decllcafton and renaming of the newly renovated and
••xru:~n.~d Fleldtouae. -Larry Burgess photo

A nlghHme view of the Thomas J, Frericks AthleHc and
1Conv04~:att•on

Center. Frericks stated that "while the complex
will carry my name, It will stand as a t.stament to my colleagues and tho.. great leadel'l In U.D. athleHcs.. ." -Larry
Burgess photo

DAYTON MOURNS DEATH OF·
THOMAS J. FRERICKS
Athletic director passes away January 31 at age 59
after a two-year battle with cancer.
Thomas J. Frericks, Vice-President for Athletic
Programs and Facilities, died Friday, January 31, at
Kettering Memorial Hospital. Frericks, who was also
Chairman of the NCAA Division I Mens' Basketball
Committee, served his alma mater since 1964.
Frericks made the athletic program into the one
of integrity and credibility it is today. He was responsible for the building of the Arena, the transition of
Flyer football from Division I to Division ill in 1977,
and the entrance of the University into the Midwestern
CollegiateConferencein 1987.
"A lot of people knew Tom was a great leader,
but I will remember Tom, not only as a great athletic
director, but as a great educator. He knew how best to
inspire and challenge those around him to reach for
high standards and still be a compassionate and caring
person," said Brother Raymond Fitz.
On the national scene, Frericks served on the
NCAA Council, was the NCAA Secretary-Treasurer
and was a member of the NCAA Men's Basketball

Committee.
On January 16, the Fieldhouse was renamed -t
the Thomas J. Frericks Athletic and Convocation
Center. The building hosts University gatherings such
as alumni events, academic convocations and the
Christmas on Campus celebration as well as serving
the intercollegiate athletics administration.
"I am humbled that the University administration and its board of trustees have recognized my work
and tenure at the University of Dayton by renaming the
Fieldhouse in my honor. If my efforts have resulted in
personal, team or University achievements, I know that
none of them could have been realized without the
cooperation of many other people. I will forever be
grateful to them," said Frericks at the Fieldhouse's
dedication.
As Tom Butters, Duke University Director of
Athletics, said, "It isn't surprising that they're renaming
the UD Fieldhouse for Tom Frericks--it's surprising
they're not renaming the city of Dayton!'

Tom Frericks touched not only the University but the wt\ole
Dayton community. This was evident at the Sports Page bar In
downtown Dayton. -Larry Burgess photo
In the center of his dream arena, Tom Frericks stands
proudly. Among the highlights of his career with the University
Intercollegiate AthleHc Department was the construcHon In 1969
of the $4.5 million University Arena. - Jeff Miller photo

OrganizationS
The large variety of
clubs helps complement students' academic and personal
interests. Time and
dedication were vital, but the benefits
were worth the efforts put forth by students, advisors and
others involved.

Faces encourages fun and
has a positive effect on the
community. Their carefree
costumes and warm smiles
brought happiness to hospitalized persons in the area.
--T. Haverkos photo
Collectively, organiations
attract hundreds of students
at Up the Organizations Day.
A wide range of interests
were seiVed as students
milled through the plaza
collecting information. --R
Horrocks ~.~....v ..v

At the Zeta Tau
Alpha Blood
D~ive, Lori
Bacoccini fills
out forms and is
tested before her
blood is drawn.
Ca.rerul screening was a neces- .
sary precaution.
- G. Rosenbalm'~
'Comedian Tim
Cole puts the
audience in
hysterics and
helps raise
mooey for serious disease.
Sigma Nu sponsored two comedians at Joker
Comedy club to
collect money
for Cystic Fibrosis.
- G. Rosenbalm

Religious Groups
Ham Radio
Fundraising
Women's Groups

222
232
240
252

Academic Organizations
Academic organizations brought students
together within their
specific school or major in
order to maximize common
interests. The groups
served members with a
variety of information
including seminars, lectures, and internships.
The Accounting
Club provided a liaison for
recruiters. In the Fall of
each year, recruiters contacted the club to arrange a
time to make presentations.
On-going members of the
organization benefitted
greatly from continuing
contact with recruiters from
the Big Six accounting
firms.
"Over four years, as
a member of the Accounting Club, you get to know
the recruiters, which can

give you a real advantage
when it's time to get a
job," said Kathleen
McKale.
Other groups
planned activities for
students within their
major, as well. The
Sociology Club organized
picnics to begin and end
the year with a welcomed
diversion from the rigors
of academic life. The
American Institute of
Chemical Engineers seilt
students to its regional
conference in Chicago. As
a change of pace from
professional activities,
they also organized a
canoe trip for members.
There were many
benefits to membership in
an academic organization.
It allowed students and
faculty to become ac-

quainted in a relaxed
atmosphere. "The club
brings a personal level to
my major. I am on a first
name basis with both other
students and professors; It
has given me a sense of
belonging within tPY
major," said Jennifer Finley
of the Sociology Club.
Some professional
organizations also provide
resources for students both
nationally and locally.
Molly Sucher, a member of
the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers said,
"On a national level, the
organization receives
magazines and newsletters.
Our local chapter provides
more of a social experience,
allowing students and
professors to get together
and get to know each
other ."--Tammy Kukuk

Accounting Club

Front row: Kathl"n McKcH, Dawn Ura~ker, Brian McCUm~r. Juii.Herman, Michelle Kelley, Matt Klump.
Row 2: Greg Klimczak, Julie Bereda, Mindy Sikora, Karen Zinck, Ch'ryl Evers, Lynn Part. Row 3: Unda
Williams, Jenny Sand, Angle Stachler, Ailsa Cheatham, Mary Lynn Hammer, Lynne Schott. Back row: ChrlsHne Corgan, John Crotty, Steve Baldwin, Laura Hickey.

Aid To Special People

Front row: Judy Maden, Kellle White, Julie Weber, carmen Wagner. Row 2: Julie Buczynski, Jennifer
Kelllnger, Carrie Olle, Kristen Cimino

Alpha Epsilon Delta

Front row: Ccthl Marshall, Ran)u Sinha, Jan Bruns, Lola Okunade, Melanie Barker, Melanie Chatter)!, Fereshte
Khavarl. Row 2: Leah Knapke, Christy KalzrnCI"I, Christy O'Dea, Jennifer Daniels, Pamela Frel, Erika Grlbl,
Bridget Burgess, Theresa Bean. Row 3: Richard Morallle, Chad Boomershine, Steve Morman, Gregory Hower,
Eric Scheper, Laura l.oos, Deborah Johnson, Michael Jensen, Rich Gogla. Row 4: John Oyster, Jene Bramel,
Don Knapke, Scott Prenger, Ken Westerhelde, Mark Schaeper, Denesh Chitkara, Rudy Straub, Ayman Amara.

Alpha Gamma Tau

Front row: Darcy DeAno, Paula Trott, Michelle Baker, Renee Magrltte, Kellle Topolski, ChrlsHne Knleser, Angela
Falter. Row 2: Angela Faris, Danlelle Lees, June Pfaff, Cindy Mayhan, Unda Soule, Jennifer Westrick, Sharon
Ondercln. Row 3: Sara Benjamin, Jennifer Brosnahan, Jullea Beltz, Tony Fletcher, Wendy Whittemore, Michael
Chimento, Kevin Szell, SUsan Englehart, Mark Kargl, Anne Drozda.

Alpha Kappa Alpha

Front row: Usa Gerald, Greta Jordan. Back row: Melanie Matthews.

Advocates
of Social Justice
and Habitat for Humanity
the Ivory Coast. Gladish
While many stufelt
good
about
contributreceived
lots of help from
dents were so busy with
ing to this world-wide
other groups when they
jobs and classes that they
human rights organization were planning Miracle
barely had time for themBuild."
but wished more students
selves, groups of dedicated
would
have
gotten
"inCardilino explained
individuals took time out to
that,
while
each of the
volved
and
aware"
in
help others.
important
causes.
·
groups
used
a different
Members of groups
Nancy
Shivone
coapproach
to
serve
the needs
like Amnesty International,
chaired
the
group
Earth,
of
the
community,
they all
Bread for the World, Habiwhich
produced
the
had
the
advocacy
of
social
tat for Humanity, and Earth
justice in common.
stepped beyond campus life environmental newsletter,
Earthline. She sold Earth
Something else
to address the global probmugs
as
an
alternative
to
these
groups
had in comlems of human rights
disposable
cups
and
mon
was
the
desire to do
violations, hunger,
convinced
Kennedy
more.
Shivone
explained,
Union
homelessness, and the
Food
Service
to
offer
a
"We
always
feel
like we
destruction of the environvegetarian
entree.
For
weren't
doing
enough."
ment.
Shivone, "Earth is a way
Gladish encouraged
As a member of
others to join in. "We
of life."
Amnesty International,
aren't exclusive. We
Nick
Cardilino,
Kevin Gladish participated
Coordinator
of
the
Central
welcome
anyone who
in weekly letter-writing
Service
Clubs,
said,
wants
to
make
a differcampaigns to protest human ·
ence,"
said
Gladish.
--Lynn
"Halloween
Fest
is
a
rights violations in South
Kelly
jointly
sponsored
event,
Africa, Peru, Turkey, and

Alpha Phi

Front row: P~la Colucci, Erin Vog.m.ler, Cathy Sykora, Gina Pate, Laura Elltworth, Karen Miller, SUIICir! Klosterman, Amy
Zimmer, Patsy Schenk. Row 2: Dawn Uranker, Gal Stewart, Krl•ten Occulto, Trtcla Dugard, Kelly Howland, SUsan Brtcher,
Alexl• Whapharn, Krt•ten Norvel, Colleen Fogerly, Karen KarnUI. Row 3: Renata Gr•lkowlak, Ami Franz, Amy Morrl11ey,
Clarlre Kllblne, JennHer Schick, Kelly O'Neil, Usa Michaelis, Kelly HoiiQPPie, Debbie Maus, Emily Kearney, JennHer Porter.
Row A: Kathy Hettinger, Eileen Kittell, Debbie Chick, Amy Degenhardt, JennHer Richardson, Tonya CCnel, Krt•ftne Ballsrud,
ThereM Zanglln, Emily Hoke, Peggl Lacey, Noel Martn, Tracey Stoner.

Alpha Phi Omega

Front row: Karen Wichmann. Row 2: Sharla Rohrbacher, Diana Wehrmann. Row 3: Jiffy Williams, Todd Pucko,
Jason Fritz, Patty Turse. Row 4: Patrick Eynon, Ann lzor, Jeffrey Trumbull, Matthew Hoag, Mike Klosterman, stephen Albright.

American Chemical Society

Front row: stephen Luckey, Beth Busemeyer, Stephen Albright. Row 2: Bruce Cory, Mark Blankenbuchler,
Todd Branch, Dale Smith.

AICHE

Front row: Cathy Sykora, Unda Gudeman, Betsy lanka. Row 2: Mary Ann Poirier, Mike Hlcka, VInce
Cclanzaro, Bob Wllkena, Molly Sucher.

American Medical Association

Front row: Deborah TheUI. Row 2: Ren" McAdaml, Kerl Saundera. Row 3: Ellen Herzog, Debbie Zirkelbach,
Deldre Gula. Row .4: Mark Homolka, Robert Ruppel, Chrlltlne Denault, Kevin Oaten, Marla Dalrymple.

Backstage at C.O.C.
For the past 28
years, December 8 has
marked a special day for
students. Christmas on
Campus was a day when
holiday cheer and giving
took over the campus, and
everyone believed in Santa
Claus.
For 21 dedicated
students, C.O.C. meant a
whole lot more. These 21
students were the co-chairs
who made C.O.C. possible. The planning began
in March; schools were
contacted, entertainment
was booked, volunteers
were found and decorations were made.
The co-chairs did
everything: from finding
the gigantic Christmas tree

that sat in the plaza to
planning the Immaculate
Conception Mass that
ended the special day.
The work was
hard, each co-chair volunteered an average of 100
hours to ensure the day
went without a hitch, but
the rewards were immeasurable. Decorations cochair, Renee McAdams,
said, "The feeling you get
whYjl the decorations and
everything is done is
magical. When you line
up for mass, tears come to
your eyes, you feel like
you're going to overflow
with happiness, love and
hope for the future."
The most hectic
moments for co-chairs

were the fmal days before
the event. All their hard
work was coming to an end,
but the fun was just beginning. Cambra Kedzierski
said "The work was worth it
because it gave the children
and the homeless a special
Christmas that they
wouldn't have had."
Dave Opferman
recalled his funniest
memory, "When two of our
committee members were
stuck in the.freight elevator." Each of the co-chairs
had great mempries to last
forever.
Christmas on
Campus had a way of
putting everyone in a good
mood and giving them all a
bit of the Christmas spirit.

Amnesty International

Front row: Kerrl Fitzgerald, Michael Chablnyc, Kevin Gladsh, Allison Earnhart. Row 2: Julie Hagedorn, James
Schneider, John Welntz, Rlk Lcin, Patrick Frawley.

Beta Alpha Psi

Front row: Dawn Uranker, Julie Bereda, Jenny Sand, Kathleen McKale. Row 2: Greg Klimczak, Brian
McCumber, Mindy Sikora, Julie Herman, Lynn Patr, MaH Klump. Row 3: Ailsa Cheatham, Unda WIRiams, Laura
Hickey, John Croffy, Angle Stachler, Lynne Schoff, Karen Zlnk.

Beta Beta Beta

Front row: Fereshte Khavarl, Gall Nunnany. Row 2: Richard Salem, Jennifer Wasowskl, AnJI Brinkman, Rich
Goglia. Row 3: Beth Nagy, June Tyler, Pamela Frel, Richard Morallle, Carolyn Cates. Row 4: Leslie Orzettl,
Doug Spleles, John Welntz, Laura Cowen, Nathan Stricker, John Rlgano.

Big Brothers Big Sisters

Front row: Kate Darey, Shannon Rtzergald. Row 2: Kate Osborn, Becky Behmer, Laurel Zanlker. Row 3:
Shannon Bourk, Shelly McBride, Keavy Kennedy, Heather Young. Row 4: Peter Brosnan, Jill Wolters, Matt
Lawson, Jo. Mlndak, Jen Rlethman, Mark Castro.

Black Greek Council

Front row: Angeleta Jones, Usa Gerald, Valerie Clark, Gfeta Jordan. Row 2: Ray Hodge, Brad Hamilton, Joe
Gorley, Toney Heard, June Tyler.

Enje-nDrd
Although the engineer was traditionally depicted as a nerd, this was far
fromthetruth. Webster's
dictionary defmed a nerd as,
"a person regarded as contemptibly ineffective, dull,
unsophisticated, etc." This
defmitionhardly described
the majority ofengineering
majors. Engineers were
unique people with the
creativity of an artist, the
ambition of an athlete, and
the outlook of a child in a
world ofpossibilities.
Other students were
quick to point a stereotypical
fmgertowards engineers
because they did not understand the torture engineers
putthernselves through by
studying 25 to 35 hours a
week on average. Nonengineers also failed to
understand the satisfaction
that an engineer experienced
when overcoming a challenge. Nothing was more

satisfying than solving a
problem, especially if it was
a problem that was affecting
the world around them.
Although they
enjoyed solving problems,
that was not the only thing
engineers did for fun.
According to Christine
Steimle, a mechanical
engineering major, "We do
what all other majors do.
We may not go out as
much, but when we do, we
go all out." With the
exception ofKevin Fromm,
an electical engineering
major who liked to sort his
sock drawer for fun, most
engineering students agreed
with Steimle.
In addition, most
engineers belonged to many
different social organizations including clubs,
sororities, and fraternities.
Engineers were no different
than other students when it
came to having a good time,

they just had less time to
have the same amount of
fun.
Engineers had been
aware ofthe ongoing enginerd stereotype; however, it
hardly bothered them
because engineers knew the
truth. They were certain that
all their hard work would
one day pay off. Carol
Jansen, acivilengineering
major, said, "People can
think what they want but that
is not going to change the
activities orpersonalities of
engineers."
Why, then, the
engineering way oflife? To
allnon-engineers, the answer
was an unknown. To
engineers, the answer was as
simple as a differential
equation; although, explaining the answer to nonengineers was a chanllenge
not even engineers desired.
--Gary Rosenbalm and Michael
O'Connor

Campus Connection

Front row: Angela Ruffolo, Cambra Kedzierski, Steve Scmlan, Monica Young, Susan Herbenlck, Carrie
Schnlrrlng, Beth Simon. Row 2: Darryl Fisher, Alexis Whapham, Jennifer Glinski, Cathy Sykora, Laura
Luehrmmn, Angela Semenlck, Karen Adams, Tela Thompson, Vmessa Hsu. Row 3: Steve Goodmm, Terri
SVItak, Chris Pozzuto, Jennlt.r Keezer, ChrlsHne Corgan, Mike Cannon, Elizabeth Bledenharn, Jackie
Marshall, Carrie Lewis, Dawn Mlstrlk, Heidi Panousls. Row 4: Ted Renneker, Lori Hottman, Mike Shield, Mike
Franks, Erik Torgersen, Matt LaFontaine, Jamie Happ, Peggy Dunn, AI Corey, LeHHa Golf, Usa Ziegler.

•(

Campus Crusade

Front row: Kristin Blls, Beth Mayer, Colleen Hawkins. Row 2: David Albrlg,t, Tammy VCI'I Den Wymelenberg,
Mary Chase, Bill Moses. Row 3: Shanda ValenHne, Mike Rountree, Keith Keiser, Scott Hornick, Mark
McCracken. Row 4: ChrsiHne Hawkins, Barry Cullum, nm Edwards, Chris Fearday, Mark Baker, Dave
Peterson, Unda Gudeman.

·Celebration

Front row: Jennifer Free. Row 2: Jennifer Kimmel, Gwen Blanz. Row 3: Melinda Michael, Ellzcmeth
Bledenham, Geralyn Turnage, Erin Uvely. Row 4: VInce Sanders, Tshaka Randall, Andrea Held, John
CarmlgiCI'IO.
.

Circle K

<(

Front row: Steve Scanlan, Sancta Restrepo. Row 2: Pamela Frel, Mindy Sikora, Kate Mackin, Usa Magsud.
Row 3: Danlellel.ees, Katy Baker, David Merz, Carol Wnek, Jennie Nagle. Row 4: Peggy Dunn, Jeff Campbell,
Dale Smith, Christy Geers, Bob Beyer, George Vesper.

College Conser~atives

Front row: Charles Topping, Lynn Kelly. Row 2: Mark Adams, Thomas Colucci, Sean Brennan.

Raising Awareness
Sometimes the most
politically correct thing a
student could do was vote.
The approaching presidential election saw an increase in political activity
on campus.
The UD College
Republicans (UDCR),
consistently a visible group
at the University, continued
their activities by sponsoring speakers, upgrading the
Grand Old Newsletter, and
issuing literature such as
the St. Patrick's Day
"Know Your Rights" letter.
The previously
disbanded College Democrats reformed during the
winter semester.
"Both UDCR and
the College Democrats can
work together for a common goal," said Tom
Colucci, an active Republi-

can who founded the
national organization,
Students forB ush/Quayle
in '92. "We want to promote political ideas and
educate the student body."
Both Democrats
and Republicans see
education as a priority.
Pete Filon, vice-chair of
College Democrats, said,
"We believe everyone
should be more informed
about political issues and
candidates. We want
voters to make a more
informed choice about
their leaders."
"This year there is
not as much of an increase
in political awareness as
one might expect in an
election year," said Chip
Topping, a member of
UDCR. "There is a real
feeling of apathy due to

election scandals and
irresponsibility on the part
of the candidates."
In a joint effort to
raise political awareness
and explain party platforms,
the College Republicans
and the College De~nocrats
held a debate in March to
discuss issues like economics, social problems and
education.
Students interested
in making politics a career
or in learning more about
their personal or political
ideologies could benefit
from College Democrats or
College Republicans.
Said Colucci,
"Political organizations
offer a kind of education
that you can't learn from a
book. They give people
opportunities for experience. --Ellen Campfield
II

Colllege Republicans

Front row: Heidi Marshall. Row 2: Thomas Colucci, Andrew Veccl. Row 3: Dave Schnlttger, Mark Stevenson,
Anthony MarHn. Row 4: Greg Dec, Rob Degraer, Thomas Connor, Mike Quesnelle.

Cystic Fibrosis

\

Front row: Lola Okunade, Adrian Sargent, Cathl Marshall. Row 2: Leah Knapke, Erin Brooks, Michelle
Fulcher, Theresa Bean, Judy Shade.

Dayton ian

Front Row: Angle Holman, Joe McGorry, Carolee Unkner, Sherrl Beck, Tammy Kukuk, Kristin Sinkel. Row 2:
Gary Rosenbalm, Rachel Faris, Kristen Kelly, Sarah Willett, Kathy Bertold, Dave Giovannini. Row 3: Todd
Haverkos, Dave Gamache, Shelly Martin, Mike Shields, Vicki Rettig, Rebecca Ryan, Diane Wendel.

Delta Chi Omega

Front row: Penny Seltz. Row 2: Laura P.legrlno, Renee McCartney. Row 3: James Monek, Scott Riegert, Julie
Dominie.

Delta Sigma Pi

Fn:ll'lf JOW: Jennifer Yanell, Mcr(Jo Matln, Sheila Crawford, hcky Bahmer, Heidi Paloullt, Chris~ Polllowlkl, Julia Hurley,
Chrlstcpher Zlnn.r, Kate Dacy. Row 2: Colleen Smith, Kymbelty O'ltten, wr.lchen Mclnrot, Bill K. .le, Keith Lang, Kelly
carney, Sud\ Brlcher, Mice Rchlls, Mcrf Lynn Hemmer, Chrlsllne Knleter. Row 3: Antolnett. Sims, Jennler Walsh, Janie
U.., Krlsly Montgomery, Jll LMsrnan, Marc Cianciolo, Sara Bruntwlck, Len wonet, Matt Kcmervtko, 8ab Nonenkamp, Kim
Kaiser, Torn Willi. Row •: llfaln LaGrmd, Frank Tellow, Laura Hickey, Brian Bailey, Andre hlch, Eric Lentmeyer, Kevin
Boehman, Andy Lilt, Thornat Connor, Jell Schemer, Scoll Armbrecht, Jell Dougherty, Sean McKendry, stephanie Sample,
Brian Dwyer.

A Plethora of Excitement
September 30th to
October 5th: Greek
Week. Greek Week
included the Greek Sing,
a tug-a-war, a kickball
tournament and bed
races.
Greek Week was
sponsored by the
Panhellenic Council, the
Intrafraternity Council
and Domino's Pizza and
benefitted the AIDS
Foundation of Dayton.
All of the local
and national fraternities
and sororities were
involved in the fun-filled
week, competing in the
events . Teams consisted
of one fraternity and one
sorority.

Everybody had
their favorite event.
Lambda Lambda
Lambda sorority member Sue Kelly enjoyed
the Ideal Greek contest.
"It's what draws the
most people together
and lets people be the
most creative," said
Kelly.
Each team chose
a god and goddess to
compete against the
other teams. It resembled a talent show
with no rules.
Zeta Tau Alpha's
Kevyan Cristallo liked
the kickball game the
most because, "It was
fun to be a kid again. "

Kevin Dugan, a Phi
Sigma Kappa fraternity
member, thought a gong
show would be an interesting added touch.
Joli Jurcak decided that if
she were judging the
events, the prize she would
give would be beer for
everything.
Although not a
member of a Greek organization, Marc Willard
enjoyed himself. "It was
pretty fun. I felt somewhat
like an outsider," he said,
"but it was exciting."
Eric Baranick,a
Sigma Chi, summed up the
week, "It was a plethora of
energy and excitement."
--Mary Bott

Delta Sigma Theta

Front row: Valerie Clark, Jacqueline Rice. Row 2: Angela Lovett, June Tyler, Trlna Frazier, Nikki Lewl1.
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EARTH

Front row: Amy Williamson, Kerrl Rtzgerad, Laurie Edwards, Andrea Martter, Jen Vall. Row 2: Alexis Langley,
Kathleen Caroll, Jennifer Wasowskl, Krlsftn Spanfellner, Gretchen O.Polnt, Jack Mullen. Row 3: Michelle
Alberft, Jeff Dormltzer, Nan Schlvone, Tom Naly, Michelle Tedford, Andrea Santy, Leslie Dickens. Row 4:
Malcolm Daniels, Julie Hagedorn, Jeff Cleaves, Rlk Lain, Greg Meyer, Petar Kovacic, Mike Santa Marla.

Epsilon Delta Upsilon

Front row: Mlndl Cappell, Kelly Poeppelman, Kafte Swartz, Carmen Wagner, Bridget Flynn. Row 2: Jenny
Pesch, Kathryn Kellermeler, Angel Raponl, Anne Futrell, Beth Paulus, Beth Fleming, Julie Schemanske, Kristen
Galambas. Row 3: Kathy McDonad, Kate Mackin, Sarah Kolb, Nancy Neecllam, Chris NCI'tker, Bonnie
Kinney, Susie Jennings, Becky Leon, Heather Agresta. Row 4: Lynne Gutman, SUzanne Rood, Usa Reuter,
Michael Tavemla, Joane Flals, Tom Szendrey, Deena Denk, Elise Wahle, Jennifer Spoelker, Andrew Priester.

Epsilon Delta Tau

Front row: Sean Oberer, Anthony Parts, John Hoog, John Fox. Row 2: Rick Ward, Bill Stepan, Brian Lonz, Pete
Koslr, Brian Vacha. Row 3: Greg Helm, Scott• Elliott, James Lynch, Jim M. .kl, Douglas McGee, Mak Rice.
Row 4: Scott Hornick, Jack Jacquemln, Chris Kline, Brian Knapke, Jim Buck, Jeff Koeller, John Payne, Mike
Ryan, James Edwards.

Eta Kappa Nu

Front row: Jonathan Brown, Lesll Grannan, Bridget Cloran, Joan McManamon, Krista K. .ner, Unda Tepe,
Carol Kory, Amy Williamson. Row 2: Scott Clarke, Tim Vogt, Greg Arnold, Tony Koesters, Scott• Elliott, James
Ccvanaugh, Gretchen Espo, Todd Haverkos. Row 3: Nell Smith, David Edelmann, Paul DuM, Mark Andrews,
Dave Clltrel, Kevin Baltes, Brian Brinkmann, Coll. .n Vermillion.

Ham It Up!
Wouldn't it be nice
to make a long distance
phone call and not have to
pay any charge? Well, it
happened at the University
and at many other locations
around the world.
Amateur radio
(A.K.A. Ham Radio) was a
hobby, sometimes even a
job, shared by many
throughout the world.
Although the Ham Radio
had been around for many
years, it continued to
grow.
However, in order
to make these "phone
calls" it was first necessary
to learn a new language.
Basically, the English
language has been converted into Morse Code
which is a series of "dots,"
short tones, and "dashes,"
longer tones.

These tones were
produced by an electronic
keypad, transmitted
through space by radio
waves, and received by
others to be translated.
Also, to utilize this
message service it was
necessary to obtain a
license. Therefore, the
Amateur Radio Club was
organized to give students
the chance to learn and ,
prepare for the license test.
In addition, the club also
provided the necessary
equipment for those who
were already ham operators to make contact with
others over the airwaves.
Charles Gauder, an
Electrical Engineering
professor, the head of the
club, and a Ham operator
for almost 40 years, said
that he joined the club to,

"support an organization
that makes an effort to
introduce Ham radio to
newcomers."
According to J OQ.
Brown, a typical meeting
consisted of, "Officer
reports and other club
business, information on
new events and suggestions
for club activities, some
lecturing, and an hour or so
on the air. Also, the. club
periodically had guest
speakers to introduce new
technology or to discuss
Ham Radio in general.
Whether one joined
because of career goals, as a
hobby, or just to meet new
people, the Ham Radio club
was a great way to get
involved. So, cut down on
those distance phone bills,
and Ham it up! --Gary
Rosenbalm

Faces

Front row: VIctor Thomas. Row 2: Kathy Wlesnelkl, Karen Droesch. Row 3: Kim Droesch, Ann lzor, Deb
Droesch

Fellowship of Christian Students

Front row: Lori Hoffman, Diana Zoto, Kara Zaewsld. Row 2: David Ashdown, Mike McDermoH, Fred Roberts,
Keith Trent, Jon Arnold.

Flyer News

Front row: Joe Kelly, Rachel Kress. Row 2: Jocle Doyle, Nick, Falzerano, Sean Halloran. Row 3: Lance
McGannon, Usa Pellecchia, Elaine Rosenwald, J..my Kelley. Row 4: MaH Chamberlan, Brian Back, Jason
Fuler, James Montgomery.

Golden Key Honor Society

Front row: Lynn Pafl', Tina Waypa, Sharon Byrd, Jennifer Battaglini. Row 2: Laurie Brulport, Pamela Frel, Unda
Gudeman, Mary Ann Poirier, Lynne Heiman. Row 3: Theresa Pulley, Melissa Schantz, Jennifer Woodland,
Anne Drozda, Julie Schemanske, Nicole Overman. Row 4: Sandra Knapke, Mike Bacevlch, Mark Kargl, Dan
Gentry, Kevin Szell, Usa Reuter, Dawn Pulley.

UD Ham Radio Club

Front row: Monica Prieto, Gerd Schrick, VIcky Lynn BenHey. Row 2: Jonathan Brown, Jesse Anderson, Peter
Konoplnskl, Coli-n Vermlllllon. Row 3: James Suhr, Scott Paulman, Charles Geuder, Debbie Anderson,
MaryAnn Walker. Row 4: Robert French, Josh Anderson, Jeff Bowling, John Monlgan, Kenneth ·Hydeman.

Behind Closed Doors
Greek life was not
the most pressing problem on
campus, but different aspects
of it created some-differences
of opinion among students.
Everyone, for the most part,
agreed that Greek status was
not as important here as it
was atotheruniversities, but
there were some questions
about the Greeks that were on
campus. Theirpositionon
campus, rules and reputations
were sometimes brought into
the spotlightbecause of
problems with certain sororities and fraternities.
GretchenMclltrot
said, "The Greek community
is very prominent on campus.
The Greeks are very publicized and have a positive
connotation." However,
Debbie Onacila said," At
times, it seems as though the
Greek community gets a lot

of attention, but for the most
part, I think being Greek is
no different than being a
member of the football team
or any other organization on
campus."
Anne Brezina said,
"You can be involved in it
ornotbe; however,you
don't need to be a Greek to
enjoy campus life." The
majority of people agreed
with this, however, there
were some suggestions for
improving the system.
Ramona Christen said, "I
would make it so that it isn't
so selective ... so more
people wouldn't have to be
tumedaway." JoliJurcak:
said, "One thing that I
would change is the money.
I know there are dues but
not at high prices."
The Greeks were
often secretive about their

rushing and pledging,
making people wonder what
really went on behind the
closed doors. Some people
agreed with Brezina that
"there is a lot of hazing
going on in some of the
fraternities and sororities, but
it seems that a lot of it has
been hushed." Others like
Christen said, "The groups
learn what they can about
prospective members, so
they can determine whether
or not they are the type of
people worthy of being a
member of the particular
organization."
·
As with any kind of
system, people had their own
ideas and connotations about
the realities of Greek life, but
they could not really know
or understand it unless they
were an active part of the
system. --Rachel Faris

Hands in Harmony
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Front row: andy Mashall, Katie Satlnk. Row 2: Usa Hawley, Mary Brown, Stephanie Baldwin. Row 3: Bonnie
Vandenbos, Heidi Reynolds, Jennifer Wellmeler, Karen Jamison. Row 4: JoAnne Riess, MaryKay Stewart,
Jonathan Konanahalol, Nikki Garon.

International Club

Front row: Julie Tanlngco, Anglea Havens, And,.a Martter. Row 2: I·Chen Wu, M~lelne Carlqvlst, Lori
Ha.pf, Jla Ching Loh, Huy Vo, Vasvl Jain. Row 3: Agarwal Anurag, Bob hyer, VeglroJu Raju, Dlak Baner,..,
Kanodla SanJay, O.borah Johnson, Julia Hurley.

Irish Club

Front row: Tara Connors, Mlch-'le Beshara, Sandy Snyder, Jennifer Grimes. Row 2: Kelly Warren, Mell11a
Brady, K-'IY st. .nberge, Ellen Anderson, Kathy Seld-', Held Panousls. Row 3: Carrie McDonough, Michael
Decen, Matt Dunlap, Mike Reardon, Kevin stanley, Elizabeth CUllin, Angela Crowder.

IEEE
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Front row: Bridget Cloran, Usa Cllettl, Carol Kory. Row 2: Jonathan Brown, Jack Jacquemln, Scotte Elliott, Tim

Vogt. Row 3: John Grlnter, Dave Clltrel, Larry Prlkockls.

V. W. Kettering Hall Council

Front row: Jennifer Grimes, Judy Shade, Ann Grady. Row 2: Zoe Johnson, Nell Graf, Jeremy Kelley, Jennifer
Martel.

Filling A Culture Gap
The Science Fiction
and Fantasy Club worked
toward its long-range goal
of gaining recognition
throughout the student
body.
The group was
recently founded to provide
students with an opportunity to share common
interests. "I was a founding member in order to fill
a gap in the culture at the
University," said Michael
Turner.
Said president
Matthew Muth, "The group
has three long term goals:
First to establish annual
science fiction and fantasy
convention; second to
begin publishing a magazine with submissions from
members of the club and
the student body; and third
to establish an ongoing

connection between
hobbyists of all types
within the genre."
With a membership of approximately
twenty-five students
ranging in majors from
mechanical engineering to
education, the group
provided students with
many benefits.
"I've used my
membership for discounts
at local hobby shops and
book stores and reduced
admission to club sponsored events," said Brian
Gibson. "I can meet other
people with the same
interests; great tournaments, people and games,"
said Melanie Barker.
Several members
participated in role playing
games. The club sponsored
an Advanced Dungeons

and Dragons Tournament
which gave an opportunity
for members of the student
body to become familiar
with the new organization.
The club's memtJers
joined for many different
reasons. "I joined pecause I
am interested in roleplaying games," said Dan
Chester. "I love reading
science fiction and fantasy,"
said James Bumgarner. "I
joined to be around other
intellectual people and to
have fun role-playing with
friends," said Matt Lovell.
Theclub provided
students with an opportunity
to share their appreciation
of science fiction and
fantasy with other students.
"The need for science
fiction appreciation on this
campus is great," said
Muth.--Tammy Kukuk

Kid's Club

Front row: Catherine Hyle. Row 2: Sharon Byrd, Beth Nagy. Row 3: Kerl Saunders, Suzanne Rood, Colleen
Gartland. Row 4: Tess Donauer, Brad Miller, Marty Lavelle, ChrlsHna Duer, Jennifer Grammens ..

.Lambda Lambda Lambda

Front row: Dina Rocco, Elizabeth Ellwood, J~• Nicholas, Sandy Choice, Kathy Panklon, Jen Gruccl. ·Row 2:
Susan Kelly, Denise Mezera, Nadia LysyJ, Jill Alston, Ann Marie Riehle, Bobbl Bellemare, Kim Curtsh, Amy
Mattingly. Row 3: Andrea Carr~o. Sharon Rynn, Erin Carr, Lucy RuHedge, Robin Wetherell, Kim Flanagan,
Ellzateth Mele, Julie O'Brien.

McGinnis Community Relations Board

Front row: Mindy Sikora, Ann Schoen, Greg Klimczak, M. Colleen Murray. Row 2: Angle Stachler, Tom
Conlon, Brian Brinkmann

Medical Technology

Front row: Angle Bubp, Laurie Brulport. Row 2: Renee Lentz, Thomas Gels, Barb Brunswick, Amarllls Rosa

Model UN

Front row: Dan OkenfUss. Row 2: Tomasina Rnner, Allison Eamhart, Kerr! Rtzgerald. Row 3: Patricia Arend,
Brian Stevens, Greg Stevens, Michelle Arendt. Row 4: Jason Childers, John Tucker, John Hans•n, Dave Elmer,
Robert Pool. Row 5: Michael Brosko, Jospeh Srou)l, Jason Cromartie, Brandon Grant, Ray Blakeney, Dr. Jaro
Bllocerkowycz.

FCS Deepens Members'
Relationships ·with God
At some time or
• another throughout their
University experience,
students searched for a
sense of certainty about
their future. Students often
looked to a variety of
sources to reassure them
that the decisions they had
made were in their best
interests.
However, students
who joined a Christian
fellowship found the love
and supp6rt of Jesus Christ
through each other, which
helped them to know that
any decisions they made
were for the best.
One religious
organization that was
acceptive and supportive of
students was the Fellowship
of Christian Students (FCS).
Through this club, students
received encouragement,
peace, friendship and joy.

As Jon Arnold
pointed out, as well as
fmding fulfillment through
friends he made, he also
found enjoyable alternatives to the Ghetto. On
Friday nights he attended
Friday Night Fellowships
with other students from
the University and other
area colleges.
Members of FCS
also shared their beliefs
with other people which
helped them to grow in
their faith. Kathy Szilagyi
said that she was able to
reveal her convictions
"through personal evangelism, group Bible studies,
and by obeying God's
great commission." This
enabled her to remain
integrated in the body of
Christ while she attended
school.
Several members

found that their involvement in the organization
helped them to strengthen
their relationship with God.
Chris Landry explained "I
saw joining a religious
organization as a way to
deepen my relationship
with God and to associate
myself with others of the
same belief." Additionally,
the members became a
family for her and helped
her to grow closer to God.
Through each other,
the members of FCS found
people with whom they
could strengthen their
beliefs and rejoice in the
love of God. With the
encouragement they received through their fellowship, the students
secured a reliable source of
support they needed in their
daily lives: the eternal love
of God. --VICki Rettig

Music Therapy

Front row: stephanie Baldwin, Beth Nagy, Amy Witkowski. Row 2: Cindy Marshal, Kim Miller, Nikki Geron.
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Omega Phi Delta

Front row: Debbie Schick, Kathryn• Murphy, Lori Rizzo. Row 2: Meg DoiCI'I, Cheryl Mancuso, Sheila AusHn,
Wendy Thomas. Row 3: Brad Mercer, Ann Wlmblscus, Chad Sheets, Lauren Burke, Bobbl Bellemare, Krls
Sandstrom. Row 4: Pam Hurd, Alan Ebbs, Ted Forker, Kevin Torok, Brian Katlgbak, Mark Grawe, Michelle
Schuermann.

Orpheus

Front row: Beth Simon, Mary Ann Poirier, Jennifer Battaglini. Row 2: Michelle ShoiHs, Kevin Dowling, Jamie
Happ, BriCI'I Nealon.

Phi Alpha Delta

Front row: Kathleen McGlynn, Jennlt.r Roll, Laura Luehrmann, Dianna stoetzel, Mary Herbenlck, Unda Gross,
Hope Schaefer, Lynn Kelly. Row 2: Heather Miksch, Kez Settle, Jackie Klrla, Julie Plumb, Dave Afton, Efraln
Alslna, Zoe Johnson, Michelle Maclorowskl, Kathy Morgan. Row 3: Kimberly Harper, Thomas Colucci, Charles
Topping, Mark Adams, Dave Schnlttger, Mlchael8rosko, Sean Brennan, Gall Decker, Michelle Phillips,
Maureen Barry, Angle Hahn. Row 4: Sara Kelly, Greg Dec, JeftYousklevlcz, Matt Lampke, Ray Blakeney,
Thomas Kramer, Javier Rivera-Carbone, Edward Csoltko, Tammy Morey, Tesa Lanoy, Chad Willits.

Phi Sigma Rho

Front row: Sandy Supple, stephanie Herbst, Andrea Michaud. Row 2: Christy Van Fleet, Christy Dobrozsl,
Lynette Root, Amy Grosjean, Laurie Huth, Tania Rolon. Row 3: Susan Urwin, Laura McGivem, Jen Vall, Chrysa
Gaydos, Anne Macek, Karen Paul, Elana Chapman. Row 4: Unda Tepe, Dawn Pulley, ChrlsHne Steimle,
Jemie Abella, Tracy Fecke, Krista Engel, Krlsty Csaklna, Joy Deahl, Unda Soule. Row 5: Katherine Wiedeman,
Nancy Thiemann, Carol Jansen, ChrlsHne Schulte, Chelle Williams, Kerry Bagdanowlcz, Gretchen Miller, Mary
Fleming, Monica Bucklew, Angle stevenart, Rose Smith.

Balancing Act
There were only 24
hours in a day.
However, students
often wished they could
add a few more minutes to
each hour just so they
could get everything done.
"Everything" included
studying, organizational
activities, working and
socializing.
Frequently the
reason for a student's
hectic schedule was taking
on many responsibilities in
several different organizations. This cut into time
which could have gone
towards other activities.
Lance McGannon,
Flyer News advertising
manager and art director,
said, "Deadlines often

interfere with tests and
projects and deadlines
come first."
Thus, students
occasionally neglected
studies and other responsibilities to fulfill duties in
organizations.
One way students
alleviated some of the
stress that went with their
duties was to delegate jobs
to other students.
By doing this,
jobs were more evenly
shared within the club by
all the members. This was
beneficial for both the
over-involved student and
those who wished to
become more active in the
group.
Students became

Phi Sigma Tau

Front row: Charles Topping. Row 2: John Madden, Dan Rosenbaum.

involved in many organizations in order to meet
people. Elise Cousineau, a
Visual Arts Design major,
explained that being in"
volved helped her to meet
people who had similar
interests to her. To do this
she became an SGA artist
and a member of the Art
Club.
McGannon found it
important to be involved
for a different reason. He
said, "Academia gives you
knowledge but knowledge
is nothing unless you know
how to apply it. Orgs teach
you this. Remember, it's
not how much you know,
it's what you can do with
what you have that counts."
--Vicki Rettig

Pi Beta Phi

Front JOW: Bec:ky PhUIIpe, Kay MUiphy, Danlelle Dobeckl, Debbie Hickey, Kim Smith, ShaJOn Matllngly, Katy Dr...-1, Karin Chi....,.,.., Katie
Henlek, Mellua O'Neal, llelh To,.... Row 2: Joy·Lyn Pmnplnella, Brand Bauw, Kelle Werlhman, Kcuen ~. Chrlllllna St. An~, Jean
Moroney, .Jennller Jacklon, Heidi Mcnhall, Corey Snell, Jenny Sand, Amy Jo Camey, Sara Moore, 8eltlany Grlfnn, Laura Roa. Row J: Adrienne
Smith, Kelly Stewart, Kaen Whalen, Shannon Hoar, Ellen Sand, Paula ~r. Mluy GUia, Pamela Hock, Danlelle Momper, .Jenller Mueller, Bec:ky
Gaynor, Jenller Bollmann, Caroline Hoffmann, An$je1 Clark, Carol Ann aan.tt. Row 4: Yolanda Watll, Elizabeth Hahn, Julie S.Veni"SI, Jennifer
Prehn, Ellen Sullvan, Tory Callaglan, KenQ-yn Bonder, Kathryn Kuehnool, Deborah Collaljllan, Moira Kenyon, ADIIon Clvlelle, Beth Weber, Katie
W.ber, Allrld lhlllel, Ann Donahue, Healher W..tfall, MQggle Gauio, Clvllllne had, AlllMXI Bruggeman. Judy llor&eckl.

PRSSA

Front row: Heather Miksch, Denise Henke. Row 2: Jennifer King, Angela Krlmm, Peggy Gallagher, Patty
Madeo. Row 3: Tcmmy Broakey, Valerie Elliott, James Morey, Mary Bott, Aimee Boldrlghlnl.

Read to the Blind

Front row: Christine Long. Row 2: Nancy Phelan, Nancy Tersellc. Row 3: Nan Schlvone, Michelle Tedford,
Laura Ehaler. Row 4: Joe Wittmann.

SARE

Front row: Wayne Wisniewski. Row 2: Jim Armour, Matthew Bickel.

Dedicated to the Fight
Against Cystic Fibrosis
With the help of
some dedicated fraternity
members, people with
cystic fibrosis will someday
have a cure for the disease.
On February 21,
1992, the men ofSigmaNu
went to Notre Dame for the
start of their annual Cystic
Fibrosis Run. The brothers
began running at midnight
with each brother running
shifts of one mile at a time.
They ran the 240
miles back to Dayton,
arriving on campus at 7:30
am on Sunday February 23.
The main purpose was to
raise money for cystic
fibrosis reasearch, but
Sigma Nu also brought the
gameball from South Bend
to Dayton and presented it
at the Notre Dame basketball game.
In addition to

getting sponsors for the
gameball run, the fraternity did other activities to
raise money for CF,
including a comedy night
at Joker's Comedy Club, a
raffle and a CF dinner
attended by friends and
faculty. The brothers also
went to area businesses
seeking donations. These
efforts brought in more
than $7,500 for cystic
fibrosis .
The brothers were
motivated to run for
various reasons' including
tradition and personal
commitment. "I've participated the past four
years and have yet to have
a bad time," said Bill
Thimrne.
SigmaNu was
supported in their efforts
by many University

personalities. The fraternity received letters of
recognition from Dr.
William Schuerman and
Patrick Joyce.
The CF Run left
brothers with many memories. For Thimrne, the
highlight was "Matt Roland
rollerblading along side of
me when I ran." Mark
Wirbel said running at 3am
was his best memory.
Over the years, the
Sigma Nu brothers have
developed a dedication and
commitment to the CF
Run. President Damon
Young said, "It's part of
Sigma Nu tradition, and it
helps a great cause." And
when it was all over, most
of the brothers, including
Mark Kieft, were left with
"a tired, but positive"
feeling. --Kristin Sinkel

SGA

Front row: Jenny Pesch, Patty Madeo, Angela Ruffolo, Julie Tanlngco. Row 2: Julie Schemanske, Gary
McGuire, Carolyn Roberts, Sarah Woodruff. Row 3: Carole Sills, Jeff Good, Don Uebrecht, Marte Obermiller,
Terese Pultz, Beth Tompkins.
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St. Vincent DePaul

Front row: Macla stoll, Andrea Leopold, Colleen CaJh. Row 2: Jennifer Evans, Mickle Decker, Deborah
George, Karyn Christoff. Row 3: Kathy Utke, Sandra Roche, Sharma Coy, Katie Farrell, Lynne Schwaab. Row
4: Carrie McDonough, Robert Montavon, Matt Joseph, Jason Hopkins, Shannon O'Brien.

Sigma Alpha Iota

Front row: Marianne Gauder, Margaret Waterson. Row 2: Katie Satlnk, Stephanie Baldwin, Amy Witkowski.
Row 3: Sara Kennedy, KrlsH Gillespie, Kim Miller, Lynne Helman, Theresa Pulley.

Sigma Chi

Front row: Ala Manooahlan, Dave Schlegel, David Galvin, Steven Bodnar, Brian Akers, Brad Niekamp. Row 2:
Mark PllsHck, Jeffrey LaForest, Sean Kenny, Thomas Bell, David Buck, Mark Adams, c;.ne Craclun, Scott
Lambdin. Row 3: Jim Wolpert, Mike Pierson, Joe Srnucny, Scott Monlt, Matt Lampke, Doug WIIJibey, Eugene
DIGirolamo, Erich Murray, Erick Coan, Lou Perry. Row 4: Joe Pletropola, Greg Bema, Matt Wisniewski, Daron
Bradbury, Kevin McHugh, Jim Legner, Dan Scobey, Ben Runckle, Bob Earp.

Sigma Nu

Front row: Tom Yaroma, Gonzalo Petschen, Peter Walsh, JusHn Kavttz, Greg Huttner. Row 2: Dave Gamache,
Mark Kramer, John GIJI, Damon Young, Jack Dillon, Jim Leahy. Row 3: Rick Kellerman, Rick Woeller, Greg
Wozalak, Steve Baldwin, Jason Bush, Bill Thlmme, Don Uebercht. Row 4: Mike Dawson, Mark Wlrbel, Pat
McConn, Kevin Baltes, John Fay, Mark Albright, Michael Meehan, Brian BuHer.

Common Ancestry Brings
Students Together
Campus groups
gathered to benefit from
their common interests.
Many organizations were
formed to provide information to individuals of the
same ethnic background.
They offered a service to
students who wanted to
learn more about their
heritage and meet other
students of the same
ancestry.
One such group, the
Irish Club, provided a
forum to relay information
concerning campus events
to students of Irish ancestry. "We meet to alert
members to the Irish
aspects of campus activities," said President
Michael Reardon.
For example, the
University production of

"The Playboy of the
Western World" was
written by an Irish playwright. The Irish Club
informed its members of
the background of the play
and its author so that they
could view it with an eye
toward their own heritage.
Members of the
group learned about other
campus activities such as
speakers and displays
concerning Irish customs
and culture.
However, the Irish
Club was more than a
chance for members to
learn about their shared
cultural history. It provided members with the
opportunity to meet other
Irish-Americans in a social
atmosphere.
"Our group pro-

vides a great alternative to
Greek life. We present
members with another
social means to get to know
other Irish students without
the pressures of pledging or
rushing. Our time together
is very low key," ~ aid
Reardon.
The club's goals for
the future involved even
more emphasis on cultural
activities. They would
expand their informational
service to their members in
order to continue to educate
Irish-Americans about the
richness of their heritage.
Groups such as the
Irish Club supplemented the
University experience by
providing students with
another source of information concerning their individual heritages.--Tammy Kukuk

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Front row: Bill Frank, Mark Mohn. Row 2: John Bertke, Charles Topping, Brendan Rhoads. Row 3: Steven
Dorth, Randy Krack, David Ulbrich, Paul DeCaprio. Row 4: Bill Gubser, Jay Heininger, Todd Branch, Stephen
Gonda, Don lmbus.
·

Sodality
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Front row: Laura Luechrmann. Row 2: Carol Wnek, Julie McDermott. Row 3: Jeff Campbell, Angle Stachler,
Nathan Stricker. Row 4: David Jessup, John Welntz, Christy Geers, Larry Prlkockls.

Sports Management

Front row: Bill Behrns, Kelly Woodward, Bob Artman, Dayna Wells, Heather Weisbrod. Row 2: Elizabeth Hahn,
Matt Zlrcher, Jamie Kirch, Steve ROlli, Judy Horton. Row 3: Kevin Ciolek, Barry Burns, Steve Gillan, Brad
Messenger, Cathy Wojciechowski.
·

Tau Beta Pi

Front row: Joan McManamon, Amy Williamson, Dean Paquet, Jennifer Wellmeler, Michael Klnstle, Landa
Tepe, Carol Kory. Row 2: Jeff Klko, Pat Sparto, Jim Blust, Mary Ann Poirier, Mike Hicks, Tom Armitage,
.
Jonathan Brown, Krista Keener, Susan Bennett. Row 3: Brian Brinkmann, Scott Clarice, James Lynch, Greg
Arnold, Seotte Elliott, Dave Cllffel, Tony Koesters, Ann Schone, Colleen Vermillion, Todd Haverkos. Row 4: Jeff
Bensman, Dan Abels, Dan Schreiter, Mare Polanka, Tom Forbes, Matt Dunlap, Kevin Baltes, nm Vogt, Chuck
Scheib, Paul Beer.

Tau Kappa Epsilon

Front row: Wayne Eldemlller, Joseph Boscia. Row 2: Chris Weaver, Adam Rossi, Jerry Erwin, Tony Blhl. Row 3:
Greg Davison, Scott Stidham, Pete Rlon, Scott Wiebold, Tony Nlro. Row 4: Matt Maurer, Chris Steffens, Mike
Brewer, Stefan lhlbodeaux, Steve Boyd, Jr., Jeff Weaver. Row 5: Jason Benham, Carl Brown, Joe Bowen, John
Fabian, Dave Brewer, William Guy, H.B. Farris, Doug McClure.

Tau Nu Kappa

.,

Front row: Shannon Hoar. Row 2: Bridget Cloran, Lesll GrannQn. Row 3: Louisa Daniel.

Theta Phi Alpha

Front row: stephanie Advent, Kathryn Pierce, Kim Miller, Laura Vullch. Row 2: Rachel Demasclo, Beth
Hackett, Christy Bwden, Meg Harrison, Kalhy Upton, Erin Murphy. Row 3: Kalhleen McGlynn, Melissa Nick,
Sharon Byrd, Diane Fltzpatrlclt, Beth Reed, stacey Silverman, Joy Spina. Row 4: Mindy capp.il, Jennifer
Caddo, Trlcla Fields, Kristen LaRue, Nicole Parry, Tracy Corah, Unda OIMn, Colleen Maron.y. Row 5: Jennifer
Worley, Mary Dunn, Cherish Stem, Leann Mercer, Amee Boeslng, Ashley Harding, Heather Fox, Lynda Spreck.

WDCR

Front row: Aaron Miler, Mike Delong, Eric Scheper, Kevin Chapman, Karin Buening, Bridget Clark. Row 2:
Scott Phelps, Blfan Tully, Jim Blust, Brian Sullivan, Jaaon Childers, Tina Lawson, Peter Brosnan, Nancy Tersellc.
Row 3: Matt Rusk, Damon Lacovlc, Keith Patrlgnanl, Rich Walker, lan Cunningham, Margie Szaroleta, Steve
Albright, Kim Baron. Row 4: Eric Brockman, Jaaon Schnlttker, Jetrrey TancreH, John Grackl, Uncoln White,
t.tchael Bartz, Tim Minarik, John Monlgan, Joe Zelinski, George Vesper, Marc SenneH.

Women in Communication

Front row: Megan Malone, Tammy Swarts. Row 2: Peg Hardg, Diana Matlkow, Dawn Calo. Row 3: Angela
Duerr, Caroline Se11l, Gayle Gallowltz, Ramona Christen, Held Hader.
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Scherer, Jenny ....... 105

Seifert, Jason ............ 86
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Stewart, Kelly ... 60, 105,

Schick, Deborah ...... 86

Seigel, Alisha ............ 86

Sinkel, Kristin ........... 261

Stewart, Mary Kay ... 36

Schindler, Tom.16.8, 169

Seitz, Penny ............. 115

Skiba, Pamela ......... 86

Stewert, Janelle ..... 115

Schivone, Nancy ... 215

Selig, Paul ............... 133

Skubisz, Mary .......... 206

Stickelmaier, Susan .. 86

Schlagheck, Mark .. 105
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Schlegel, David ...... 126
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Semeraro, Rick ....... 105
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Stineman, Mike ...... 149
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Stocco, Lou ........... 163
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Sessi, Caroline ........... 96

Smith, Kimberly .... 115,

Stock, Richard......... 58

Schmitt, Thomas ..... 105
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Schneller, Stephen ... 86

Sexton, Shawn ........ 127

Smolinski, Paula .... 126

Straub, Rudolph ....... 89

Schoen, Ann .......... 126

Shahady, Dave ........ 95

Smucny, Joseph .... 126

Strauss, Peter ... 44,202

Schombert, Tim ........ 86

Sharkey, Chris ........ 270

Smythe, Dale .. .. .. .. . 126

Streleckis, Mary......... 89

Schott, Lynne ......... 105

Sharpe, Blair ............. 86

Socha, Ted ...... 85, 126,

Striker, Douglas ........ 89

Schreiter, Daniel ..... 126

Sharrock, Kathleen .....

Soltis, Jeff ................. 54

Strutzel, Jen ............. 79

Sommerfeld, Michael

Stubenrauch, Nancy ..
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Schroeder, MaryBeth ..
86
Schuerman, Dr. William
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Shaw, Jennifer ......... 95

196, 197,
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105
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105

Stoddard, Jennifer .. 86

9, 126,

Shayok, Makor ....... 194

Spanfellner, Kristin ... 42

Stump, Tim .............. 105

Sheen, Martin 4, 36, 37,

Speelman, Phillip ... 126

Stuper, Brian ........... 148

St. Clair, Nicole ....... 115

Taningco, Manuel. 187

Tucker, Chantris ..... 107

VanDevere, Jerry ... 107

· Subler, Chrissy .... 1, 197,

Tann, Adoncia ......... 89

Tucker, Wendell .... 107,

VanFleet, Christy .... 140

Subler, Rachel .......... 89

Tavernia, Mike ....... 106
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Taylor, Sean .......... 160

Tully, Brian ................. 87

Vonore, Mark ......... 115

Sullivan, Brian .... 24, 25,

Tell, Jeffrey ............. 105

Tully, Sharon ............ 89

Vaughn, Susan ......... 36

Sullivan, Kelly .......... 115

Templin, Joe .......... 105

Tully, Tom ................ 205

Vermoch, Tracy ....... 89

Sullivan, Tracey ......... 46

Tepe, Linda ........... 129

Turner, Doug .......... 107

Vesely, Diana ........... 89

Sunderhaus, David 129

Terris, Katie ............. 167

Turner, Michael ...... 236

Vesper, George ....... 87

Supple, Sandy .......... 69

Tetlow, Frank ........... 105 Turse, Patty .............. 45

Vogel, Carl .... 169, 1'72,

Susor, Angela ........... 89

Theus, David ..... 20,21,

Tyler, June ................ 89

Sutherland, Julie ..... 141

Theus, Deborah .... 105

Tylinski, Monica ........ 89

Suwalski, Julie ........... 89

Thiel, Christina ........ 107

Svitak, Terry ............... 41

Thiemann, David .. 129
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Uhl, Laura ................. 89 Apartheid
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Thompson, Teia ..... 141

Unger, Mark ........... 107

Szell, Kevin ................. 89

Thorne, Jennifer ..... 191

Unwin, Jessica.132, 178, Wagner, Carmen .. 125

Szilagyi, Kathy ......... 239

Thurman, Sara . 33, 45,

89,

Szokoli, Darren ....... 115

89,
Tiezi, Elizabeth .......... 89
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Top-rated ath
letes Arthur
Ashe
and
Magic Johnson go
public with the
news that they
have AIDS

179,
Upton, Kathy ............ 22

Wagner, Nancy ....... 89

Uranker, Dawn ....... 107

Waldman, Julianne. 89

Tilyou, Michele ......... 89
Toft, Kristi ..................... 8
Tolhurst, Maria ......... 62
Toomey, Sean ....... 107
Topping, Chip ....... 224
Torne ria, Jorge...... 261
Torok, Kevin ............ 183
Toth, Timothy ........... 89

Wagner, Daniel ........ 89

Walker, Dale ........... 174
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V.iolence
breaks
out after
the acquittal of
three of the four
L.A. police officers
who beat Rodney
King
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Walsh, James ........... 89
Walsh, Jennifer ....... 107
Walsh, Patrick ......... 107
Walter, Beth ............. 60
Walter, Michelle ........ 6

Tabis, Jill .................. 115

Trail, Michele ............ 89

Tabone, Stephen .... 89

Trang, Thomas ......... 89

Takahashi, Beth .. 57, 79

Trentman, Brian .... 107

Vagedes, Craig ..... 129

Takus, Jennifer .......... 89

Troiano, Tony .......... 129

Valencic, Paul ......... 95

Wangh, Gina .......... 150

Talbott, Lou ............. 264

Trott, Paula ............. 151

Vanderhorst, Missy .. 48

Ward, Rick ............. 182
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91

Warren, Kelli .. 167, 168,
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91
Watts, Robyn .... .. .... 115
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129
Wiehe, Mark ........... 107

Wold, Keri .. ...... .... ... 168
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Wolff, Leslie .............. 91

Wilder, Christy .9,22,26, Wollenberg, Lisa ... 115
33,261
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Waypa, Christina .. 115

Wilkens, Joan .......... 129

Wolpert, James ...... 91

Weaver, Brian .......... 30

Wilkens, Robert ....... 129

Wood, Steven .. .. .. . 129

Weber, Julie ............ 91

Willard, Marc .......... 227
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Weber, Kurt ............ 107

Willett, Sarah ... 64, 162,
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Weber, Matthew .... 91
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Williams, Carrie ... 79, 91, Wynter, Dorinda ...... 91

Wehrmann, Diana ... 85
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Weil, Katleen ... 91, 125,
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Williams, Thomas ..... 91

Weimer, Mark ........... 55
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Weir, Bob .................. 49

Willis, Amy ............... 115

Welsh, Stephen ........ 2,

Willke, Carol ............ 129

106,128,

Willshaw, David ...... 107
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to
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Weckesser, Wendi. 115

127,

Yunker, Tim .. .. ......... 205

Zarchin, Kevin ........... 82
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the growing allegiance to
Malcom X and his
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Zarnick, Lisa ............. 115
Zegarski, Daniel ....... 91
Zeh, Rebecca .......... 91
Zehner, Tom ........... 107
Zeleny, Heather ..... 190
Zelinski, Joe .............. 87

Welter, Becky .......... 40
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Zeller, Pete ............... 30

Wendel, Diane ..... 261,

Wilson, Mitch .......... 197

Zgheib, Bassem ........ 91

Wingender, Sioux ..... 91
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264
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Wenz, Amy ............ 174

Wink, Michael ........... 91
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107
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129
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107
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Yeltsin de
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Gorbachev
during a coup attempt.by top Communist hardliners

107
Zimmermann, Cindy
46, 129,
Zimmermann, Stephen
46, 91,
Zinck, Karen .. .. ....... 107
Zink, Susan .............. 115

Wesley, Chris .......... 205

Wittich, Mark ... .. .. .. 107

West, Phil ....... 129,271,

Wnek, John .............. 91

Yarnell, Jennifer ..... 107

Zirkelbach, Debbie 107

Westendorf, Travis .... 21

Wochner, Wendy .. 107

Yockel, Kurt ............ 129

Zoeller, Brian ...... 38,91,

Westrick, Jennifer .... 91

Wohlfrom, Steven . 129

Yoder, Brett ............ 129 Zubek, Bernadette .. 91

Whalen, Karen ....... 107

Wohlman, Jane ........ 91

Young, Damon ..... 245

Whilding, Amy ............ 6
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Young, Kelly ........... 115

White, Lincoln ........... 87
Whitney, Dawn ........ 91

170,171
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66
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COLOPHON
The 1992 Daytonian was published
by Taylor Publishing Company in Dallas,
Texas. The Daytonian' s Press Run was
2400. The boo1< size is 9"x12", 272 pages.
The cover was school designed with a
lexotone base. Cover artwork was designed
by Ellen Campfield. The cover was purple.
Oil foil and green silk screen were used on the
cover.
End sheets were 80 pound Blue parchment. Paper stock was 80 pound enamol.
Eight pages of the first signature were printed
in four-color.
Copy was set with Word Perfect and
PageMaker, and layouts were set using
Aldus PageMaker. The index was set using
Taylor Publishing Company's Indexvision
and Aldus PageMaker.
Body copy was 11.8 point Times. Captions were 8 point Avant Garde bold with 12
point raised initial letter. Photo credits were
8 point Avant Garde italic. Bylines were 8
point Times italic. Folios were 12 point
Avant Garde bold, and folio tabs were 10
·point Avant Garde bold. Different headlines
were used in each section to compliment the
design of the section.
The book was offered at $25 presale
until May 1, 1992, after which the price
increased to $30. All graduates of December
1991,April1992, and August 1992 received
a yearbook upon payment of their graduation fees.
Senior photographs were taken on
campus by Carl Wolf Studio, Inc, in Sharon
Hill, PA.
All queries should be sent to:
The Daytonian
Kennedy Union Rm. 311
300 College Park
Dayton OH 45469-0632
(513)229-3227

STILL Causing

A

COMMOTION
The events that came to
pass had an effect on everyone; and whether those effects were good or bad, long
or short term, they became a
part of our lives. The devastating floods, unnecessary
deaths and inequitable justice
as well as the gold medals,
miracle births and rightful justice all contributed to the
. awakening
of the social con.
sc1ence.
It was unfortunate that
drastic means were often
taken, but in order to improve
situations, sometimes people
still need to cause a commo-

Bundled up to their
ears to keep out the
cold Februacy air are
Susan Huffman and
Chris Sharkey. Although they could not
get a true idea of
what homelessness
felt like, the night out
in the Holy Family
Courtyard gave students a better idea of
what it must be like.
--T. Haverkos photo

Musical entertainment .
is provided by a jazz
combo at Monk's Inn.
Musicans like Phil West
and Kevin Griffis were
also able to gain
expericence and practice
time by playing at the
Inn. --T. Haverkos photo

Finally able to let loose,
Seniors celebrate the end
of their last year in college. The Miami Valley
Golf Club was the location
of Le Grand Bal, held on
April 3rd.--T. Haverkos
photo

Durtng the Watermelon Bust, Kimberly
O'Brten, Bob
McDaniel, Chris
Zinner, Jennifer
Burrows, and Ertc
Lensmeyer celebrate.
Their team represented the Professional Business Fraternity. --T. Haverkos
photo

From the top of
Stuart hill, a sceneic
view of the Ghetto
and Dayton lights the
night. A few frrst-year
males stopped to
enjoy the view after
making the climb.
--T. Haverkos photo
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